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FOREWORD

The National Communications System (NCS) is an organization of the Federal
Government whose membership is comprised of 22 Government entities. Its mission
is to assist the President, National Security Council, Office of Science and
Technology Policy, ard Office of Management and budget in:

o The exercise of their wartime and non-wartime emergency functions and
their planning and oversight responsibilities.

0 The coordination of the planning for and provision of National
Security/Emergency Preparedness communications for the Federal
Government under circumstances including crisis or emergency.

In support of this mission, the NCS has developed the Emergency Preparedness
Management Information System (EPMIS) to permit the Manager, NCS and the
designated Resource Allocation Officer (RAO) to respond effectively to declared
national emergencies. This is in direct support of the survivability and
endurability objectives addressed by Executive Order 12472 and National Security
Decision Directive 97. This report represents a system design specification of
the Expert System Enhancement to the Resource Allocation Module (XTRAM) of
EPMIS. XTRAM will assist the RAO in utilizing EPMIS for allocation and use of
limited telecommunication assets in times of crises and emergencies.

Comments on this TIB are welcome and should be addressed to:

Office of the Manager
National Communications System
ATTN: NCS-TS
Washington, DC 20305-2010
(2U2)-692-2124
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1.0 Introduction

This document summarizes work performed by Delta Information

Systems, Inc., for the Office of Technology and Standards of the

National Communications System, an organization of the U.S.

Government, under Contract number DCAI00-86-C-0099. The Office

of Technology and Sta.idards, headed by National Communications

System Assistant Manager Dennis Bodson, is responsible for the

development of advanced technology for the NCS.

BACKGROUND

The Office of the Manager, NCS requires timely, accurate

information about the status of communications resoutces during

national emergencies and declared disasters. This led to the

realization that an automated decision support system would be

useful to NCS Emergency Management Teams, which play a

significant role in the monitoring and resolution of such

situations.

The Zmergency Preparedness Management Information System

(EPMIS) is an integral part oL the National Emergency

Telecommunications Management System, which is designed to allow

the Manager, National Communications System (NCS) to respond to

declared national emergencies. The EPMIS is a user-oriented,

decision-support tool designed •Dassist the Manager, NCS in the

performance of his assigned emergeiy communications management

mission by providing timely information about the residual

communications capabilities and the outsInding National Security

/
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Emergency Preparedness (NSEP) communications requirements of the

nation.

OVERVIEW

The purpose of the program discussed in this report is to

develop an Expert System Enhancement to the Resource Allocation

Module (XTRAM) for EPMIS. In accordance with the Statement of

Work, a project consisting of the five tasks outlined below is

underway. Task 1 has been completed, and this report summarizes

all the work performed on this effort. Tasks 2 through 5 are

options which may be exercised by the NCS following the

evaluation of Task 1.

TASK TITLE

1 XTRAM System Design Specification

2 System Acquisition

3 Developing the XTRAM Knowledge Base

4 User Documentation

5 XTRAM Expert System Demonstration

Work on Task 1 has been divided into the five subtasks which

are listed below. The work performed on each of the subtasks is

summarized in the indicated sections of this report.

REPORT
SECTION SUBTASK

2.0 Requirements Analysis

3.0 Analysis of Hardware Alternatives

4.0 Analysis of Software Alternatives

5.0 Detailed Design Specification

6.0 EPMIS Compatibility Plan
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RECOMMENDATION

The Detailed Design Specification of the proposed I
hardware/software alternatives for the XTRAM system includes one

hardware system, and two knowledge software systems. The

hardware system, as recommended in Section 3, is a DEC VAXstation

II workstation. The final two knowledge software alternatives

to be considered for XTRAM are ART by Inference, and S.1 by

Teknowledge. Of the two alternatives ART is recommended for

implementation.
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2.0 Requirements Analysis

The function of XTRAM is to serve as an advisor or

consultant to the Resource Allocation Officer (RAO) in allocating

scarce communications resources, especially in times of national

emergency. Currently, the RAO has the use of the Emergency

Preparedness Management Information System (EPMIS), which is

basically a custom-designed file management system that keeps

track of the availability of communications resources, and the

demands upon them.

For the most part, XTRAM will obtain pertinent information

from EPMIS, just as the RAO would do without XTRAM, in order to

produce recommended resolutions to requests for

Telecommunications services. The nature of the information

stored in EPMIS has changed somewhat since the XTRAM Statement of

Work was issued in 1985. One important change is that there are

no longer requests (formerly Claims) for Resources, such as

Nodes, Links, mobile terminals, HF sets, etc. Now there are only

Service Requests (SR), which require a circuit connecting source

and destination users. Each SR is for a single circuit only;

requests for multiple circuits between the same users result in

multiple SR's.

The priority of each SR is determined by EPMIS, based on the

Telecommunications Service Priority (TSP), the function, the

Emergency Time Line (ETL), and when the SR was received. A

2- 1



prioritized list of SR's is presented to the RAO. From this list

the RAO selects an SR to resolve, and may activate XTRAM to

provide recommended resolutions.

The RAO may also indicate other SR's that he wants XTRAM to

consider while resolving the one SR. In this way, subsequent

SR's will have a better chance to be resolved, since limited

Resources that can resolve more than one SR will tend not to be

used up on the first SR.

EPMIS permits the inclusion of data on specific Links within

a Network. At present, there are no plans to incorporate Link

data in the initial data-gathering effort. However, XTRAM will

be capable of utilizing Link data where it exists. For Networks

with Link data, specific paths through the Network will be

evaluated. For Networks without any Link data, XTRAM will assume

connectivity between any two operational Nodes of the Network.

Similarly, EPMIS allows for the inclusion of data on mobile

Assets, such as satellite terminals or HF radios, and the Asset

Centers where they are located. Again, there is no current plan

to include this data in the initial data-gathering effort.

However, XTRAM will attempt to use Assets to resolve SR's, where

data on Assets exists. Where no such data exists, only the fixed

Network facilities will be used to resolve SR's.

The output of XTRAM will be an ordered list of possible

resolutions to a single SR. The list is ordered by XTRAM's

estimate of the desirability of each possible resolution. The

RAO may select any of the listed resolutions, or may ignore

2- 2



XTRAM's advice and devise his own resolution, which he can then

implement using EPMIS.

If the RAO selects one of the XTRAM choices, he can have

XTRAM iimplement" the resolution by taking the following steps:

1) The resolution description displayed to the RAO will be

copied into the appropriate slot (RESOLTNDESC) in the EPMIS data

base. This description is text, limited to 252 characters.

2) The Point of Contact (POC) information will be copied

into the appropriate slot (RESOURCEPOC) in EPMIS. The POC will

be from the same agency as the source or destination user, if

possible, and will likely be from one of the nearby Nodes used in

the resolution.

3) XTRAM will indicate, in a field to be added to EPMIS, the

number of times that a Link has been used in the resolution of a

SR. This information will, in turn, be used in resolving

subsequent SR's by avoiding over-use of a particular Link.

4) XTRAM will place 'IN USE' in the Availability field of an

Asset when the Asset has been used in the resolution of a SR.

This information will of course affect the resolution of

subsequent SR's.

XTRAM will not print or journal SR's. These are one-stroke

operations that can be performed by EPMIS.

In addition to selecting a resolution from the list

presented by XTRAM, the RAO may ask several questions of XTRAM in

order to be convinced that he is selecting the best possible

resolution.
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The first question is "Why?". This can be asked about any

of the listed resolutions, and XTRAM will respond with the

principal reasons why that particular resolution was a strong

candidate, expressed in English-like text.

Another question that may be asked by the RAO is "What if?".

In this case the RAO may postulate some change in the

availability of resources, the requirements of the SR, or the

applicability of a particular rule in XTRAM, and XTRAM will redo

its recommendations. The changes to be made will be in simple

English-like text or through the use of menus.

The last question that may be asked by the RAO is "Why

not?". In this case, the RAO assembles a resolution to the SR

that he thinks is good, but which was not listed by XTRAM as a

possible resolution. The resolution is assembled by the use of

menus. XTRAM then evaluates this resolution and gives reasons

why it was not selected in English-like text. This feature

allows the RAO to select a resolution not recommended by XTRAM,

and to test it to determine if there are any flaws in it that he

might not have thought of.

In addition to their operational utility, the above question

features will be useful during the development of XTRAM.

While almost all of the information XTRAM requires will be

obtained from the EPMIS data base, XTRAM may obtain some few

pieces of information by directly asking the RAO. This would be

done only in those cases where the required information does not

reside in EPMIS, where there is a definite answer to the query,
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and where theie is at least some expectation that the RAO will

know the answer. Most questions will be able to be answered by

multiple choice, a numeric value, or a name (such as a Node

name). When asked a question, the RAO may decline to answer, or

may ask "Why?", in which case XTRAM will present reasons why

having this information is important in recommending resolutions.

Rules for XTRAM will be obtained from an expert RAO.

However, the following preliminary rules will be used as a

starting point:

1) When possible, a fixed Network, rather than mobile

Assets will be used.

2) A Network will be used that belongs to the requesting

Agency.

3) Nodes close to the source and destination users will be

used, in order to minimize the difficulty of local connections.

4) Nodes belonging to the same Network will be used in

order to avoid having to transfer from one Network to another.

5) Facilities will be used that have a high likelihood of

being operational, based on actual and predicted status.

6) If fixed Network facilities cannot be used, then use

mobile or other Assets from Asset Centers that are near the

source and destination users.

7) High capacit,' Assets already deployed to other users

nearby may also be used.

2- 5
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8) Use Links and Assets that are compatible with the

Service Request in terms of data or voice.

9) Where Links are defined for a Network, use as few as

possible, regardless of route miles.

10) Downgrade a resolution that utilizes a limited Resource

that is also used in the first-choice resolution of another

Service Request under consideration.

The objective of many of the rules is to satisfy the Service

Request in the most efficient manner, so that subsequent Service

Requests, whether currently in the queue or not yet received, can

be resolved.
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3.0 Analysis of Hardware Alternatives

In selecting hardware to satisfy the XTRAM functional

requirements, several factors were considered in the decision-

process. These include DEC compatibility, availability of

software, computing power, ease of database interface,

programming facilities, and price.

3.1 Criteria

An important consideration in choosing hardware for

application development is the ease with which the application

can be moved from development to delivery. Compatibility between

hardware systems, or using the same system for development and

delivery ensures that the application can be run without

modification. This factor was heavily stressed by NCS. Since

the EPMIS system resides on a VAX, the XTRAM hardware should be

DEC compatible for future XTPAM/EPMIS integration. The more DEC

compatible the prototype, the easier an XTRAM integration with

EPMIS will be.

As in traditional computing, software availability is an

important consideration in the XTRAM hardware selection. It will

be desirable to utilize knowledge-engineering software together

with traditional languages and software packages. It is

important to choose hardware which will run expert systems both

3- 1



powerful and flexible enough to satisfy the XTRAM functional

requirements.

Another important factor considered was computing power.

Knowledge based programs frequently require a larger address

space and more machine cycles than traditional programs. A large

address space is an advantage because it allows the program to

address many locations without requiring the hardware or software

to do a great deal of context switching, which would slow down

processing. Also, knowledge system programs tend to tackle

complex problems that require operations such as searching or

pattern matching. For this reason, speed is likely to be more of

a consideration in a computer used for knowledge systems work

than for one used in regular data processing. In addition, some

"number crunching" capability is required to perform the spacial

and temporal computations that are part of resource allocation.

The ease with which the XTRAM computer could be connected

to, and integrated with the EPMIS computer was also a factor.

Since EPMIS resides on a DEC MicroVAX, it is desirable that the

hardware considered is able to support DECnet network software,

and an Ethernet port for fast, efficient data communications.

Also, since the EPMIS database is managed by the INGRES database

management system, the hardware considered must be able to

support INGRES networking and user interface software to ensure

an efficient database access.

3- 2
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Finally, as in most systems, good programming facilities are

important because the rate at which program development progress

is made is strongly influenced by the ease with which developers

interact with the computer.

3.2 The Alternatives

The four leading hardware candidates DIS evaluated were the

IBM PC/AT, the Symbolics 3620 LISP Machine, the Sun 3/100 160

workstation, and the DEC VAXstation II. The IBM PC/AT is widely

used for many applications, most of which are business as well as

personal applications. The last three, the LISP Machine, the Sun

160, and the VAXstation, can be considered workstations.

Although workstations are generally thought of as research

machines, some of them on the less expensive end of the scale are

appropriate as delivery vehicles.

3.2.1 IBM PC/AT

An IBM PC/AT may be thought of as a low-end workstation;

that is a PC may be able to perform all of the functions of a

workstation, but at reduced speed, with lower resolution

graphics, less memory, etc.

The PC has limited computing power with a maximum of 1.3M of

memory. This limits the Al software availability for the PC.
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For the most part, the expert system shells available for the PC

are not flexible or powerful enough to solve significant

problems.

As for compatibility, the PC does not support DECnet

software, nor does it have an Ethernet port. If a physical

connection between the PC and the VAX were to be made, it would

have to be over an RS-232 communication link which is on the

order of 250 times slower than an Ethernet communication link.

Currently, there is no INGRES network software or user interface

software available for a PC. This would make it very difficult

to communicate efficiently with the EPMIS database residing in

the BPMIS VAX. Also, the expert system software as well as the

database interface software could not be easily ported to a VAX

for any future EPMIS/XTRAM integration.

3.2.2 Symbolics 3620 LISP Machine

The Symbolics LISP machine is an AI workstation. It is a

very powerful symbolic processing machine. The hardware

architecture is built to process LISP code in which most expert

systems are implemented. It provides a multitasking,

multiwindowing environment with excellent program development

facilities as well as high resolution graphics.

3 4
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AI software availability is not a problem for the LISP

Machine. It can run very powerful and flexible expert systems

quickly and efficiently. Some of the expert systems which can

run on the LISP machine have versions which can also run on a VAX

system. There may be differences, however, between the LISP

Machine and VAX versions of the expert systems depending on the

specific expert system considered. For this reason, there may be

some work* involved in making the expert system software VAX

compatible. The LISP Machine is equipped with an Ethernet port

and supports DECnet software which would make a physical

connection to the EPMIS VAX possible.

The problem however, with the LISP Machine is that it does

not support any INGRES software. This would make it extremely

difficult if not impossible to communicate with the EPMIS

database efficiently. Since a good deal of the processing to be

done involves the database interface, this is a very significant

problem.

Some of the features of this machine are; up to 16M bytes of

memory, 360M bytes of disk space, and a high resolution

monochrome graphics monitor.

* The work required could be significant depending on the
VAX version of the expert system software
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3.2.3 Sun 3/100 160

The Sun 3/100 160 is considered a general purpose

workstation. Using the numeric Motorola 68020 processor, the Sun

provides a general purpose computational engine with enough power

for Al applications. It is a UNIX based system with high

resolution graphics, multiwindowing and multitasking

capabilities.

Sun has its own version of LISP, referred to as Sun Common

LISP. Sun Common LISP adheres completely to the Common LISP

standard proposed by the Defense Advanced Research Projects

Agency and is fully integrated with the UNIX operating system.

Because of Sun's compatibility with Common LISP, Al software

availability on the Sun would not be a problem. The Sun can run

many of the powerful and flexible LISP implemented expert system

shells which run on the LISP Machine. With Sun's processing

power, the LISP processing speed on a Sun is comparable to that

of a LISP Machine. In the latest AI software trend, many AI

software companies are making IC" versions of their expert system

shells. These "C" versions may run even faster on the Sun, than

LISP versions of the same product.

The Sun is a general purpose, numeric machine. Many

traditional languages and software packages are available on the

Sun including INGRES network and User Interface software which is

3 6



an important feature in the XTRAM system. With INGRES software

and networking available, a fast, efficient access to the EPMIS

database access could be achieved. In addition, the Sun is

equipped with an Ethernet port for fast data transfers.

Currently, the Sun communication protocol is not DECnet

compatible, but will be by early 1987.

As for software portability to a VAX system, the same

applies for expert system software portability for the Sun as it

did for the LISP Machine. There may be differences between the

Sun and VAX versions of the expert systems depending on the

specific expert system considered. However, if "C" versions of

the expert systems are considered, there should be fewer

differences between the Sun and VAX versions of the expert system

software as compared to the LISP Machine and VAX versions because

of the excellent portability characteristics of the "C" language.

Also, since the same traditional software languages which run on

a Sun are available on a VAX, the software interface source code,

with minor alterations, could also be made to run on a VAX.

Some of the features of the Sun are: up to 16M bytes of

memory, up to 1.1G bytes of disk space, a high resolution

monochrome monitor and an Ethernet port.

3- 7
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3.2.4 DEC VAXstation II

The DEC VAXstation II can be considered a general purpose

workstation. It is a very powerful machine and provides a good

program development environment. It also provides multitasking,

multiwindowing, and high resolution graphics.

Unlike the LISP Machine, which devotes its processing power

to LISP processing, the VAX's processing power is devoted to more

traditional computing tasks. This would be advantage for the VAX

over the LISP Machine in performing the expert system interface

processing involved in communicating with the EPMIS database.

The VAX has a disadvantage in LISP processing power as compared

to the LISP Machine, however, many expert system shells are now

being written in "C" which the VAX will can execute considerably

faster than it can execute LISP.

Software availability for the VAXstation would not be

problem. It can run many of the same expert system shells which

run on the LISP Machine. Also, since the VAXstation is in the

VAX family, it supports all INGRES software as well as many of

the traditional languages such as "C" and FORTRAN which may be

used in the database interface.

Since a Vatation II is a single user Microvax, and the

EPMIS system will be implemented on a Microvax, hardware and
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software compatibility would not be a problem. Because of this

compatibility, the expert system and integrated software on a

VAXstation can be easily ported to another VAX with little or no

work. Some of the VAXstation features are; up to 9M bytes of

memory, 159M bytes of disk space, a high resolution monochrome

monitor, and an Ethernet port.

3.3 Summary

Figure 3-1 shows a general comparison of the four

alternatives mentioned above. Figure 3-2 is a chart showing the

computing power of the four alternatives after the hardware

analysis performed by DIS based on the criteria mentioned, and

the desires of NCS, it would seem that the DEC VAXstation II is

the best candidate. Using a DEC VAXstation II with its excellent

DEC and INGRES compatibility along with its proce.sing power,

would satisfy the XTRAM functional requirements as well as

provide a step towards EPMIS/XTRAM integration.
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COMPUTING POWIBR CHART

Spec
Processor Processor Max.

Type Size RAN
System

IBM PC/AT Intel 16 bit 3 MB
80286

Symbolics
3620 Symbolics 36 bit 16 HS
LISP 3620

Machine

Sun
3/100 160 Motorola 32 bit 16 MB

Wortstation 68020

DEC
VAXstation II MICROVAX 32 bit 9 MB

78032

FIGUR3 3-2
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4.0 Analysis of Software Alternatives

The analysis of the software alternatives was broken into three

tasks. First, a set of criteria was developed to perform the

analysis. Second, each alternative was analyzed to determine its

candidacy for the XTRAM-expert-system role. Lastly, if more than

two candidate alternatives remained, the best two were chosen as the

XTRAM expert system alternatives.

4.1 Criteria

The criteria developed to analyze and compare the commercial

expert system tools are based on contractual requirements and NCS's

long term goals for XTRAM. Shown in order of importance the

criteria are:

1. The expert system can easily interface with
external processes.

2. The expert system can handle uncertain
information.

3. The expert system can reside on a DEC Micro VAX
computer.

4. The expert system's reasoning process can be
controlled by a knowledge engineer.

5. The expert system's knowledge is stored in an
organized fashion.

6. The expert system can justify its solutions.

7. The expert system can find a solution in a
reasonable amount of time.

4- 1
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8. The development of the expert system is not a
tedious or time consuming task.

These criteria stress the features desired in the XTRAM expert

system and are discussed in the following sections.

The expert system must be able to interface with external

processes.

For the XTRAM expert system to perform its mission it must have

access to information stored in the INGRES relational data base

system. This information can be accessed in one of two ways. The

first is through an INGRES interface built into the expert system,

and the second is through an interface built by the knowledge

engineer. In the former case the interface, supplied by the vendor,

is tightly coupled to the expert system and the knowledge engineer

does not have to do any additional programming. In the latter case

the interface is loosely coupled and must be designed, built, and

implemented by the knowledge engineer. In addition, the interface

is invoked, by the expert system, via external function calls.

The built-in interface is preferred because the knowledge

engineer does not have to build the interface and the development

effort is reduced. However, an expert system capable of calling

external functions provides the knowledge engineer with additional

4- 2



capability besides interfacing with INGRES. The knowledge engineer

can connect functions which perform tasks more efficiently than the

expert system, for example: calculating the distance between two

nodes. Of course the best expert system would exhibit both

characteristics, a built-in INGRES interface and an ability to

invoke external functions. Thus the knowledge engineer would not

have to build an INGRES interface and would be able to add

enhancements.

The expert system should be able to handle uncertain

information.

XTRAM has to work with uncertain knowledge, such as the certainty

of the operational status of a resource. This can be accomplished

in two ways. One is if the uncertainty-handling feature is built

into the expert system, and the second is if the feature can be

added by a knowledge engineer. The former is convenient because the

knowledge engineer does not have to build the feature, but control

of the certainty-handling algorithm is lost. In the latter, the

knowledge engineer programs the feature into the expert system and

has control of the algorithm. Unfortunately this increases the

development effort.

Either method is acceptable and our ideal expert system would

incorporate both. A certainty algorithm would be built-in and the

knowledge engineer would have the option to modify it.

4- 3



A DEC Micro VAX computer is the preferred host for the expert

system.

XTRAM is part of EPMIS, which resides on a Micro VAX computer,

and the integration of both would be simplified if XTRAM also

resided on the same computer. Unfortunately many of the commercial

expert system tools are only available on non-VAX computers. Some

of these tools do, however, permit the developed expert system to be

delivered on a Micro VAX. They accomplish this by supplying the

complete tool on a non-VAX computer and when development is

completed a stripped down delivery version permits the expect system

to run on a Micro VAX. The delivery version does not permit the

user to change the expert system; only the development version can

do that. Also, only the central location would have a non-VAX

computer; all the users would have a Micro VAX. This approach

assumes changes to the expert system are to be performed at a

central location and all users are to have identical copies. If the

users need to change the expert system, then a development version

is needed by each user along with a non-VAX computer, or else only a

tool available on the Micro VAX can be used.

However, compliance with the Micro VAX should not rule out

non-VAX tools lacking a delivery Micro VAX vehicle. The tool might

be XTRAM's best candidate and the vendor's product plan might

include eventual migration to the VAX. So this criterion was

expanded to consider a non-VAX tool if it has a delivery Micro VAX
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vehicle or if the vendor's product plan includes eventual migration

to the Micro VAX. The ideal tool, however, would meet other all

criteria and reside on a Micro VAX computer.

The knowledge engineer should be able to control the expert

system's reasoning process.

XTRAM is in an evolutionary stage and to accommodate new

demands the embedded expert system should have a flexible reasoning

process. Expert systems use two types of reasoning processes. The

first is forward chaining and is best suited to problems with a

large number of solutions, such as the number of ways to link two

nodes in a network. The second method, backward chaining, is suited

to diagnostic problems where the goal is known and there are few

solutions; for example, determining if a node is a connective point

for 'wo networks. Both methods could be used in XTRAM and our ideal

expert system would permit the knowledge engineer to invoke either

one alone or in combination.

The expert system's knowledge should be stored in an organized

fash on.

XTRAN handles interrelated and hierarchal knowledge. For

instance, a government agency may own two networks and one of the

networks might lease lines from a commercial network. (See Figure

4-1.) To handle this knowledge XTRAM needs a corresponding

4- 5
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' capability in the expert system. Three methods are currently used

by expert systems to store knowledge: attribute-value (A-V) pairs,

object-attribute-value (O-A-V) triplets, and frames. An A-V pair is

found in simple expert systems which are built around one

undeclared object. For example, an expert system might exist for

determining the best paint color to use to cover over a car's

original color. The car would be the assumed object and the A-V

pair would be original-color (attribute) and the color red (value).

(See Figure 4-2.)

An O-A-V triplet has the object explicitly declared which

permits multiple objects, and permits tha objects to be

interrelated. For instance, using our previous example we have a

car (object) whose original-color (attribute) is the color red

(value) and whose owner-is (attribute) Smith (value) and Smith's

(object) body-height (attribute) is 5111" (value). (See Figure

4-3.)

A frame is a description of an object which contains slots for

all information related to the slot. For instance, if there ij a

frame called "car" it would have slots "color" and "owner". (See

Figure 4-4.) These slots would contain the values "red" and "Smith"

respectively. The slots permit a richer representation of knowledge

and may contain default values, pointers to other frames, sets of

rules or procedures to obtain values.

4 -7
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The last two methods, O-A-V triplets and frames, permit the

storage of interrelated and hierarchal knowledge; the form XTRAM's

knowledge has. Thus our ideal expert should store knowledge using

either O-A-V triplets or frames.

The expert system should be able to justify its solutions.

A user ma, .aiit to question a solution supplied by XTRAM, such

as why a particular solution was chosen or what makes another

solution unacceptable or how a solution would be affected if the

knowledge base were different. These situations are, in essence,

three questions: why, why not and what if. 'Why' forces the expert

system to explain the reasons for choosing the given solution. 'Why

not' permits the user to have the expert system explain why it

didn't choose an alternate solution and 'what if' allows the user to

create hypothetical situations and observe the effect on the

solution. The ideal expert system would supply all three or have

provisions to add them.

The expert system should find a solution in a reasonable amount of

time.

Because XTRAM is supposed to provide solutions in normal and

crisis situations, it should provide an answer in a reasonable

amount of time. During a crisis the solution is needed as soon as

possible before the situation becomes worse or snowballs into a
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catastrophe. Therefore our ideal expert system should provide an

answer in a reasonable amount of time.

The development of the expert system should not be tedious or time

consuming.

The development time allocated for the prototype XTRAM is less

than six months. Typically if an expert system were to be built

from scratch, without using available tools, the development time

could take from one to two years. This amount of time is not

available for XTRAM, thus commercially available tools are to be

used which support the development time. In general, the tool which

removes the knowledge engineer furthest from the underlying language

on which the tool is built, the better. This indicates the tool

provides a rich environment for developing expert systems without

requiring the knowledge engineer to perform a lot of 'lower-level'

codirig. Some flexibility is lost because the knowledge engineer is

not working with the underlying language, but this is overshadowed

by the faster prototyping of the expert system.

Friendliness of the tool goes hand in hand with reducing the

prototyping time. If the tool is difficult to use the knowledge

engineer may spend an excessive amount of time developing the expert

system, but if the tool is friendly and flexible the development

time is reduced.
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Thus our ideal expert system tool should remove the knowledge

engineer as much as possible from the underlying language and should

be easy to use.

Summary

Of these eight criteria, interfacing with external processes and

handling uncertainties are the most important. Without them the

goals of XTRAM may be difficult to achieve. The remaining criteria

are less important but certainly desirable. If an expert system

tool supports most of these criteria then the tool could still be

considered usable for XTRAM.

4.2 The Alternatives

DIS evaluated small to large expert system tools designed,

respectively, for personal (IBM) through symbolic computers.

(Detailed information on each tool is available in Appendix A.)

Expert systems which obviously did not meet XTRAM's criteria were

excluded from this analysis. The candidates for XTRAM are:

ART .......................... by Inference
IKE .... o......... ... .. by LMI
KEE ..................... by Intellicorp
KES .................... by Software A&E
Knowledgecraft .......... by Carnegie Group
M.1 . ................... . by Teknowledge
Personal Consultant Plus.. by Texas Instruments
S.l .................... by Teknowledge

4 - 12
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The criteria discussed in section 4.1 was used to evaluate each

tool with the data obtained from literature, watching

demonstrations, and talking to vendors. (A standard problem was not

executed on any system due to time limitations.) Once evaluated,

the system tools were compared and the best two were selected as the

choices for XTRAM.

4.2.1 ART by Inference

ART, a general purpose tool, is not geared to any specific

problem, and has the following features:

"o Ability to interface with "external functions"
"o Ability t-) hypothesize
"o Resides on a Micro VAX
"o Reasons with forward and backward chaining
"o Knowledge is stored in frames
"o Finds solutions in a reasonable amount of time
"o Rules are compiled
"o is not difficult to use

INGRES Interface

ART does not have an INGRES interface, but one can be added by

the knowledge engineer, via "external functions".

Uncertainty

ART does not have uncertainty-handling built-in; but the

knowledge engineer can implement it via "external functions" or

through a set of rules.

4 - 13
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I Host Computer

ART is available on both symbolic and numeric computers and

I operates on: the TI Explorer, LMI, DEC VAX and Micro VAX, or Sun

computers.

Reasoning Process

ART is a forward chaining tool with backward chaining capability;

both may be controlled by the knowledge engineer.

Knowledge

ART stores knowledge in frames which represent objects or classes

of objects, its associated attributes, and its memberships in other

classes. The frames can be organized into hierarchies in which

knowledge about an object can be automatically deduced based on the

class to which it belongs. The logical consistency of data is

maintained by ART. If, during the execution of ART, an object is

disassociated from some class, ART automatically removes the

I properties that had been deduced for that object based on its

membership in the class.I
I Justification

I
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ART does not have any built-in justification; but it can be

implemented through "external functions" and rules. Also, the

effort to develop 'what if' and 'why not' justification can be

reduced by ART's ability to reason about hypothetical situations

without changing the original facts or deductions.

Speed

ART is considered to be one of the fastest expert systems. The

speed is achieved by compiling the rules and knowledge base instead

of interpreting them, as most expert systems do. In addition, other

expert systems allocate memory until it is used up; they do not

deallocate the memory when they are done with it. Once the memory

is completely used up, they then suspend the inference mechanism

temporarily, and deallocate the no longer needed memory. This

drocess is called "garbage collection". Unfortunately, this memory

management scheme causes the expert system to arbitrarily shut down

in mid-application until "garbage collection" is completed. ART

uses a dynamic management method which deallocates memory when it is

no longer needed, yielding an apparent increase in speed and

i reliability.

I ART was originally written in LISP and tan on symbolic

S computers designed specifically to execute LISP programs. When ART

was migrated to numeric computers, such as the Micro VAX, a LISP

I interpreter was needed which added another layer of software and a

S4 -15
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I
corresponding loss in speed. (All expert systems using this

approach lose speed.) The current Micro VAX version of ART is

considered, by its vendor, to be extremely slow. To gain comparable

speeds on both numeric and symbolic computers, ART has been

re-written, via a translator program, into "C". The "C" version is

currently undergoing beta testing and is scheduled for release in

January 1987.

Friendliness

Developing an expert system with ART would not be difficult.

The knowledge engineer has to work with the underlying language,

LISP or "C", only if procedural functions are needed or to

interface with INGRES. The knowledge engineer interface, ART

Studio, is acceptable, permitting browsing of the knowledge base,

examining facts and rules, etc. In addition, the manuals were

extremely well written; the best of all systems examined.

Conclusions

ART should be considered as one of the two possible expert

systems for XTRAM. The tool has all the features desired, or they

can be programmed. The only drawbacks are: no existing INGRES

interface, certainty-handling or justification. All three can be

programmed and for the latter two this may actually be an advantage.

The knowledge engineer would have complete control of the
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certainty-handling algorithm implemented, and would be able to

implement a justification scheme tailored to XTRAM's requirements.

In addition, ART is one of the fastest expert systems and doesn't

perform any "garbage collection".

4.2.2 IKE by LISP Machines Incorporated (LMI)

IKE is an analytically-oriented expert system-building tool that

is best suited for deductive problems, such as diagnostics. IKE is

not suited for problems where the task is to synthesize evidence to

generate solutions. IKE has the following features:

"o Ability to interface with "external functions"
"o Certainty factors
"o Reasons with backward chaining
"o Knowledce is stored in frames

INGRES Interface

IKE does not have an INGRES interface; but one can be added via

"external functions".

Uncertainty

IKE uses certainty factors which range from definitely-false to

unknown to definitely-true. It is a MYCIN-style implementation.

When certainty factors are 'ORed' together, the maximum certainty

factor is used. When certainty factors are 'ANDed' together, the

4 - 17



I
I minimum certainty factor is used. When two certainty factors are

combined, one of three rules is used:I
Both certainty factors are positive:

cf a x + y(l - x) ; where (1 - x) is the remaining disbelief
I or (See figure 4-5.)

cf = x + y - yx

I One certainty factor is positive and the other negative:

cf = (x + y) / (1 - min(IxI ,IyI)) ; where (l - min(ixi ,IyI))
ensures commutativityIfor more than two pieces
of evidence

Both certainty factors are negative:

cf = -Ixj + IyI(x - 1) ; where (x - 1) is the remaining
or belief

Cf = x + y + yx

Host Computer

I IKE is available on symbolic computers: LMI Lambda and the TI

Explorer. It is not available on numeric computers, including the

DEC Micro VAX.

I
Reasoning ProcessI

I IKE is a backward chaining tool with extremely limited forward

chaining capability. Neither Is controllable by the knowledge

I engineer.

S4 -18
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Knowledge

IKE stores knowledge in frames and permits multiple objects and

inheritance. The objects can be constructed into an inheritance

tree which establishes a parent-child hierarchy of objects for the

purpose of passing attributes from one object to another.

Justification

IKE does not h-ve any built-in justification, but it could be

implemented via rules.

S pee l.

IKE is written in LISP and must stop mid-application to perform

"garbage collection".

Fr iendl iness

Developing a goal-directed expert system with IKE would not be

difficult. The knowledge engineer interface permits browsing of the

knowledge base, examining facts and rules, etc.

I
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Conclusions

IKE should not be considered for XTRAM because of the following

major deficiencies: IKE does not currently have a vehicle to

migrate to the Micro VAX and the knowledge engineer cannot control

the reasoning process.

4.2.3 KEE by Intellicorp

KEE is a general purpose tool, not geared to any specific

problem. KEE as the following feŽatures:

"o Ability to interface with "external functions"
"o Ability to hypothesize
"o Reasons with forward and backward chaining
"o Knowledge is stored in frames
"o Finds solutions in a reasonable amount of time
"o Is not difficult to use

INGRES Interface

KEE permits the knowledge engineer to add procedures via

"external functions".

Uncertainty

KEE does not have uncertainty-handling built-in, but the

knowledge engineer can add it via "external functions" or rules.

I
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Host Computer

KEE is available on symbolic and numeric computers. Systems

include: Symbolics, TI Explorer, LMI, Xerox 1100, Sun-3, IBM-RT,

and the HP9000.

Reasoning Process

KEE can be used in a forward or backward chaining manner, both

controllable by the knowledge engineer. In addition, the search

strategy in backward chaining, and the conflict resolution in

forward chaining, are controllable. (The KEE 3.0 release has the

ability to hypothesize.)

Knowledge

KEE stores knowledge in frames, and permits multiple objects and

inheritance.

Justification

KEE does not have any built-in justification, but it can be

implemented through "external functions" and rules. Also, 'what if'

and 'why not' justification development can be reduced by KEE's

ability to reason about hypothetical situations without changing the

original facts or deductions.
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Speed

KEE is written in LISP and must stop mid-application to perform

"garbage collection". The hiatus in processing may last several

minutes on the Micro VAX; on a symbolic computer it lasts for

seconds. The difference in "garbage collection" times is a result

of the different hardware employed. A LISP or symbolic computer can

execute LISP more efficiently than a numeric computer with a LISP

interpreter.

Friendlinp,ýs

Developing an expert system with KEE would be easy. The rules

and data can be hierarchically organized to permit access by

multiple knowledge engineers. KEE had the best knowledge engineer

interface.

Conclusions

KEE should not be considered for the XTRAM expert system role.

Drawbacks are: KEE must perform "garbage collection", and has no

certainty-handling or justification, but both can be programmed. In

addition, KEE is not currently available on a DEC Micro VAX.
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4.2.4 KES by Software A&E

KES is a diagnostic-oriented expert system tool. KES has the

following features:

J

"o Ability to interfaca with "external functions"
"o Hanrllcz Uncertainties
"o Reasons with backward chaining
"o Knowledge is stored in A-V pairs

INGRES Interface

KES does not have an INGRES interface, but KES can be added to

a "C" program which does, see Figure 4-6. KES would not invoke the

interface; instead the "C" program, which calls both the INGRES

interface and KES, would be used. The "C" program would provide all

interfacing with the outside world, manage the knowledge base, and

enable the inference engine. This approach is possible because KES

sub-parts were designed to be separated and to work separately.

Uncertainty

<KES has several methods available to han.le uncertainties. They

are: certainty factors, ranking by relative quality, and

j statistically. Certainty factors handle definitely-false to unknown

to definitely-true situations, MYCIN-style. Ranking by relative

quality handles looor-average-excellent situations, and statistical

4- 24
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handles situations involving probabilities.

Host Computer

KES is available on both symbolic and numeric computers, and

operates on: the IBM PC, Apollo, Sun, Tektronix and DEC Micro

VAX computers.

Reasoning Process

KES is a backward chaining tool. The knowledge engineer has

no control over the reasoning process, but can choose one of

three reasoning methods. They are: production rules,

hypothesize and test, and statistical reasoning. The differences

between the methods are in the way knowledge is represented and

information is proceýsed. The production rule method is suited

to applications where the knowledge is in the form of if-then

rules. The hypothesize-and-test method is suited to diagnostic

and classification problems. It determines the smallest number

of causes that explain the mnown manifestations of the problem.

Lastly, the statistical method performs statlsti,.a.. pattern

classification based on Bayes' theorem. It is ube,:ul in

situations where the pre-existing data is expressed as

probabilities.
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Knowledge

KES stores knowledge in A-V pairs. The attributes may form

hierarchies and be grouped into "classes" to describe an object.

Justification

KES has limited justification capability designed for a

dialogue exchange between the user and KES, but it does not

fulfill the level of justification desired in XTRAM. However,

the capability desired can be programmed into the expert system.

The user can query the expert system as to why a question is

being asked: 'exDlairn'. The 'explain' probe causes tests

associated with the current attribute being requested of the user

to be displayed.

KES is written in "C" and would find a solution in a

reasonable amount of time on a numeric computer.

Friendliness

Developing a goal-directed expert system with KES would not

be difficult; although KES embedded in a "C" program could get

involved.
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Conclusions

KES should not be used for XTRAM because the knowledge

engineer can not contrcl the reasoning process and the ability to

store knowledge is limited.

4.2.5 Knowledgecraft by Carnegie Group

Knowledgecraft is a general purpose tool, not geared to any

specific problem, and has the following features:

o Ability to interface with "external functions"
o Ability to hypothesize
o Reasons with forward and backward chaining
o Knowledge is stored in frames

INGRES Interface

Knowledgecraft does not have an INGRES interface, but one

can be added, by the knowledge engineer, via "external

functions".I
g Uncertainty

4
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Knowledgecraft does not have uncertainty-handling built-in,

but the knowledge engineer can implement it via "external

I functions" or through a set of rules.

Host Computer

Knowledgecraft is available on both symbolic and numeric

computers. Systems include: Symbolics, TI Explorer, DEC VAX and

Micro VAX.

Reasoning Process

Knowledgecraft can be used in a forward or backward chaining

manner, both controllable by the knowledge engineer. OPS5

provides the forward chaining mechanism and Prolog provides the

backward chaining mechanism.

Knowledge

Knowledgecraft stores knowledge in frames, and permits

multiple objects and frames.

Justification

Knowledgecraft does not have any built-in jt'stification, but

it can be implemented through "external functions" and rules.

S4 -29
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Also, the effort to develop 'what if' and 'why not' justification

can be reduced by Knowledgecraft's ability to reason about

hypothetical situations.

speed

Knowledgecraft is written in LISP and runs on both symbolic

and numeric computers. Knowledgecraft needs a LISP interpreter

to operate on a numeric computer and will therefore run slower

than a symbolic computer version.

Friendliness

Developing an expert system with Knowledgecraft would be an

arduous task. The knowledge engineer interface is poor, and the

engineer must work with OPS5 and Prolog to invoke the reasoning

process. The rules must be written in an "OPS-like" language

which has been described by most users as an extremely difficult

language to use. Secondly, the manuals are voluminous and

difficult to read.

ConclusionsI
Although Knowledgecraft is an extremely flexible and powerful

tool, and has most of the desired features, it should not be used

for XTRAM. Knowledgecraft is too flexible; the knowledge
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engineer would expend an excessive amount of time preparing the

XTRAM prototype. In addition, the knowledge engineer would be

slowed by the poor knowledge-engineer interface.

4.2.6 M.1 by Teknowledge

M.1 can be used to build goal-oriented expert systems. M.1

has the following features:

"o Ability to interface with "external functions"
"o Reasons primarily with backward chaining
"o Knowledge is stored in A-V pairs
"o Is not difficult to use

INGRES Interface

M.1 does not have a INGRES interface, but one can be added

via "external functions".

Uncertainty

M.l uses certainty factors which range from definitely-false

to unknown to definitely-true. The associated numerical range

is from -100 to 100 (-100 <= X <= 100; X is a certainty factor),

with unknowns ranging from -20 to 20, (-20 <= X <= 20; X is a

certainty factor).

4I31
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Certainty factors are combined such that the final certainty

factor is independent of the order in which evidence is found,

AS positive evidence accumulates the resulting certainty factor

approaches but cannot pass 100. Once the certainty of a

conclusion reaches 100 it cannot be changed. Equal positive and

negative evidence will exactly cancel (except +100 and -100 which

cannot be changed once concluded). These rules are modeled after

the certainty factor rules of the MYCIN expert system.

[lost Computer

M.1 is available on numeric computers such as: the IBM PC,

XT and AT.

Reasoning Process

M.1 is a backward chaining tool with extremely limited

forward chaining capability. The forward chaining capability

permits functions to be invoked and values for attributes to be

sought. The inference engine is almost always trying to chain

'backwards' so the knowledge engineer has extremely limited

control of the reasoning process.

Knowledge

M.1 stores knowledge in A-V pairs.
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Justification

M.1 has limited justification capability designed for an

exchange with the user. M.1 provides 'Why' justification.

'Why' will display the rule under consideration. it does not

fulfill the level of justification desired in XTRAM. However,

the capability desired can be integrated with the knowledge base.

Speed

M.1 is written in "C" and would find a solution in a

reasonable amount of time.

Friendliness

Developing a simple, goal-directed expert system with M.1

I would be easy. M.l provides a tracing capability and was

designed for individuals with no prior experience in knowledge

systems.A
ConclusionsI

M.1 should not be used for XTRAM because the reasoning process

and the ability to store knowledge is limited.

I
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4.2.7 Personal Consultant Plus (PC) by Texas Instruments

PC+ is a goal-oriented expert system and has the following

features:

"o Ability to interface with "external functions"
"o Reasons primarily with backward chaining
"o Knowledge is stored in A-V pairs
"o Is not difficult to use

INGRES interface

PC+ does not have an INGRES interface, but one can be added

via "external functions".

Uncertainty

PC+ employs four "certainty" methods. They are:

definitely-false to unknown to definitely-true (full), unknown to

definitely-true (positive), unknown and definitely true or false

(unknown), and definitely true or false (no value). They use a

range of : -100 to 100 for 'full', (-100 <= X <= 100 ; X is a

certainty factor), 0 to 100 for 'positive', (0 <- X <= 100; X is

a certainty factor), -100 or 0 or 100 for 'unknown', (X is a

member of the set f-l00,0,l001; x is a certainty factor), and

-100 or 100 for 'no value', (X is a member of the set

t-100,100); X is a certainty factor). The unknown range is -20
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to 20 for 'full', (-20 <= X <= 20; X is a certainty factor), and

0 to 20 for 'positive', (0 <u X <= 20; X is a certainty factor).

PC+ manages degrees of uncertainty in four ways. First,

facts may be combineu by more than one rule. A combining

function blends the certainty factors. Second, compound

premises, combined by 'AND' or 'OR', may test uncertainty

factors. Third, an uncertain premise leads to an uncertain

conclusion. Lastly, rules themselves may be less than definite.

These rules are modeled after the MYCIN expert system.

Host Computer

PC+ is available on both symbolic and numeric computers. It

operates on: the IBM PC AT, TI Bus-Pro (IBM PC AT compatible)

and the TI Explorer

Reasoning Process

PC+ is a backward chaining system with limited forward

chaining capability. A knowledge engineer can specify a rule to

be forward or backward chaining and the rules can be

hierarchically organized into frames. Each frame can be

j dedicated to solving a particular problem.

I
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PC+ stores knowledge in A-V pairs. Logically related A-V

pairs can be grouped together and in the frame hierarchy a child

frame inherits all the A-V pairs of its ancestor frames.

Justification

PC+ has a limiLed justification capability designed for a

dialogue with the user. PC+ provides 'How' and 'Why'

justification. 'How' lists the value of a requested attribute

and the rule(s) used to find it. 'Why' explains why information

is being requested, and cites the rule it is trying to use or

explains what the rule is about. It does not fulfill the level

of justification desired in XTRAM. However, the capability

desired can be built into the knowledge base.

Speed

PC+ is written in LISP and must perform "garbage collection".

Thus it would be s'ower on numeric computers, i.e. IBM PCs.

Friendliness
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Developing a goal-directed expert system with PC+ would be

easy. PC+ provides: LISP and knowledge base editors, tracing of

the reasoning process, and the capability to save and replay I
consultation responses. f

Conclusions

PC+ should not be used for XTRAM because the ability to store -

knowledge is limited. PC+ can access external functions, has

certainty factors and is friendly. It can't run on the DEC Micro

VAX, and must perform "garbage collection".

4.2.8 S.l by Teknowledge

S.1 can be used to build goal-oriented expert systems and has

the following features:

"o Ability to interface with "external functions"
"o Resides on a Micro VAX
"o Reasons primarily with backward chaining
"o Knowledge is stored in O-A-V triplets
"o Finds solutions in a reasonable amount of time
"o Is not difficult to use

INGRES Interface

I
S.1 does not have an INGRES interface, but one can be added

via "external functions".I

I
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Uncertainty

S.1 uses certainty factors to handle uncertain information.

The certainty factors permit definitely-false to unknown to

definitely-true with a range corresponding to a clcsed interval

of real numbers between -1.0 and 1.0, (-1.0 <= X <= 1.0; where X

is a certainty factor). The unknown range is between -0.2 and

0.2, (-0.2 <= X <= 0.2; where X is a certainty factor).

Four general principles are used for combining two certainty

factors. First, once something is certain, it should not change.

Second, a combination should be commutative; it should not matter

which conclusion was made first. Third, no combination of

uncertain evidence should produce a result that is certain,

eiLher definitely true or false. Finally, evidence of equal

strength but of opposite sign, should cancel and leave no effect.

These certainty factor combinations are modeled after the MYCIN

expert system.

Host Computer

S.1 is available on both symbolic and iumeric computers, and

operates on: Symbolics, Xerox, DEC VAX and Micro VAX computers.
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Reasoning Process

S.l is a backward chaining expert system with a limited

forward chaining capability available through control blocks. A

control block specifies actions to be performed, the order in

which they are to be performed, and the conditions under which

they are to be performed. The control blocks provide the

knowledge engineer with limited control of the reasoning process.

Knowledge

S.1 stores knowledge in O-A-V triplets. Each triplet may have

multiple objects and each object may have multiple values with

associated certainty factors. in addition, the triplets and

values can be hie2rarchically organized.

Justification

S.1 has a limited justification capability designed for an

exchange with the user. 'What', 'How', and 'Why' justifications

are provided. 'What' provides a listing of values, i.e. the

color of the room Is red. 'How' provides information about the

method used to determine a value: i.e., asked user or rule

invoked. 'Why' provides explanations about the inference process

that determined the value: i.e., information about control
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blocks and rules. These explanation probes do not fulfill the

level of justification desired in XTRAM, although the level

desired can be built into the knowledge base.

Speed

S.1 is written in "C" and finds solutions in a reasonable

amount of time.

Friendliness

S.1 is a friendly expert system. S.I has facilities to

trace the reasoning process, and edit and examine the knowledge

base.

2ionc 1. u ions

S.1 could be used as the XTRAM expert system. S.1 can access

external functions, has certainty factors, resides on the Micro

VAX, uses O-A-V triplets, is reasonably fast, is written in "C"

and is friendly. Any missing items, such as justification, can

be programmed. The only drawback is that S.1 is primarily a

backward chaining tool.

I
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4.3 Summary

Only two expert system tools, ART, and S.1, passed the XTRAM

criteria, the results are contained in table 4-1. The other six

tools failed one or more criteria, with the most commonly failed

criteria being: compatibility with the DEC Micro VAX computer,

friendliness, flexibility of the knowledge base, and control of

the reasoning process.

4
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i fable 4 - i: Comparison of XTR•,'s Candidate Expert Systems

ART S.I KEE Kcra£t KES IKE PC+ M.I

SH Symbolics x x x x

a TI Explorer x x x
r LMI x x X
d Xerox.................... .

a DEC VAX x x x x
r Micro VAX x x x
e IBM PC x(4) x x x

Language LISP LISP LISP LISP LISP LISP LISP C
C(5,7) C C (5)

D Data Base p P p p P P P P
a Procedures F F F F F F F F
t
a

Uncertainty P F P P F F F

C]Forward chain K KL K K L KL KL
o1Backwardchain K K K K F F FSBreadth-first KK

Depth-first (2)

°Ii (6}

SA-V Pairs x
O-A-V Triplet x

clFrames x × x x
tl Instantiat•on F F F F L
sEm

Friendliness Good Good Good Poor ok ok Good i Good
S......II ...... i ...... ...... r ! i ...... ...... ! :

Justification P L P , P • , L L L
S...... iSComments 1,3,8 1,3 1 [

Legend: Poor < Ok < Good
x: Has this feature
K: Function can be controlled by knowledge engineer
F: Function present

) L: Limited function present
{ P: Function can be programmed

Comments: i) Has facilites to compare several hypothetical situationsS2) Used by backward chaining mechanism

3) The inference engine is easily modified
4) Requires Unix board; delivery, not development version

S5) 'C' version is not completed
6) Relies heavily on OPS5 and Prolog
7) To be released in January 1987
8) Manuals well written1
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5.0 Detailed Design Specification

The Detailed Design Specification of the proposed

hardware/software alternatives for the XTRAM system include one

hardware system, and two knowledge software systems. The hardware

system, as recommended in Section 3, is a DEC VAXstation II

workstation. The final two knowledge software alternatives to be

considered for XTRAM are ART by Inference, and S.1 by Teknowledge.

5.1 Detailed Specification of the Hardware Alternatives

The one hardware system chosen in the hardware analysis was the

VAXstation II workstation by DEC. Some of the features of the

VAXstation include: compatibility with all other VAX computing

environments, up to 9M bytes of memory, high resolution graphics,

Ethernet communications, multiwindowing, and multitasking.

The Hardware Functional Block Diagram (Figure 5-1) shows the

hardware components required for the integrated XTRAM/EPMIS system.

The 9M of memory and 159M bytes of disk space are required for

knowledge software development and are not necessarily required for

a deliverable knowledge system. The Ethernet communication package

is necessary for fast communications between the XTRAM and EPMIS

VAXs. A fast communication link is required for the many data

transfers and database accesses which will occur in the XTRAM

decision process. High resolution graphics will be used so both
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XTRAM and EPMIS can be viewed on the same monitor with no loss in

resolution.

The prices and p :t numbers for the hardware components, and

maintenance agreements associated with DEC and the VAXstation are

listed in the following tables labeled hardware parts list and DEC

Maintenance. J

5.2 Detailed Specification of the Software Alternatives

The software required for the XTRAM system (Figure 5.2) consists

of knowledge software, DEC system software such as compilers and

editors, and INGRES database management software. Other software

necessary for the XTRAM system include routines written by Delta

which will perform numeric computations needed by the knowledge

system, and also act as an interface to the EPMIS database.

5.2.1 DEC System Software

The DEC system software needed for the XTRAM system includes: a

MICROVMS operating system, and a "C" compiler. The prices and part

numbers, along with the license agreements are listed in the

following table labeled DEC Software.

5.2.2 INGRES Database Management Software

INGRES Database Management Software is necessary in order to

communicate with the EPMIS database. There are two INGRES software
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HARDWARE PARTS LIST

ITEM QUANT. MANU. DESCRIPTION PRICE

1. 1 DEC SV-LV55B-EK VAX STATION II 30,500.00

2. 1 MS630-BB 4MB RAM BOARD 3,500.00

3. 2 BNEC3C-10 10M ETHERNET CABLE 180.00

4. 1 DEC RD54A-BA 159 MB DISK DRIVE 7,900.00

5. KA210-AA DOT MATRIX PRINTER 1,595.00

6. 1 BC16M-6 PVC THINWIRE CABLE 6' 20.00

7. 2 H8223A T-CONNECTORS 15.00

8. 2 H8225-A 12.00

9. 2 DEST-AA STATION ADAPTER 275.00

10. 1 DEQNA-M QBUS ETHERNET CONTROLLER 1,975.00

1. 1CK DEQNA-KB CABINET KIT 150.00

TOTAL $47,397.00
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DEC MAINTENANCE

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE

1. BASIC SERVICE FOR VAX STATION II 333.00

2. BASIC SERVICE FOR MS030-BB 72.00

3. BASIC SERVICE FOR DELNI-AA 10.00

4. BASIC SERVICE FOR RD54A-BA 63.00

5. BASIC SERVICE FOR LA210-AA 28.00

6. HARDWARE INSTALLATION 1,354.50

7. BASIC SERVICE Q4001-85 200.00

8. BASIC SERVICE Q4A96-85 86.00

9. BASIC SERVICE Q4810-85 73.00

10. BASIC SERVICE Q4015-85 64.00

ii. BASIC SERVICE 141.00

12. BASIC SERVICE QZD04-85 141.00

$2,559.50
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DEC SOFTWARE LIST

ITEM QUANT. MAN. DESCRIPTION PRICE

1. 1 DEC Q4001-H5 MICRO VMS MEDIA & DOCUMENTATION 1,250.00

2. 1 Q4A96-H5 VAX STATION SOFTWARE MEDIA
DOCUMENTATION 650.00

3. 1 Q4810-H5 VAX GKS/06 MEDIA & DOCUMENTATION 600.00

4. 1 DEC Q4015-UZ VAX C/MICRO VMS LICENSE 709.00

5. 1 Q4015-H5 MEDIA & DOCUMENTATION 950.00

6. 1 Q4D04-UZ DEC NET LICENSE 500.00

7. 1 QD04-H5 MEDIA & DOCUMENTATION 600.00

8. 1 QZD04-UZ DECNET LICENSE 600.00

9. 1 QZD04-H5 MEDIA & DOCUMENTATION 141.00

TOTAL $6,000.00
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packages needed in order to communicate with the EPMIS database on

the MICROVAX. The first is INGRES User Interface Software which

will be used in the building of database interface module. The

second is INGRES/NET Network Software which will be used in the

database data transfer process between the XTRAM and EPMIS VAXs.

The prices and maintenance fees are listed in the following table

labeled INGRES Software.

5.2.3 Routines WrLtten by Delta

In addition to the previously mentioned software in the XTRAM

software system, many routines will be written by Delta. These

routines include a knowledge system/database interface, and routines

which perform numeric and other computations as needed by the

knowledge software.

5.2.4 Detailed Specifications of the Knowledge Software Alternatives

This section discusses the two alternatives, ART and S.1, for

XTRAM in greater detail. The format used in section 4.0 was again

used in this section with a pricing sub-section added.

5.2.4.1 ART by Inference

ART, a general purpose tool, is not geared to any specific

problem, and has the following features:
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INGRES SOFTWARE

ITEM MAN. LICENSE MAINTENANCE

1 . INGRES User Interfaces $ 750 $ 112.50

2. INGRES Net:

uVAX 2,000 300.00

VAXstation 600 90.00

$ 3,350 $ 502.50

TOTAL $3,852.50
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"o Ability to interface with "external functions"
"o Ability to hypothesize
"o Resides on a micro VAX
"o Reasons with forward and backward chaining
"o Knowledge is stored in frames
"o Finds solutions in a reasonable amount of time
o Rules are compiled
o Is not difficult to use

INGRES Interface

ART does not have an INGRES interface, but one can be added by

the knowledge engineer, via "external functions".

Uncertainty

ART does not have uncertainty-handling built-in; but the

knowledge engineer can implement it via "external functions" or

through a set of rules.

Host Computer

ART is available on both symbolic and numeric computers and

operates on: the TI Explorer, LMI, DEC VAX and Micro VAX, or Sun

computers.

Reasoning Process

ART has forward and backward chaining, and can reason about

hypothetical situations. The forward and backward chaining can be
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used separately, integrated or in combination. In addition, the

backward chaining can be performed without "backtracking", meaning

that it is not trapped in a stack-based sequence of operations.

The most important concept in ART is that of data-driven

computation. In ART, the facts drive the rules. In a typical

application, a rule is quiescent until a fact from the database

matches one of the rule's patterns. When a fact or pattern match,

several things may happen. If the rule contains multiple patterns,

not all of which have been matched, ART may invoke backward-chaining

rules to match the rule's remaining patterns. If all of the

patterns have been matched, then ART creates an "activation" of the

rule. Activations are sent to the agenda, which is a list of

activations currently competing foc an opportunity to act. ART

evaluates this list and executes (fires) only the most important

activation. After firing a rule ART revises the agenda, taking into

account any changes in the database, and executes the most important

activation in the revised agenda. This cycle repeats until

interrupted or until ART discovers that the agenda is empty.

When a new fact is added to the database it is matched with

patterns in all appropriate rules, moving them all closer to the

agenda. This means that a rule enters the agenda only by having its

last remaining pattern matched by a new fact. A newly asserted fact

is the only factor that can fire a rule. This process constructs a

chain of inferences from an initial set of known facts to some final
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conclusion. Each time a rule fires, new facts are generated, which

in turn becomes the basis for further inferences. Eventually this

step-by-step process creates a set of facts that together form a

useful conclusion. This process of building a chain of inferences

from facts to conclusions is called "forward chaining".

It is also possible to identify a conclusion and work backward

along a chain of inferences in search of known facts that would

support the conclusion (backward chaining). Backward chaining in

ART is generally used to lend support and assistance to the forward

chainer, and in doing so finds the needed facts for

partially-matched rules. The program identifies needed facts

(desired conclusion) by generalizing from the patterns of

partially-matched rules in the join net.

In addition, there are two typical applications of the backward

chaining process that are of special interest: first, if a

diagnostic program used forward chaining to interrogate a user, it

would demand information about every missing piece of information

whether relevant or not. A backward chaining rule, however, would

ask for only that information of interest to one or more partially

matched rules. As each question was answered, succeeding questions

would become more and more pertinent as the set of applicable rules

diminished. Secondly using backward chaining keeps the database as

small as possible. In many applications there is no need to

generate certain kinds of facts until they are actually needed.
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Thus, although ART has backward chaining capability, its primary

role is to supply facts to the forward chainer and to keep the

database as small as possible.

ART also has the capability to pursue competing hypothetical

pathways to a goal. It does this by building a tree-like or

net-like structure of related viewpoints. A viewpoint is a

collection of facts, which are visible to ART from a particular

point of view. This point of view might refer to a situation as it

existed at a particular time, or to a situation resulting from

specific hypothetical assumptions, or to both at once, depending on

the application. For example, if ART were planning a route down a

path and encountered a fork in the trail, it would hypothesize two

new viewpoints, one in which it takes the left fork, and one in

which it takes the right fork. (See Figure 5-3.) ART would then

continue down both paths and if it encountered further forks it

would generate further hypothetical viewpoints. (See Figure 5-4.)

When reasoning within one of these viewpoints, ART would be able to

"see" all the assumptions leading to that specific situation. Other

assumptions, leading to other situations, would be invisible to it.

ART would operate only on the facts and assumptions pertinent to

that hypothetical world.

In addition, ART can also reason about a situation that changes

through time, such as the changing positions of the pieces in a game

of chess. With each succeed-ing move the board positions change.
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ART could construct a chain of viewpoints reflecting the state of

the board after each move in a game. Such a viewpoint chain would

represent the history of a game. When reasoning about any

particu-lar board position, ART would see only the facts pertinent to

that state of the board or visible from that viewpoint.

This hypothecical reasoning capability would give XTRAM ability

to answer 'why', 'why not' and 'what if' questions.

Knowledge

ART uses rules, facts, and schema to represent knowledge, and

the knowledge embodied in the rules is used to manipulate the

knowledge in the database.

A fact, in ART, consists of two parts; a proposition and an

extent. The proposition is a fact expressed in words or equations.

For example, some propositions might be "the car is red", "the car

is a Ford", and "the car is paid for". Each proposition is a

fundamental piece of information about the car. The second

component of a fact is its extent and describes the circumstances in

which the fact has meaning. For example, the proposition "the car

is red" depends on a specific time frame. Correctly stased, the

proposition should be *the car is red at this time". The extent of

a fact describes the viewpoints in which the proposition is valid.

5 - is
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Thus, the proposition is the fact, and the extent is the time frame

in which it is true.

ART also uses schema to represent knowledge, and is a

collection of facts that represents an object or class of objects

that share certain properties, such as a person, place or thing.

This is analogous to a dictionary entry in which a word is followed

by a series of phrases that describes its meaning. The phrases for

a schema are a series of slots which represent the collection of

facts known to be true of the schema. In addition, schemata can

inherit characteristics of more general schemata, and ART provides

two inheritance relations for this purpose. These relations take

the form of special slots and contain the names of one or more

related schemata. The two standard inheritance relations are: "is a

... W and "instance of ... ". For example, within a dog schema the

relationship "is a mammal" links two general concepts, and "Fifi is

an instance of dog" represents one of something, a particular dog,

but not all dogs. (See Figure 5-5.)

The two standard inheritance relations also have inverses, but

are not inheritance relations. The inverse of "is a ... " is "kinds

"G and a list of the "kinds of mammals" woLld include dog, but

would also include many other schema names. (See Figure 5-6.)

Also, the inverse of "instance of ... " is "has instances ... " and

dog would "have instances" Fiti, etc. (See Figure 5-7.) ART

recognizes that inheritance links come in natural pairs and
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Mammal

Kinds Kinds

Dog Dolphin

Figure 5-6: Example of "Kinds .'

has instance Dg\has instance

Figure 5-7: Example of "has instance ... "
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automatically creates the missing half of the pair. The knowledge

engineer need only enter half of the link.

Lastly, ART'S schema system is defined in terms of itself. The

kernel schemata define the behavior of slots and relations, and

permits knowledge-engineer-defined schemata, which define special

relations, to be attached. Thus, the slots defining the appropriate

behavior can be inherited automatically.
)

Justification

ART does not have any built-in justification; but it can be

implemented through "external functions" and rules. Also, the

effort to develop 'what if' and 'why not' justification can be

reduced by ART's ability to reason about hypothetical situations

without changing the original facts or deductions.

Speed

ART is considered to be one of the fastest expert systems.

The speed is achieved by compiling the rules and knowledge base

instead of interpreting them. In addition, two other methods were

used to achieve a fast expert system. First, ART does not perform

"garbage collectlon"; it uses a dynamic memory management system

which deallocates memory when it is no longer needed. Second, the

pattern matching structure has the ability to join rules from the
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right in addition to the standard capability of joining rules from

the left. A join is a mathematical operation that identifies

commonalities among patterns in the database. In general, to speed

up computation the joins should be as general as possible. Thus,

ART's speed comes from compiling rules, eliminating "garbage

collection" and performing joins from the right in addition to the

traditional joins from the left.

Friendliness

Developing an expert system with ART would not be difficult.

The knowledge engineer has to work with the underlying language,

LISP or "C", only if procedural functions are needed to interface

with INGRES. The knowledge engineer interface, ART Studio, permits

browsing, editing and debugging of the knowledge base. ART Studio

is based on a menu system and menus can be selected using either the

mouse or the keyboard. The menus provide access to the data base

and monitoring of program execution.

Pricing

The "C" vrrsion of ART is being introduced at a reduced price

of 45,000 dollars, until 31 December 1986. ($65,000 after 31

December 1986. Price is negotiable, however.) It Includes 5 days

of Inference's knowledge engineer consulting time, 2 sets of ART

documentation (Reference manual, 3 tutorial manuals, primer and an
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Artist manual.) and 90 days of maintenance and technical support

(Inference hotline, new ART versions and documentation upc~ates). An

annual maintenance and technical support agreement is also available

for $7,500 and commences when the 90 day agreement runs out. -(The

standard Inference product license agreement is contained in

appendix B.)

A two week training course is recommended by Inference and is

priced at $2,500 per person. (See letter in Figure 5-8.) The first

week is used to introduce the knowledge engineer to ART, and the

second week is used to instruct the knowledge engineer on how to use

the viewpoints feature of ART. Inference normally suggests the

knowledge engineer should take the first week of the course, work

with ART for a month and then take the second week of the course.

Lastly, the multiple copy license for the delivery version of

ART for the developed expert system costs for copies 1 - 10, $8,000,

copies 11 - 50, $7,000, and copies 51 - 100, $5,000. (See letter in

Figure 5-9.)

5.2.4.2 S.1 by Teknowledge

S.1 can be uced to build goal-oriented expert systems and has

the follnwing features:

"o Ability to interface with "external functions"
"o Resides on a Micro VAX
"o Reasons primarily with backward chaining
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o Knowledge is stored in O-A-V triplets
o Finds solutions in a reasonable amount of time
o Is not difficult to use

INGRES Interface

S.1 does not have an INGRES interface, but one can be added via

"external functions".

Uncertainty

S.l uses certainty factors to handle uncertain information.

The certainty factors permit definitely-false (-1.0) to unknown to

definitely-true (1.0) , (-1.0 < X < 1.0; X is a certainty factor).

The unknown has its own range from -0.2 to 0.2, (-0.2 < X < 0.2; X

is a certainty factor).

Certainty factors are combined using four general principles.

First, once something is certain, it should not change. When a fact

is either definitely-false (-1.0) or definitely-true (1.0) no new

evidence pertaining to that fact will be used. Second, a

combination 5hould be commutative; it should not matter which

conclusion was made first. Third, no combination of uncertain

evidence should produce a result that is certain, either definitely

true or false. Finally, evidence of equal strength but of opposite

sign, should cancel and leave no effect. For the last three, three

rules apply:

o If x and y are both greater than 0 but less than 1.0.
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The cumulative certainty factor is the value of x
plus the value of y minus the product xy. Specifically:
x + y - xy.

o If x and y are both less than 0 but greater than -1.0.
The cumulative certainty factor is the value of x
plus the value of y plus the product xy. Specifically:
x + y + xy.

o If x and y are of opposite sign and neither is equal
to 1.0 or -1.0.
The cumulative certainty factor is a quotient. The
numerator is the absolute value of x plus the absolute
value of y. The denominator is 1.0 minus the minimum
of the two absolute values. Specifically:
(lxi + Iyj)/(1 - min (Ixl ,yl))

The conclusion statement that appears in a rule is comprised

of individual conclusions and each as a certainty factor associated

with it. If no explicit certainty factor is specified, S.1 uses 1.0

as a default. The certainty factor in the conclusion represents the

degree of belief with which the conclusion can be asserted, if the

premise of the rule is found to be true with a certainty of 1.0.

For a rule to succeed, the certainty factor premise must be

greater than 0.2. If. the premise of the rule has a certainty of

1.0, the conclusion is made as explicitly stated in the rule. If

the premise of the rule has a certainty that is less than 1.0, the

certainty of the conclusion is lowered. This is done by multiplying

the certainty factor in the conclusion with the certainty factor of

the rule's premise.

The construction of the premise affects the determination of

its certainty factor. If the premise is a conjunction of
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expressions, its certainty factor is the minimum of the certainty

factors of all the conjuncts. If the premise is a disjunction of

expressions, its certainty factor depends upon the certainties of

the individual expressions. If one has a certainty factor of 1.0,

it is used. If none have a certainty greater than 0.2, then -1.0 is

used. Otherwise, the result is the maximum certainty of the

expressions.

These certainty factor rules are modeled after the MYCIN expert

system.

Host Computer

S.1 is available on both symbolic and numeric computers, and

operates on: Symbolics, Xerox, DEC VAX and Micro VAX computers. In

addition, one of Teknowledge's customers has ported a delivery 3.1

to the IBM PC. It is not, however, a supported product. (A Unix

board was added to the IBM PC in order to make it work.)

Reasoning Process

S.1 is a backward chaining expert system with limited forward

chaining capability available through control blocks. A control

block specifies actions to be performed, the order in which they are

to be performed, and the conditions under which they are to be

performed. Specifically, they can create instances of classes (See
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Knowledge), determine attributes, display text, and invoke other

control blocks. The forward chaining capability would be achieved

with control blocks. Backward chaining is already built into S.1

and can be started using a control block.

Knowledge

S.1 stores knowledge in O-A-V triplets. Each triplet may have

multiple objects and each object may have multiple values with

associated certainty factors. These are defined as: A-On-(v/cf)m,

and are known as classes of objects. Classes describe entities,

events and concepts about which the system has knowledge. The

attributes represent properties of classes. Mathematically, they

map an n-tuple of classez (the On part) to a set of values (the vm

part). Each fact gathered by the system is represented by the value

of an attribute applied to an n-tuple of class instances. (An

instance represents individual members of a set described by a

class. For example, with ROOM and HOUSE as names of classes, a

particular house, HOUSE #1, is an instance. This house has four

rooms, ROOM #1, ROOM #2, ROOM #3, and ROOM #4, each of which is an

instance of class ROOM.) Thus an attribute of HOUSE could be "is the

house single-story?", true or false.
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Justification

S.1 has a limi-ted justification capability designed for an

exchange with the user. 'What', 'How', and 'Why' justifications are

provided. They are designed for the user to query why a particular

question was asked, such as the rule which prompted the question,

etc. They do not fulfill the level of 3ustification desired in

XTRAM, although the level desired can be built into the knowledge

base.

Speed

S.1 is written in "C" anti does not perform any "garbage

collection". Thus S.1 will not shut-down in mid-application and

will find a solution in a reasonable amount of time.

Friendliness

S.1 has facilities to trace the reasoning process, and edit and

examine the knowledge base.

Pricing

S.1 is available for 25,000 dollars. (See letter in Figure

5-10.) It includes: the development software, documentation (Users
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guide, reference manual and bample knowledge systems), packages used

to build and field delivery systems, one week of knowledge

engineering methodology training, two weeks of S.1 training, and one

year of telephone hotline support and product updates. Additional

development copies are: $25,000 for copies I through 5, and $20,000

for 6 or more copies.

The delivery licenses are available for $3,000 for copies 1

through 30, and $2,700 for copies 31 through 100. (The standard

Teknowledge software license agreement is contained in appendix C.)

5.2.4.3 Comments

Of the two candidates for XTRAM, ART is clearly the more

powerful. It can reason with both forward and backward chaining;

S.1 has a limited forward chaining capability. (Forward chaining is

more appropriate to XTRAM, it is used to find the number of ways to

link two nodes in a network, see section 4.1.) ART has a clearly

defined and rich knowledge storage capability; S.l's is more

primitive. ART can be easily programmed to handle 'what if' and

'why not' questions by hypothesizing; S.l has to have this feature

added via its knowledge base, not necessari'y an easy task. Though

both are written in 'C', and neither perform "garbage collection",

ART is faster because its rules are compiled; S.l's rules are

interpreted. Also, although S.1 has certainty factors (ART does

not), ART might still be favored because the knowledge engineer can
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chose a certainty algorithm tailored to the application and program

it into ART.

In S.l's favor, S.1 is cheaper and has been in use for a longer

period of time.

In conclusion, ART is a better choice depending on the

importance of price.
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6.0 EPMIS Compatibility Plan

One of the two requirements necessary to ensure XTRAM

compatibility with EPMIS, is hardware and software compatibility

with DEC VAX hardware. This requirement has been stressed by the

NCS in order to make the future XTRAM migration to the EPMIS VAX as

easy as possible. The other requirement involves the availability

of INGRES database management system network software. The INGRES

network software would be necessary to ensure an efficient database

access between the XTRAM VAX and the EPMIS VAX. With XTRAM

implemented on a DEC VAXstation II, both of these requirements would

be satisfied.

6.1 Hardware Interface

The XTRAM/EPMIS system integration plan is shown in Figure 6.1.

The hardware integration task would not be difficult since the

MicroVAX and VAXstation are very compatible. An Ethernet cable

would be the most efficient way to physically connect the two VAXs,

providing a transmission rate of approximately 10M bits per second.

DECnet network communications protocol would be used to network the

VAXs.

6.2 Software Interface
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Virtually all of EPMIS is comprised of and managed by the INGRES

database management system, including the EPMIS database which XTRAM

must access frequently in the resource allocation process. The

EPMIS database not only includes the resources that will be used by

XTRAM, but also the actual service requests which are inputs to

XTRAM. It is for this reason that for the most efficient database

access, it is necessary that INGRES software is used to access the

EPMIS database.

The XTRAM/EPMIS software interface plan to access the EPMIS

database and retrieve the data needed by XTRAM requires the

acquisition of INGRES/NET network software along with INGRES User

Interface software. The INGRES User Interface software would be

used to access the EPMIS database by embedding INGRES database query

statements in a procedural language such as "C" or FORTRAN. Once

the data has been retrieved, it would be manipulated by the

XTRAM/EPMIS interface for processing by the expert system. The

INGRES/NET network software is necessary for the most efficient and

most transparent INGRES data transfer betweer the EPMIS and XTRAM

computers.

The XTRAM software module consists of the expert system and a

software interface which would enable the expert system to

communicate with the EPMIS database. The expert system interface

would consist of two parts. The first part would be the database

interface described above which would query the database and put the
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retrieved data into programming variables. The second part of the

interface manipulates these variables so that they could be used by

the expert system. The variables would then be passed to the expert

system for processing.

The software tools necessary for an EPMIS/XTRAM integration would

include: DECnet nt'twork software, a "C" compiler, INGRES/NET network

software, and INGRES User Interface software.

6.3 User Interface

The XTRAM user interface controls how XTRAM will appear to the

user, and how XTRAM would be accessed and used once it is integrated

with the EPMIS VAX. When XTRAM is connected to the EPMIS VAX,both

EPMIS and XTRAM could be accessed from the XTRAM terminal which

would be connected to the XTRAM VAX. In essence, the RAO would have

only one terminal in front of him with access to both EPMIS eid

XTRAM. One possible XTRAM/EPMIS user interface setup is shown in

Figure 6-2. Using this type of XTRAM setup would satisfy the NCS's

desire for a minimal hardware configuration and a virtually

transparent XTRAM access from the EPMIS system.
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Press Release
For Immedlhfe Relese

ART 3.0 PRODUCT BACKGROUNDER

The challenge for today's expert system tool companies will be to provide commercially

viable products that will help corporations transform the enormous amounts of data already in

their databases into useful information with which to manage their companies. To do that,

companies such as Los Angeles-based Inference Corporation are developing expert system tools to

automate human reasoning so that computers can perform professional problem-solving functions.

Expert systems accomplish professional problem-solving through the intensive use of

knowledge rather than the carefully prescribed procedures used in traditional software

programming. Inference has released its expert systems technology to industry and commerce

through its product, the Automated Reasoning ToolTM (ARTTM). ART supports the

development of both decision support and decision-making software applications which help the

white collar workforce achieve greater productivity.

INTRODUCING ART 3.0

ART 3.0 is an enhanced version of the Automated Reasoning ToolTM (ART TM), a

software tool from Inference Corporation for helping developers create expert systems. ART 3.0

provides significant overall performance improvements over previous versions of ART and also

broadens the market for the commercial use of expert systems applications. Major features now

available with ART 3.0 are:

o More than 99 percent garbage-free

o Optimized join topology

o Procedural object-oriented programming

o File compilation capability

With this enhanced version, ART 3.0 is available on widely-used, general-purpose

workstations from Sun MicrosystemsTM (the Sun=3TM workstation) and Digital Equipment

Inferen a e
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Corporation (the Digital VAXTM line) as well as dedicated Lisp machines (such as SymbolicsTM,

TI ExplorerTM, LMI, etc.) ART 3.0 will be available on the DECR VAX products running under

VAX-Lisp and VUSTM, and will be available on the Sun-3 workstation under Sun Common Lisp

and UNIXR.

ART 3.0 increases performance for both expert systems built in ART and for the

development process itself.

FEATURES OF ART 3.0

ART 3.0 includes three key feature enhancements designed to speed its performance

efficiency and make it a more robust tool for the development of commercial expert system

applications. The three key feature enhancements, are the elimination of garbage collection, the

addition of a unique feature called "joins-from-the-right*, and an improvement to ART's rule-

based programming environment called procedural attachments. Each of these is explained in

more detail here.

ELIMINATION OF GARBAGE COLLECTION

Improved memory management makes ART 3.0 at least 99 percent garbage-free. By

changing the way the program manages memory, ART 3.0 speeds up processing. Lisp programs

usually have to divide their resources running programs and searching for available storage.

Searching for storage is called garbage collection.

In the past, an Al program might arbitrarily shut down in mid-application to make a

garbage run if it were running low on memory space. In commercial situations, such as financial

service applications where programs must keep running continuously, this unpredictability has

made expert systems software with garbage collection potentially unreliable.

ART 3.0 doesn't require garbage collection because ART automatically allocates and

deallocates memory. Programmers need not worry about arbitrary shut-downs or performance

degradation while the program is collecting garbage because they control how much memory is

Inferen c e'
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available at all times. This new performance and reliability increases the range of practical

applications that can be built in ART. It is particularly important in a real-time environment.

The conversion of garbage collection to ronventional programming practice is an important step
in the commercializing of expert systems technology.

GENERALIZED JOIN TOPOLOGY

ART 3.0 uses a new pattern matching structure that saves computational time and allows

the computer to work up to 100 percent more efficiently and more (in some applications).

ART 3.0 has a "generalized join topology" that lets the program join rules in its database

from the left, as has been traditional in expert systems reasoning tools, but now, also from the

right, which is an Al first. A join is a specific mathematical operation that results in identifying

essential commonalities among complex patterns in the database. Each join represents a step in a

complex match which, in turn, is a step in the problem-solving process.

The key to speeding up computation is to make joins as general as possible so there are

fewer of them required to solve a particular problera. In traditional Al reasoning, tools that join

from the left lead to information organized in the form of a sequential pattern. In ART 3.0,

however, fewer joins are needed to solve a problem because ART generalizes the joined

information into a tree-like structure, using pattern matching from the right, as well as from the

left. In more descriptive terms, Inference has invented a way to integrate rule-based processing,

which works most efficiently on mathematical relations that have a large number of arguments,

with schema-based representation, which uses only binary relations.

By generalizing the rules pertaining to joins, ART 3.0 reorganizes the allocation of

memory. This saves computational time and reduces the number of cycles needed to come up

with an answer.

Infer e n c e'
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PROCEDURAL ATrACHMENT FEATURE ADDED TO OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING

A procedural attachment feature has also been added to ART. Procedural attachments

define a specific function in object-oriented programming used to attach active value to objects.

The feature of procedural attachments is further enhanced with the implementation of a new

concept called "multi-methods" (see ART 3.0 Features backgrounder for complete description).

The use of multi-methods in ART is the first appearance of this technology in a commercial

expert system tool product.

The addition of procedural attachments strengthens ART's object-oriented programming

capability. ART is the only expert system tool to combine both rule-based and object-oriented

programming in such a strong feature set.

For example, a programmer using multi-methods can define a "print" function that prints

any part of a document on any particular device. Such a program is easier to write using an

object-oriented system where you can associate the print command with an object type such as a

line printer or a laser printer. The rule-based capability lets programmers identify a variety of

types rather than just one. A device can be added to the rule without changing the structure of

the program because in rule-based processing it doesn't matter what order a rule is entered in the

program. In the past, the structure of a purely object-oriented program made it impossible to add

new devices without rewriting the original code.

FILE COMPILATION

ART 3.0 also includes file compilation. Files of rules in source code can be compiled into

binary files. This has two major benefits: speed and marketing flexibility. Binary files load 10

tir', faster than source files and customers can deliver applications in binary files, thereby

Inferen c e
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protecting their proprietary source code. In ART 2.0, source files were loaded into an ART

image. Compilation took place during loading, a significantly slower process.

ART 3.0 also includes the interactive graphics capabilities StudioTM and ARrSTTM.

Both tools help make ART's applications accessible to users and developers who do not have

extensive artificial intelligence backgrounds. Studio is designed to help the knowledge engineer

construct an expert system and monitor its progress. ARTIST is an interactive tool used by ART

programmers for building user-interfaces for their expert sytems.

PRICING AND AVAILABILITY

ART 3.0 will be available for Symbolics, Lisp Machines, Inc., Explorer, and DEC VAX

(under VAX-Lisp) machines and for the Sun-3 workstation (under Sun Common Lisp). Pricing is

$65,000 for the first copy and $45,000 for copies two through five. All current ART 2.0 users

having active maintenance contracts will receive version 3.0 as an upgrade.

Inference supplies commercial expert system development tools, applications consulting

and training to the aerospace, manufacturing and financial industries.

Automated Reasoning Tool, ART, Studio and ARTIST are trademarks of Inference Corporation.

Explorer is a trademark of Texas Instruments, Inc.

Sun Microsystems and Sun-3 are trademarks of Sun Microsystems Inc.

VAX and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.

DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.

UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T.

Symbolics is a trademark of Symbolics, Inc.
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Press Release
For Wnrulute Relien

THE EVOLUTION OF ART:
MOVING INTO THE MAINSTREAM

Over the past several years, artificial intelligence has produced a flurry of interest. In

reality Al is just now beginning to fulfill its promise. Today the commercialization of expert

systems requires that this new software technology be deliverable in traditional procedural

languages in addition to Lisp.

The investment dollars in Al will bear fruit when expert systems become part of the

solution for mainstream applications of computers, such as manufacturing and financial services.

Inference Corporation's new release of its Automated Reasoning ToolTM (ARTTM) a powerful

programming language for building commercial expert system applications, is a key step in the

evolution of these more powerful, flexible expert systems programs.

THE EVOLUTION OF ART

ART was first introduced in August of 1984. Since that time ART has been recognized

for its advanced automated reasoning capabilities such as Viewpoints, a feature unique to ART

designed to do both hypothetical and time-based reasoning, and for deep integration between a

rich feature set of AI programming paradigms including forward and backward chaining, etc.

In August of 1985 ART was evolved into an enhanced product called ART 2.0. ART 2.0

delivered the same robust expert system features but was equipped with much improved user

access to the knowledge-base being built and was optimized for speedier performance.

Now, ART is evolving further to include several new technological breakthroughs

designed to take a major step forward in commercializing this new technology.

As ART has evolved and stabilized technologically, the demand for expert systems has

grown rapidly. Commercial customers are demanding expert systems which can be easily deployed

into today's existing computer environment. To meet this need, Inference is delivering the latest
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version of ART, ART 3.0, in a choice of languages. Initially, ART 3.0 will be available in the

preferred Al development language, Lisp. Following will be ART 3.0 in C, designed to deliver

efficiency in expert systems development and deployment as well as easy connectivity with

popular computers installed commercially today.

FEATURES OF ART 3.0

ART 3.0 includes several features specifically designed to increase its performance and

make it a viable language for building general applications for the office, manufacturing and

general data processing markets.

For example, ART 3.0 in Lisp is at least 99 percent garbage-free, which means that it

runs faster than traditional Lisp programs. Lisp programs usually divide their resources to run

programs and search for available storage (i.e. memory management). A Lisp program slows

considerably and even will shut itself off to seek out storage. This searching for storage is called

garbage collection. ART 3.0 does not require garbage collection because ART automatically

allocates and deallocate; memory. With the program free to process without garbage collection,

performance (both speed and efficiency in processing) increases substantially. Thus, by giving up

one of the development features of Lisp, automatic garbage collection, Inference has taken a

major step forward in the process of commercializing expert systems.

Inference has also invented a new way to solve problems that saves computational time

and allows the computer to work more efficiently. ART 3.0 incorporates a 'generalized join

topologym that lets the program join rules in the database from the left, as is standard in AI

reasoning tools, and from the right, an Al first. This "joins-from-the-right" feature delivers

significantly increased performance.

SUMMARY OF NEW FEATURES

In joins-from-the-right, the structure of relational joins -- those generate I by the ART

rule compiler to determine the matches of a rule antecedent -- have been generalized from

Infere n c e'
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sequential joins to an arbitrary binary tree of joins. This technique represents a qualitative

improvement in the integration of rule-based processing and schema-based representation, and a

fundamental improvement in rule compilation technology. ART is the first rule-bued tool to

provide this capability.

A PROCEDnU1AL ATT1ACHMENT FEATURE

A procedural attachment feature has also been added to ART. Procedural attachments

define a specific function in object-oriented programming used to attach active values to objects.

The feature of procedural attachments is further enhanced with the implementation of a new

concept called "multi-methods" (see ART 3.0 features backgrounder for complete description).

The use of multi-methods in ART is the first appearance of this technology in a commercial Al

product.

The addition of procedural attachments strengthens ART's object-oriented programming

capability. ART is the only expert system tool to combine both rule-based and object-oriented

programming in such a strong feature set.

ART 3.0 IN C

For commercial users developing expert system computer applications, the *tool-of-choice"

needs to deliver improved performance combined with ease of interfacing to existing computer

environments. For these commercial users, the "tool of choice" need not to be tied to Lisp. While

Lisp is a powerful exploratory development language, once a porgram like ART, originally

developed in Lisp, becomes sufficiently stable, it can be translated to traditional programming

languages like C or PLU for greater run-time efficiency. The underlying Al technology of ART

can be delivered without loss of functionality or robustness itrespective of the language in which

ART runs.

The C language, one of the aminstream programming languages is fast and efficient in its

processing power and is widely-known. Thus, C meets the requirements for preferred language in

Infere n c e
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which to deliver ART. Development of application in ART, wirtten in C allows the expert system

to get closer to the underlying machine architecture, thus delivering enhanced speed and

performance efficiency.

ART 3.0 in C also allows expert systems to be developed in the same language on the

same machines in which the application will ultimately run. This leads to a better engineered,

more stable application.

To deliver ART 3.0 in C, Inference solved a major AI performance challenge by

eliminating the need for garbage collection. Even in ART 3.0 in Lisp, garbage collection is almost

eliminated resulting in a significant increase in performance speed.

A CHOIC! OF LANGUAGES

As expert systems continue to move into mainstream commercial computing environments,

it is clear that users will want to develop and deploy expert systems in a variety of languages.

Lisp, the traditional Al language, will remain the preferred language for exploratory development

of software systems and product. In commercial environments, users are demanding expert system

applications that will run fast and that can be interfaced to existing softwc.re in traditional

languages such as C. In the longer term, ART 3.0 will be delivered in a variety of languages.

ART 3.0 in C and Lisp are the first steps in offering expert system developers a choice of

development and delivery languages.

PRICING AND AVAILABILTY

TM TMART 3.0 is available immediately for SymbolicsTM, Lisp Machines Inc. Explorer

DECR VAXTM (under VAX-Lisp) machines and the Sur,-3TM (under Sun Common Lisp)

workstation. The C port for the VAX, the Sun-3, Apollo and IBMR RT Personal ComputerTM

will be available late in calendar 1986. Pricing is $65,000 for the first copy and $45,000 for

copies two through five. Current ART 2.0 users having active maintenance contracts will receive

Infere n c e
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ART 3.0 as an upgrade. All versions include ART's graphics capabilities, StudioTm and

ARTISTTM.

Inference supplies commercial expert system development tools, consulting and training to

the aerospace, financial and manufacturing industries. Inference's ART provides Al programmers

with a general-purpose industrial class tool for developing significant expert systems applications.

Automated Reasoning Tool, ART, Studio and ARTIST are trademarks of Inference Corporation.

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.

RT Personal Computer is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.

VAX is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.

DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.

Sun-3 are trademarks of Sun Microsystems Inc.

Explorer is a trademark of Texas Instruments, Inc.

Symbolics is a trademark of Symbolics, Inc.
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INDUSTRY NEWSMAKER

ELECTRONIC DESIGN EXCLUSIVE then motor X is preferable.

Now suppose that the data baseTool picks up pace
contains 100 motors, and in only one
case does a lightweight motor pro.
duce more power than heavier units.
Ordinarily. determining whether

moto 6 nd oto 77are both
Practically abandoning 'garbage collection,' ac motors takes 10,000 com-

an expert-system shell hastens processing, parison (100 X 100). The compari-

aided by a quick pattern-matching scheme. son at weight 77 dictates another
5050 operations (the sum of

BY MAX SCHINDLER 1 +2... +100). All told, the sys-
tem must store 15,251 comparisons,

Most Lisp-based expert systems collecting garbage, the system can including 201 comparisons for other
have trouble with real-time applica- trim workload by two orders of mag- weights and powers. Computation
tions. For one thing, checking hun- nitude compared with its predeces- time is proportional to that total (see
dreds or thousands of rules at every sor, ART 2.0. In the bargain it con- the figure).
decision point takes time. More sub- sumes 10 times less storage. ART 3.0 reduces the comparison
tly, the underlying Lisp language Speed benefits also derive from a tally to 401 -38 times fewer-
devours memory, for the progra-a- pattern-matching technique that because the join tree hierarchy can
mer does not assign storage. Rather. marks the first use of a novel rule operate from both the left and the
during execution data spreads compiler. A generalized topology right. But since matchmaking is not
through memory haphazardly. joins rules in the data base from an expert system's sole occupation.

To reclaim storage space that is right to left, as well as from left to the overall speedup can be diluted.
no longer needed, a *garbage right as iscustomary. Traditionally, object-oriented
collector" must determine which lo- Consider a rule that involves a programming systems associate a
cations have become disconnected great deal of matching-or "join- permissible procedure-a -method"
from the program flow. Some sys- ing"-opcrations. The premise is -only with an individual object
tems stop execution for as long as this: If motor X and motor Y both that is part of a hierarchy. Methods
several minutes to let the garbage consume I kW. and motor X pro- pass downward, with specific ob-
collector pass through. A -napping" duces more power than motor Y, jects inheriting procedures from
CPU obviously cannot process data. and motor X is lighter than motor Y, general objects above them. In the

The first system to overcome the
handicap is ART 3.0, the latest ver-
sion of Inference Corp.'s automated
reasoning tool. The software, es-
sentially an expert-system shell, pro-
duces systems that are 99%
garbage-free. Equally impressive, it
draws on an unusual practice for
joining rules in its knowledge base, a
practice that speeds operation also.
Finally, it recasts object-oriented
programming with a brand-new
way of associating objects.

ART 3.0's garbage-free oper-
ation grows out of a very basic con-
cept. Inference designers invoked no
magic: They simply did what pro- M erl " N WnaIP ftM o o OM C1 eel on. Fo
grammers in other languages were Inane, In a compaonw o4 e4ectr l molom, a system Would
doing for some time--explicitly de- nmacht-tt Is, "oln"--focts only foro the lf (block). By breaking
allocating storage when it is no down the te, Inte. nes's ART 3.0 esp4ert lmO shell reduces the num-
longer needed. With no time spent bw of loin operations n""y fortyfold (color.

. .... .. .. . .. ..... . . ... 1 - t4 - ,



UdDUSTRY NEWSMAKE a Expert-system shell

absence of a specific method. de- can define a function that prints any Puce and availability
fault reasoning allows general part of a document on any particu- ART 3.0 Is available Mro"

methods to be inherited from those lar device. The program is easier to otely for computers from

levels at which they are specified. write with an object-oriented sys- Sy 0l4 4 @i pd IMcetges:

Thus, a program can still respond. tern. while the rule-based capability for the TI Explorer and the

The association and inheritance lets programmers add more devic- VAX (under VAX.UsP); and
for toe 3m woratiitfon (un.

of methods. however, is suited only es without rewriting the original de Luid LIsp). I Is priced at

to a small number of programming code. $6&,000 for fe IMt cOPY and

paradigms, those in which a -tree" By combining object-oriented at $48,000 for the second

of operations or actions can be asso- programming with multimethods. cOPiY. Tei VAX and Sun ver.

ciated with a single object. ART 3.0 procedures specified for each class slions also Include ART'sgraphlcs porogrmsl, Studllo

extends the hierarchical concept of printers can be associated with g porm St,

through a unique form of deter- collections of documents. The tech- nfverienc Corp., 5300 W.

ministic computation called multi- nique thus covers a much wider class Century Blvd., Los Angeles.

methods. The technique attaches of problems. CA 90045:. Alex JacobsEn,

methods both to individual objects -%nother new feature speeds up (213) 417.7A47. CIRCLE 612

and to object types called vectors, the software's execution still more.

which comprise groups of objects. Calleda file compiler. it converts the system tremendously, they tradi-

Multimethods affords yet another knowledge base into a conventional tionally recompile after every

degree of flexibility, because the binary object file. Other expert sys- change. Thus. development speed

knowledge base can be modified at tems compile their rules during benefits greatly from the file com-

run time without additional rules. loading, which slows the loading piler. ART-3.0's ability to run di-

Nn object-oriented system also time for the end user. about tenfold. rectly on binary code yields another

simplifies interfaces. For example. a Although shells like ART accel- side benefit: The system developer

programmer using multimethods crate the development of an expert can keep the rules proprietary.
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EXPERT SYSTEMS STRATEGIES

Excerpted for Inference Corporation of Los Angeles, CA.

TOOLS

LARGE HYBRID TOOLS: AFTT KEE, AND KNOWLEDGE CRAFT7
OVERVIEW KEE was introduced in August 1983 and is

sold by IntelliCorp. The current version
In the last two years, three commercial of KEE is version 3.0, which was intro-
expert systems-building tools have duced in August 1985. Approximately 600
emerged as the "top-of-the-linei" options copies of KEE have been sold.
f-orR fo D groups that want to explore the
development of large expert systems. Knowledge Craft is a product of Carnegie
Sme would argue that these three Group. It was first introduced in April
software packages should niot be called 1985. The current version is 3.0 and a
"tools," but "tool kits" or "knowledge new version 3.1, which will combine
engineering environments" to relflect the Knowledge Craft and a natural language
fact that they each offer a variety of package, Languago Craft, will be released
different ways to approach any given at AMAI next nwnt:4. Approximately 130
problem. We prefer to call these copies of Knowledle, Craft have now been
packages large, hybrid tools, but we installed.
certainly agree that they arel
considerably more complex and offer more APPROACH
options than any of the large rule-based
tools, such a. S.1, E.S. Environment/vb¶, We were niot ables to personally develop
or Knowledge Workbench, and test a common problem on each of the

three tools being reviewed. Instead, we
THE THREE LARGE YDAID TOOLS tailkied with vendors, reviewed literature,

and watched demnsntrations. In addition,
ART is sold by infereance Corporation. wel studied reviews of these threae tools
*It was first introduced in March 1985. that weire donel by corporations seeking to
The current version of ART, Version 2.0, evaluate the tools, and we, interviewed
was introduced in January 1986. some of the individuals involved in those
*Approximatiely 350 haves been mold, studios. we also talkeid with resiearchers
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2 EXPERT SYSTEMS STRATEGIES Reprint

from a number of companies that have The primary way of conceptualizing know-
purchased one or more of these tools, ledge in ART is to think in terms of facts

and rules. Schemata, in ART, serve
We will compare and contrast the three primarily as "macro" forms in which to
tools according to seven broad criteria: express facts. That is, the developer can

use schemata to create object-relationship
I) Overall power and flexibility, semantic nets conceptually, but procedur-
2) The knowledge engineering (or ally, ART compiles it all into facts and

developer) interface, rules. One nice feature of ART's schemata
3) The user (or runtime) interface, system is that it allows you to define
4) The systems interface, relations between schemata, which in turn
5) The runtime speed, enables you to traverse a path through the
6) Training and support, and database in any direction.
7) Cost.

ART supports two types of rules: state-
1. OverlPowerandFlexlbty based rules that are, tn effect 'If...Then*

rules, and logical rules that take the
All three tools are written in Lisp and the form: "While.. .Then,* and thus establish
developer is always free to drop into Lisp facts as long as other conditions are true.
to write any additional code that he or she All rules can be assigned salience to
requires for a particular problem. It determine the priority of their firing.
might appear that anything you can do in ART's rules permit Lisp calls from either
one of these tools you can do in the an If-clause or a Then-clause.
others, if you just take time to program
some special utilities. We don't disagree, Since knowledge is kept primarily in rules,
although each tool makes it much harder to as the size of the knowledge base
do certain things than others. For this increases, maintenance becomes more
review, however, we will only discuss difficult than it would be with a
features and utilities that are documented frame-based system.
and are compatible with the overall archi-
tecture of the particular tool. If we did Inheriance
not establish this boundary on the features
that can reasonably be considered integral To implement hierarchies of relationships,
to parts of each of these tools, we would the developer must create a substantial
end up simply comparing Lisp to Lisp, rule set. The inheritance relationships
ignoring the motivation that would lead the developer can use are predetermined in
someone to buy a tool in the first place. ART. This is necessary to allow ART to

pro-compile the knowledge base into working
ART emory before inferencing can begin, which,

in turn, allows ART its impressive runtime
In essence, ART is a forward chaining performance. Still, the result is that ART
rule-basod system derived from OPS5. does not provide truly dynamic inheritance
A great deal has been added to this on slot values in schemata.
essential framework, but there is a stro2Me
sense in which, if you use ART, you Afth1natve w•der•orViwpokf1t
a4proach Problems_ from a rule-based
Perspective. ART's viewpoints provide a very effective

form of hypothetical reasoning. In effect,
Repiumtig Knowledge each viewpoint is a separate scenario. In

this manner, the system can simultaneously
ART has four major components: facts, consider several scenarios, dropping them
schemata, rules, and viewpoints (or as they become inadequate. ART can reason
contexts). The developer stores declar- about a viewpoint In the tame way that it
ative knowledge as facts, schemata, or can reason about facts. ART's viewpoints
contexts while procedural knowledge is can be especially valuable when reasoning
encoded in rules. about events in time.

JL
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Figure 7. Screen showing an ART application

1I'.tt Makitenance muuch has been added, when using KEE, the
developer initially approaches a problem

ART provides a very useful logical depend- by identifying the objects in the problem
ency facility. If the if-clause of a rule domain. KEE takes full advantage of its
is satisfied (and a logical dependency origins in Interliap and object-oriented
clause has been associated with that programmning to provide elaborate windows,
clause) the system will keep track of any icons, and displa~lru of objects and their
subsequent inferencing that follows from relationships.
that clause. if the clauge subsequently
becomes invalidated, any assumptions made Represumnth Knowledge
on the basis of that clause will be
automatically retracted. The Primacy knowledae representation Para-

digm in K33 is the unit (or schema or,
Inference and Conitrol frame). When using KEE, you begin by

Sponoe tualizing a problem in terms of,
ART provides full forward and backward obiects and the relationships between
chaining capabilities. The primary control objects. KEE uses graphics to provide the
mechanism in MW is a versio~n of the developer with a graphic nvervieow of the
blackboard architecture. objects and their relationships as they

atie developed or modified. The developer
KEE can easily begin to analyze a subject-

matter domain without having to consider
In iessencle M3 is an obileot-aorimnted rules or procedures. Tor probleam that
iprograumuing system derived from Units, an involve a large descriptive or structural
eggeit system-building tool originally component, this is a very Lurprtant
dtveloMe at stanford University. Though advance over rule-based approaches.
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Figure 8. Screen showing a KEE application

Rules in KE are subordinate objects that cannot be successfully conceptualized
attached to the slots of higher-level in terms of member/subclass relations.
objects. DeIons can also be attached to
slots in KEE. They are, in effect, rules The developer can specify restrictions on
that respond whenever the slot value is slot values, but only with a limited number
accessed or changed. of developer-set flags. The developer cannotwrite LiSp methods to handle exceptions
KEE has multiple rule classes which (e.g., to query the user for specific
restrict the search space for rule information). This slot restriction mechan-
firings. The rule class for execution ism poses real problems when one is trying
can be selected dynamically. Multiple to develop systems in which constraint pro-
knowledge bases can be accessed in KEE so pagation plays a large role (e.g., systems
knowledge can be passed from one knowledge to handle design and configuration problems).
base to another.

KEX can only support changing facts. It
The KEB rule editor is very slow when the cannot support changing relationshipsi if a
rules becoum ints coslex, and more relationship exists in one context, it must
sophisticated cust:omers thus tend to rely exist in all. Thus, in KEr, all dynamic
sore on Lisp for the control and program information must be stored as slot values

actions rather than on the rule language. rather than as explicit relationships.

Sustained use of object-oriented program-.tlr. ming, including methodS and Issage passing,

allows the developer to create quickly a
KEN provides an inheritance system with highly awdularized system.
system-defined relationships suoh as
"ami~e: and *"subolass . The developer 2ft4m avWe 000or40 nx

cannot odify the inherltfanel system.
This is a significant disldvantaglue sic slo can lupport only a very limited form
there are several tspe of relaionships of data changes in sontexti and cannot
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Figure 9. Screen showing a Knowledge Craft Application

support changes to system relations in network. Each schema can have any nubier
contexts at all. of slots associated with it.

Trcttn fi Maintenance Knowledae Craft makes extensive use of the
meta information associated with the slots

KEE does not support truth maintenancea in a schema to allow the developer to pro-
vide default values, deo ns, cardinality

iferenceiand Control restrictions, and range and domain
restrictions. Using the demon facwt, for

KEE supports full forward and backward example, the developer can attach demons
chaining. However, KEE's Prolog lacks that frequently initiate the processing of
"cut" and "fail" and "cannot prune" and significant events. In Knowledge Craft,
hence the developer cannot limit search the demon facet is itself a schema with
in an efficient manner. slots for the types of slot access that

will trigger the demon, and when and what
action the demon will take. Thus, demons

KNOWLEDGE CRAFT become a fundamental part of the represen-
tation. I n addition to the meta facets

Knowledge Craft is based h n a semantic net automatically hssociated with each slot,

approach derived froT SRL, a schema or the developer can add additional facTts
frame-based paradigm originally developed when needed.
at Carnegie-Mellon University. More

importanto howevere it is a collection of Knowledge Craft provides object-oaiented
several more or less independent paradigms. programming techniques to permit data

abstraction, object specialization and the
RSPSM KrlOwWdg passing of information via messages.

S Knowledge Craft has three basic language Ihr~tofnwe
components: OPS5, Prolog, and CRL. The
basic knowledge representation paradigm in In Knowledge Craft, inheritance is spec-

Knowledge Craft is the CRL schemata ified at the relation level. This means
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that te develo2pr can ,peify which slots 2. The Knowledge p ngkoe" Inteace
and values can be included and which can
be excluded in any articular relationsghip All three tools provide some utilities for
at the time that th.e elationship is developing menus and windows, for creating
established. Thus, as you establish a graphics, and for controlling how end-
relationship, you can specifyi hierarchies users will interact with the system.
of relations, the transitivity of
relations, and the semantics of the To use ART, the knowledge engineer must
relation, including the inclusion and typically employ either the ZMACS editor
exclusion of slots and values during or the ART Studio, which provides utilities
inheritance (which slots/values can be that can be used to browse the knowledge
inherited), the mapping of slots/values base, examine facts and rules, etc. In
during inheritance (slot names or values addition, an ART Imagery Synthesis Tool
can change), and the elaboration of slots lets the developer create windows, menus,
(one slot can become many when icons, etc.
inherited). Thus, while the other tools
tend to force you to use hierarchical KEE clearly offers the best knowledge
relationships (e.g., ISA), Knowledge Craft engineering interface. The developer can
supports relationships like "sometimes- easily brown* through the objects and
leads-to" and "has-repair." Knowledge their relationships and develop graphic
Craft also provides the developer with the icons from a large collection. It is easy
ability to specify a search path to reduce to use KEE's "active images" utility to
search time. associate icons with demons related to

slot values and hence to assure that the
AfternaTveV *ids or Contexts image on the screen "echos" a change in

the slot value. Using KEE, it is easy to
Knowledge Craft provides a context mechan- rapidly prototype a system. It is also
ism which allows for different versions of easy to maintain a system using KEE.
the knowledge base. This is used to model
and test alternative situations. Both With KEE, the developer has the ability to
facts and relations are represented in break forward or backward chaining in order
schemata. Contexts can be created and to assert or retract facts during a run.
schemata placed in them. These schemata KEE also provides many ways to call Lisp
can be completely new or modified from functions. Unfortunately, many of these
older schemata. Thus, Knowledge Craft calls are undocumented and there are no
provides the option to arbitrarily change advanced manuals to provide help. There
any part of the knowledge base in any are also a number of "switches" that change
context. In other words, Knowledge Craft the way the rules execute, but these are
allows the creation of alternate worlds by likewise difficult to discover.
duplicating schema with hypothetical
information while retaining the original The KEE rule display editor is very slow
copy. when the rules become comlex. Many

knowledge engineers use the ZMACS editor
SlM M&Mmnoe once they are familiar with KEE.

Knowledge Craft lacks truth maintenance. To develop a system in Knowledge Craft,
the knowledge engineer can use either the

nm Coaroll Knowledge Craft Oworkbench" or the ZMACS
editor. The coponents of the tool are

Knowledge Craft provides forward chaining not well integrated and hence the develop-
primarily through OPS5 and backward er has difficulty getting started and must
chaining via Prolog. An agenda control program some routine connections to develop
mechanism is also provided to allow the a prototype. In addition, Knowledge Craft
developer to control multiple knowledge relies on some relatively old technology,
sources, such as its PALM network editor and its

- A _ - ____
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schema editor, that are not as easy to use hardware: Symbolics, LM, Xerox 1100, TI's
as those provided in ART and KEE. In Explorer, Apollo, Sun, DEC VAX, and DEC
effect, Knowledge Craft requires nmre MicroVAX. IntelliCorp has announced that
thought before you can get started, though KEE will become available on the IBM PC RT
its powerful environment may pcovide an during 1986.
adequate payback for umre-sophisticated
developers once theX have made thMs KEE provides customers with the possibility
initial investment and wish to extend or of using either PC or Macintosh terminals,
deepen their systemo Carnegie Group connected to a larger system, as delivery
claims that version 3.1, to be introduced terminals.
at AAAZ next month, will substantially
improve both the integration of their tool Knowledge Craft is written in Comnon Lisp.
and the knowledge engineering interface. It is available on the following hardware:

Symbolics, TI's Explorer, DEC VAX, and DEC
3. The User (orR mtme) IntWfse MicroVAX. The interface between the tool

and the hardware, despite considerable
All three systems allow the developer to effort, is still rather awkward. Carnegie
tailor the user interface in any way. Group has announced that Knowledge Craft
None of the systems provide a pre-formatted will become available on the HP Al work-
interface that can be used by default, as station and on the IBM PC RT during 1986.
the simpler systems do, but most users of
these tools will probably prefer to develop ART and Knowledge Craft allow developers
their own interfaces. Of the three, KEE to access other languages such as C and
makes it easiest to develop a user Pascal that are supported on the hardware
interface, ART is helpful, and Knowledge on which they are operating.
Craft provides only limited help.

5. Rnmespeed
KEE makes it very easy to use graphics and

images associated with active values. All Of the three tools, ART clearly runs
of the vendors apparently assume that fastest, though it hardly runs as fast as
developers will either want to allow the an application written in a conventional
user to access the underlying knowledge language. ART achieves this speed by
base or will be willing to program a reducing its knowledge base to a sequence
runtime version of the system. of facts and then compiling them, using

the Rete algorithm developed at Carnegie-
Rules in both ART and KEE are written in a Mellon.
natural language format that facilitates
the development of an English-language Both KEE and Knowledge Craft can take
explanation facility. Carnegie Group sells quite a bit of time to run, especially if
a special tool, Language Craft, that can they need to process a large number of
be used to develop a nore sophisticated rules.
natural-language interface.

8. Y* WbT end Support
All three vendors offer courses to provide

ART was written in ZetaLisp and is current- customers with training and consulting
ly compatible with Conmmn Lisp. ART is support to help customers with specific
available on the following hardware: applications.
Symbolics, LMI, TI'8 Explorer, DEC VAX,
and DEC MicioVAX. Inference Corp. has Of the three, Inference Corp. offers the
announced that ART will become available best doeumentation. It's not only oupre-
on the IBM PC RT during 1986. hensive# but it in skillfully written,

flows very smoothly, and uses excellent
KIE was written in InterLisp-D and is examples. IntelliCorp and Carnegie Group
currently compatible with Common Lisp, each offte adequate but less comprehensive
KIM is available on the following documentation written with less style.

A- 19
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Each of the vendors will work with a ART
company to determine if their tool is
appropriate for a particular problem. Strernth
In some cases they will provide a tool
for a test period. e If your problem can easily be

conceptualized in terms of rules then
7. C08t8 ART will probably be the most natural

tool to use.
ART costs $65,000 for the first copy.
This price includes one year of e If you need to establish logical
maintenance and support along with free dependencies that will update your
updates during that period. system dynamically as facts change, then

ART's approach to truth mainten,'nce and
KEE sells for $60,000. This price viewpoints will be very useful.
includes training and some on-site
consulting. e If you will need to program special

Lisp functions, the fact that Lisp
The first copy of Knowledge Craft sells functions are easily called from both
for $50,000. This price includes training sides of ART's rules will prove helpful.
for two people and maintenance, free
updates and support for one year. e ART has the fastest execution time.
Language Craft, the compatible natural-
language package, costs $25,000 for the feakrcosses
first copy.

e ART primarily keeps its kniowledge in
All three vendors price multiple copies of rules. This is convenient if the task
their tools significantly below the price can be conceptualized in terms of rules.
of single copies. There are also large
discounts available to universities. e Since ART relies heavily on rules,

maintenance can become a serious problem

CHOOSING AMONG THE THREE TOOLS as the number of rules increases,
especially since all of the hierarchi-

To make a choice among the three tools, cal structure in ART is also stored as
you really must to consider: (1) the rules. Significant maintenance problems
nature of the problem, (2) the features begin when systems have over 2,000 rules.
offered by the tool, and (3) the skill and
experience of your knowledge engineers. e ART does not provide the best
more than any other expert systems- knowledge engineering interface and
buildinq tools, the large hybrid tools lacks good graphic editing facilities.
require that the knowledge engineer know
Lisp and have some skill in creating Lisp
code to get the resulting system to KEE
perform.

1) I ouhv a specifi pmblem. ... 1 KEE has the best knowledge engineering
If you have a specific problem in mind, environment, with superior graphic
then you will want to choose the tool that editing facilities, a large collection
will best facilitate the development of a of icons, and good menus.
system to solve that problem, enable you to
field the system, and allow for relatively • Active values, including demons,
easy maintenance of the system. As you methods, and active images, support
consider your problem, you probably want data-directed reasoning and allow the
to keep the following strengths and system to recognize and monitor changing
weaknesses of each tool in mind: conditions.

A- 20
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* Object-oriented programming, e The implementation of Prolog has full
including methods and message passing, resolution and includes "cut" and
allows convenient modularization of "fail.n
the expert system. In addition, KEE's
multiple rule bases make it easy for e The senior staff at Carnegie Group has
the developer to partition the rule considerable experience in researching
base efficiently, the design of large systems for factory

scheduling and planning problems.
VWaknmmwe s

a KEE lacks a context mechanism and
hence cannot easily represent multiple * The integration of che various
hypothetical situations. components is poor.

* KEE has system-defined inheritance e The knowledge engineering interface
and will not allow the developer to is poor.
tailor inheritance for special
situations. * The interface between the tool and

the hardware is poor.
o The Prolog used in KEE is incomplete.

It lacks "cut" and "fail," which makes
it difficult to perform complicated 2) If You are Just Getting Started
reasoning using the rule interpreter. and Want to Explore ..

e KEE limits the developers' access to If your Al group is new and you want to
a limited subset of Lisp. purchase one large hybrid tool to use to

develop several initial prototype systems,
* KEE lacks an agenda mechanism and thus you face a difficult choice. Each of
the developer can not assert efficient these tools has significant strengths and
control over the operation of the system. weaknesses and each is clearly superior

for some uses and not for others. We have
summarized our overall impression of each

KNOWLEDGE CRAFT tool in Table 1.

StrengthIs KEE has a really nice developer interface
and will alloW "you to develop prototypes

o Knowledge Craft probably has the most more rapidly thlan the other two tools.
powerful scheme representation language But it will fustrate you when you attempt
of the three tools. It offers such more complex tasks, especially if those
features as dynamic inheritance, meta tasks have significant procedur.i elements
information, demon facilities, and/or you are concerned wiLn runtime speed.
developer-defined relations, user-
defined dependency relationships, and Knowledge Craft i1 probably the most
user-defined inheritance search patterns. powerful and flexible of the three tools,

but it has door integration and a poor
* The Context Mechanism allows the developer interface, which make it a hard
developer to create systems that tool to learn to use.
entertain multiple hypotheses.

ART eenm to be the tool that most
* The Agenda Mechanism allows the companies are currently happiest with.
developer to tailor how the system will inference Corp, has struck the best
process a knowledge base. balas•e between power and flexibility,

the va ious interfaces, and runtima
e Object-oriented programming permits the sled. ART's popularity may also reflect
conceptualization of problenm in terms the fast that many developers are tackling
of objects, relationships, and message*. projects that are more procedural than

A- 21
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Obviously, if you have a specific problem
that does not require the variety of

1 a Poor different knowledge engineering paradigms
3 a Acceptable provided-by these tools, you should
5 = Excellent consider one of the large rule-based tools

or one of the mid-sized tools. They cost
ART KEE Knowledge less and are generally easier to learn to

Craft use.

On the other hand, if your problem is very
Power & Flexibility 4.5 4 5 complex, these tools npay not be up to it.

Organizations that have developed large
Developer Interface 4 5 3 systems that involve real-time process con-

trol or reasoning about time have consis-
User Interface 5 5 4 tently reported that they soon advance

beyond any of these three tools. At the
Systems Interface 4 4 3 moment, however, if you want an expert

systems-building tool that will allow you
Runtime Speed 4 2 2 to tackle a large, complex problem, you

will want to consider these three tools.
Training/Support 5 4.5 4.5 They each have strengths and weaknesses,

but each represents a powerful way to
approach the commercial development of

Table 1: large expert systems.
A Subjective Rating of the

Commercially Available Large Company addresses are provided below. All
Hybrid Expert Systems-Building Tools three companies maintain sales offices in

major cities throughout the U.S. and have
representatives overseas.

declarative and that ART's rule-based
approach seems more natural. ART

Inference Corporation
These comments have to be considered very 5300 West Century Blvd., 5th. Floor
tentative. All three vendors are working Los Angeles, CA 90045
on new versions that will incorporate (213)417-7997
updated features. Both Inference Corp. Contact: Donald Gammon, VP Sales
and Carnegie Group will be demonstrating
new versions of their tools next month at
AAAI in Philadelphia. KEE

IntelliCorp
1975 El Camino Real West

OTHER OPTIONS Mountain View, CA 94040-2216
(415)965-5633

There are some other large hybrid tools Contact: Sue Brown
that we occasionally hear about. One is
Loops, the tool developed at Xerox PARC.
Loops is available from Xerox, but is not Knowledge Craft
really packaged for commercial use. (It Carnegie Group
sells for $300 and only runs on Xerox 1100 650 Commerce Court, Station Square
machines.) Another large hybrid tool is Pittsburgh, PA 15219
Schlumbergeras STROBE which was developed (412)642-6900
for internal use and is not currently for Contacts Michael Chambers, V.P., Marketing
sale. & Sales

Published by:
CtTI'ER INFORMATION CORP. . 1100 Massachusetts Avenue e Arlington, MA 02174 • U.S.A.
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Introducing IKE
IKE'" (Integrated Knowledge Environment) is a state-of-the-art,

powerful, flexible, user-friendly, and complete environment for
building expert systems and running goal-directed consultations.
IKE is particularly well suited for rapid development of large expert
systems that solve a variety of problems in the areas of diagnosis,
configuration, decision support, and classification.

IKE has been designed so that people can easily and directly build
sophisticated, finctional expert systems without having prior exper-
tise in knowledge engineering, the internal workings of expert sys-
tems, or programming in LISP or any other language. This makes
IKE the ideal expert system software for many professionals such
as engineers, applied scientists, financial analysts, medical doctors,
social scientists, business consultants, contractors, lawyers, educa-
tors, operations and project managers, etc.

IKE provides natural language menu-based facilities for expert sys-
tem development and use. These facilities are useful in:

"* building and maintaining the domain vocabulary.
"* writing and modifying inference rules.
"* running interactive consultation sessions.

IKE uses extensive graphics to aid in expert system development, to
trace reasoning paths, and to help manage knowledge bases. These
aids not only greatly reduce the time needed for the development of
an expert system, but they also help users gain a better understand-
ing of both the nature of the problems they are trying to solve and
the results of their IKE consultations.

LISP Machine. Inc./
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Using IKE

IKE provides experts and consultation users with a menu-based
natural language interface that enables them to concentrate on the
task at hand: transfering knowledge into IKE and using it in
consultations.

Each expert system that is developed in IKE has its own vocabulary.
A medical diagnostic system, for example, will have one vocabulary
and a diesel engine repair system will have another. A menu-based
natural language interface is used both for the development of a
domain vocabulary and in the construction of inference rules in
terms of this vocabulary.

IKE's rule bases consist of if-then rules that encapsulate the expert's
reasoning about the domain. Rules are written using both the
domain vocabulary and a domain-independent vocabulary provided
by IKE. As a rule is entered, IKE will, at every point, prompt the
domain expert with all correct continuations of the rule.

IKE is a flexible environment, and is designed to be useful to pro-
fessionals with varied backgrounds and areas of expertise. The fulal
power of IKE is available through its high-level, structured natural
language, graphical interface. In addition, for systems developers
who need added programming functionality for their applications,
IKE supports calls to LISP functions from within its operating
environment.

2/ LISP Machine, Inc. A - 25
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illustration 1. IKE's domain knowledge is wr'it~en and edited using
structured natural language.
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User Interface

The user interface is a complete and high level environment. With
IKE, domain experts readily develop fiunctional prototype systems
within a week, and produce sophisticated applications within two
to three months. IKE provides finctionality at the right level of
abstraction for its users. This greatly reduces start-up learning costs,
and cuts development time by an order of magnitude.

IKE's user interface combines menu-based natural language and
graphics to provide a flexible and natural consultation and develop-
ment environment. The IKE user works within a structured form
of natural language to rapidly and ftilly describe the domain, enter
inference rules, and conduct consultations. In addition, IKE pro-
vides a menu-based interface to the knowledge base, allowing the
domain expert to easily retrieve and modify rules and objects as
development proceeds.

During consultations, IKE provides a graphical display of the
developing inference tree and of the set of objects being reasoned
about. This aids both the consultation user and the domain expert in
understanding the reasoning that is taking place.

IKE's user interface guides users through system commands by
providing step by step assistance. In addition, the user interface pro-
vides syntax checking and rule completion.

4/ LISP Machine, Inc. A 27
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Reasoning

IKE's inference engine is especially designed for solving a variety of
problems in the areas of diagnosis, configuration, decision support,
and classification. The inference engine has both forward and back-
ward chaining capabilities, and allows the user to volunteer infor-
mation at any time before or during a consultation.

In general, the purpose of a consultation is to determine values
for an attribute of an object based on information obtained from
the user, from the knowledge base, and by inference. If a unique
value of the desired attribute cannot be directly established, IKE
reasons "backwards," looking for all rules in its rule base whose
consequents may provide evidence about values for the attribute
under exploration. Each rule that is applicable becomes part of the
inference path. IKE must then find values of attributes used in
the antecedents of these rules. To do this, IKE again searches the
knowledge base for facts and rules that may provide evidence about
values for these attributes. This process of alternation between seek-
ing values for attributes and seeking facts and rules that provide
evidence for establishing these values is how IKE does backward
chaining. Backward chaining continues until either IKE establishes
the needed values or, if it cannot establish these values independently,
obtains them through querying the consultation user.

The domain expert can assign priorities to rules. These priorities are
used to direct IKE to try certain inference paths before others.

If the user decides to volunteer information, IKE will forward
chain to determine the implications of the new information for the
ongoing consultation. Should the user change her/his mind about
a previous fact, the user may input this change at any time during
the consultation, and IKE will correct all inferences that need to be
modified as a result of this change. This powerful feature is called
truth maintenance.

Ilia II I I I I I| j I III m .il , I .... d li I ll
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Illustration 2. During consultation, IKE builds a graphical inference
history tree. The user can explore any part of this inference history
and readily gain an understanding of how the consultation results
were determined.



Uncertainty Management

IKE has facilities for applications containing elements of uncertainty,
such as diagnosis of electronic devices, medicine, finance, and inter-
national affairs. IKE uses measures of confidence called certainty
factors. Certainty factors are used to indicate:

"* how strong or certain the association is between a rule's
antecedents and its cornclusions, or

"* the accuracy, truthfulness, and/or reliability of the rnforma-
tion provided by the user during a consultation.

For example, an economist may assign a confidence factor of 0). 8 to
an expected rise in the cost of world grami due to a poor long range
weather forecast. The 0.8 indicates a strong belief, on the part of the
domain expert, in the strength of the relation between weather and
grain production. During a consultation, IKE may ask the- user for
information about a long range weather forecast. If the consultation
user responds that drought is predicted with a certainty factor of0.0,
she or he is not challenging the domain expert's belief. Instead, the
consultation user is expressing uncertainty about the definitiveness
of the forecast.



T ruth Maintenance
During a consultation, a user may want to volunteer information.
Frequently, this Information will change the values of earlier inputs,
since

* new information may have come to light,
* the user may want to do ',. liat-if analysis or explore alterna-

tives by changing cert:'in key values, or
* the user may have developed a new opinion or need to

change an incorrect value.
Changing values during a consultation atfects the validit," ot
inferences that have been derived as ai consequence of the previous
values. Many expert systems do not allow users to change values
during a consultation. However. with IKE, when che user changes a
value during a consultation, IKE's truth maintenance system checks
and appropriatdv updates previous inferences that are affected by
the changed value.
For example, in an automobile engine diagnosis, the Cact that the
headlights are working properly might lead to the inference that the
battery is fully charged and that therefore, the engine does not turn
over because the starter motor is broken. If the user later realizes that
the headlights are dim (not working properly) and enters this new
information. IKE will review the interences bas-e-d on this fact. With

thus new intormation, IKE might now infer that the battery is insuf-
ficientlv charged, and then conclude that the engine does not turn
over because the charge on the battery is insufficient tfor starting
the car.
In some ways, IKE's truth maintenance is analogous to the recal-
culation capabilities of automated spreadsheets. In an automated
spreadsheet, each time a value is changed, all calculations based on
that value are automatically updated. In IKE, each time a value is
changed, all ikretinccs and calculations based on that value are automat-
icallV updated.
IKE's truth maintenance system provides great flexibilitv in
consultation usage. Serious expert system consultations are often
extensive, and the user will typically provide many values as the
consultation proceeds. Without truth maintenance, changing just
one of these values would cause the user to have to redo the entire
consultation; thus, what-if analysis is infeasible. Truth n aintenance
makes IKE effective during consultations with changing data, and
,tLppo )rts the tull exploration ofhypothetical aiter ,tivw's.



Knowledge Base Management

IKE provides the user with extensive and powerful tools for knowl-
edge base management. These tools allow large and sophisticated
IKE applications, with thousands of rules, to be developed and
managed.

The principle tools needed for the construction, updating, and
modification of a knowledge base include searching and retrieval,
replacement and sorting. In IKE, objects, attributes, and rules can be
retrieved and sorted

* based on specific words or phrases,
* according to their author(s),
• according to their last date ofmodification, and
0 based on specified types of problems (e.g. statements with

undefined terms).

Once retrieved, these items can be easily edited and modified.
Words and phrases in the IKE knowledge base can also be located
and globally replaced.

In addition, IKE can perform retrievals on several conditions at
once. which allows for tight specifications of retr'evals from the
knowledge base. Thus, domain experts can easily find subsets of
rules focused on a specific topic where some contradiction or prob-
lem may have occurred. IKE's knowledge base management tools
are the right Jet of tools to encourage and support joint and incre-
mental development of large knowledge bases.



Modeling the Domain with IKE

Domain knowledge for each application is developed by the domain
expert. In IKE, this domain knowledge is structured by:

* describing objects, including their attributes and default
values-,

* specifyihg basic relationships among these objects. These
relationships include inheritance, roles, part/whole, etc.;

* specifying complex relationships among these objects using
if-then rules (inference rules) with uncertainty factors;

* function definitions; and
* providing textual descriptions of specific objects (optional).

Knowledge of the domain is modeled in terms of objects. attributes,
relationships, values, and rules. Objects in IKE are represented by
"frames." In general, a frame consists of "slots" that describe dififer-
ent aspects or attributes of the given object. A frame-based represen-
tation allows objects to inherit attributes from higher level objects,
and to have a variety of relationships to other domain objects. This
makes it possible for the expert to develop the domain model in
terms of higher level constructs. The domain expert can easily create
or modify objects, attributes, object relationships and inference rules
through the use of IKE's user-interface and graphics. Domain speci-
fications and rules can be developed in IKE in any order.

I W LISP Machine, Inc.
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Portability and System Requirements

IKE is designed to run in ZetaLISP and CommonLISP environ-
ments. Knowledge bases created under IKE will be compatible
across all implementations of IKE.

IKE currently runs on the LMI Lambda", and the
TI Explorert/LMI Lambda/E" IKE requires 4 megabytes
of memory.

A CommonLISP version of IKE will soon be available for conven-
tional workstations supporting CommonLISP including SUN-3",
DEC MicroVAXII", and others.

I ltl NA%*•1, +,•, h ,



Features and Benefits

IKE (Integrated Knowledge Environment) is a state-of-che-art,
powerful, fle.xible, user-friendly, and complete environment for
building large expert systems and running goal-directed consulta-
tions. IKE is particularly well suited for easy and rapid development
of sophisticated expert systems applications. IKE is designed to be
the expert system software that most protfssionals will want to use.

Ease of Use
* Complete high-level environment, with extensive graphical

aids.

* Natural language menu-based interface.
e Full functionality of IKE available without any

programming.

* User can build functional, sophisticated expert systems
applications in weeks rather than months or years.

Powerful Inference Mechanisms
"* Forward and backward chaining.

"* Objects with inheritance.

"* Uncertainty management.
"* Truth maintenance (for exploring hypothenical alternatives).

"* Monitoring and examining the inference tree.

The Right Kind of Knowledge Base fnr y.-?u; L"Apert System
I,,.ki-uwi CC. ailodeling of objects and attributes.

U' ser cueers knowledge in structured natural language.
* Extensive, graphics-based tools for creating, browsing

chrough, and modifying the knowledge base.

* Default values for attributes.

* Facilities for documentation of doinxn knowledge.
* User may defire and use mathematical functions.

• Supports joint and incremental applications developments.



IKE, LMI Lambda and LMU Lambda/E are trademarks of LISP Machine, Inc.
Explorer is a trademark of Texas Instruments.
Sun-3 is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
MicroVAX II is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.

Contact:
LMI
#4
6 Technology Drive
Andover, MA 01810
(617) 682-0500

14/ LISP Machine, Inc.
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IntelllCorp's

Knowledge Engineering Environment TM

(KEE) System:
Update

1.0 IntelliCorn and KEE lead the Industry.

InmlliCorp pioneered the commnercialization of knowledge processing with the introduction of KEE
in 1983. KEE is the most widely used, widely accepted software for building large, complex
knowledge systems, with almost 950 copies of KEE licensed to over 250 sites, mostly Fortune 500
companies. KEE's functionality has evolved over the years, in response to our customers' needs,
the market, and the advancement of the technology.

1.I. The Evolving Family of KEE-hased Products

With the intoduction of SimKitTM4 in 1985, IntelliCorp was the first AI software company to offer
second generation' development software that brings KEE's problem solving capabilities closer to

the end usa SimKit, built with and on KEE, represents a powerful marriage of knowledge system
and simulation technologies.

1.2. F•eonomical Delivery of Coingleted Systems.

With the announcement of the PC-Host system in 1985, InteliCorp offered the first economical
capability for distributing completed applications to end-users on more traditional hardware without
the time-consuming process of converting the application to conventional programming languages.

2.0 KEE-based annlicatios

Today, KEE supports the development of diverse applications in a multitude of industries.
Tomorrow, these applications are limited only by our imaginations. Customers are building a
broad range of applications, including, but not limited to:

Alarm processing
Analysis
Data Inteetation/Data FusionDecision Support

Design
Diagnosis & Correction
Forecasting
Intelligent Advisor
Intelligent Database Interface
Layout & Configuration
Planning
PRocess control
Project Management
Real fime diagnosis & control
Resourme Allocation
Scheduling
Sensor interpretation
Simulation
Training



=resent the following fixtustries:

Eftirnics

Government
Insurnwce

Pbhmmar.eticals
Publishing

3.0 What Is needed to build cost-effective knoywledge systems?

As we work with our customers, our understanding deepens of what is required to build and
deliver "industrial strength" knowledge systems. We believe that KEE 3.0 offers a comprehensive
range of tools for appropriately addressing these requirements.

We have found that cost-effective knowledge systems usually have many different uses and
users.. They are far more versatile and flexible than classic expert systems. T~hey require an
explicit and clear model of the problem domain which can then be accessed by various reasoning
and analysis, and different users. (For further information on the requirements for building
knwledge systems, see our UNTELLINEWS on Model Based Reasoning.)

4.0 What is KEE?

You need more than reasoning tools to build knowledge systems. The hard problems center on
acquiring representing, and interacting with knowledge, in a productive

E rogrammningenvironment.. IntelliCorp has recognized this from the first. KEE's name, the
owledge Engineering-Environmient is no accident. Br4 ily, KEE is:

"* Mature, proven, comprehensive software
*A comprehenive product - integrating the best AA technology into a versatile range

Of tools S
"* Flexible, powerful, and productive environment for the full software cycle -- from

prototype, through development to delivery
"* Versatile -used for a wide range of Wage complex knowledge-based systems, and by a

wide bandwidth of users - prograrmers (from the AI novice to the Ph.D. in AI), experts,
and end-users (from top mnanageme~nt to blue collar laborers)

*Easy to use and understand, accesing the power and flexibility of the all of KEE tools
*An open system to facilitate lare application development, usability and extendability.

5O. K". 3: Functionality & Features

IntelliCorp's Knowledge Engineering Environment, which continues to evolve, is now in its third
major release. With each release, IntelliCorp has extended KEE's functioniality, while
minimuzong the conversion process for its customers.



KEE offers advanced functionality for building mc~dels, reasoning about and analyzing those
models, communicating with external systems --all in a clear, understandable and interactive
manner. All of KEE's versatile tools are fully integrated. Not only is the integration of these tools
a synergistic combination of features, but it is also the fundamental reason that KEE can support
such a diverse array of knowledge systems so well.

5,L KEE's REPRESENTATION LANGUAGE for clear. well-orttanized models.
Cost-effective knowledge systems requires a clear, well-organized, dynamic model. To this
purpose, KEE provides the richest, most expressive, clear and flexible representation language
available -- an Object Oriented Frame-Based Representation Language, enabling the
representation of symbolic, autonomous objects in KEE. Each object knows all of the factual and
behavioral information about itself. Users can send objects messages to elicit behavior, and objects
can rapidly communicate with each other via message passinig.

The basic building block for a model in KEE is the object, which is represented in a frame called
a unit. Each unit is autonomous and self-k'owing, containing all factual, behavioral and
relational information about itself. The attributes of units are represented as slots. A unit can be
thought of as an extended, sophisticated. very rich data recort., containing not only static dat,
fields, but also various consistency checking mechanisms, dynamic subroutines. pius
multiple inheritance and relations.

The organization of large amounts of knowledge is crucial to successful knowledge systems.
KEE's offers the most sophisticated tools for organization and information management. Object'
can be organized into a hierarchical relations of class-subclass-member with full multiple
inheritance. Classes of objects can be grouped together into modular knowledge bases.
Knowledge bases can readily interact and communicate with one another since they share the
common KEE language ot frame representation.

KEE's representation language supprxrts the building of a full. complex model. Tnis fundamental
model or "background world" can Olen be used for modeling multiple worlds wiiý;
KEEworldsT. (KEEworlds is a :iew feature of KEE 3.0.) Some problems requite exrlhorinz
various alternatives simultaneously in order to rapidly arrive at a solution. KEEworlds provide.
powerful tools for exploring multiple hypothetical situations and alternatives. Consistency -t
knowledge is automanically maintained as worlds' states change through the most advanced
assumption-based truth maintenance system (ATMS) available The ATMS automaticaliv
keeps track of truth and contradiction. eliminates worlds that vivlate constraints, and provIde..
explanation graphs to uLack system behavior. (Note: Johan deKlcer. the onginlator ot .-\TNIS., ;s a
member of IntelliCorps Scientific A.\dvvisor Board.)

By integrating KEEworlds into KEE-. IntelliCorp has advanced the state-of-the-art 4 Al
development software. For the first time, a complete multiple wo.rlds mechanism is integrated with
a sophisticated object-oriented frame system. All of KEE's tools are available in all worlds.
providing a powerful synergy in KEE

5.2. REASONING & ANALYSIS TOOLS for protlern-solvinM The modularis ,,t
KEE means that the model can be both physically and logically separated from the rea,,oninc and
analysis. This has profound implications for programmer producivitv and software lite cv•yc
costs KEE offen a variety of feature,, H1r reasoning and aialysis

,52.1-....Pr2urion Rule System KEF provides i powerful production rule s ,stcm
elficient, controlled search including:

- Each rule is represented as a unit in KEE, and thus enjoy,; the full henefIts of Kl:l!-;
modeling language. Rules directly reference and interact with other objects . [c: ,,s10ri1
ah(ut the mod, cl Rule premises a!rid ,,-isin'. dvnam callI reid irom and w.vitc ', "w,-
value facets

Siitc rules arc ()hlci tt, thlec iulc', c,1111 I)" orcaLwic mtri) rule tla.%se.ý hor ,iant i .,iui L,



performance resulting from carefully directed and controlled search. Rules car. belong to multiple
rule classes and/or subclasses. This organization contributes significantly to programmer
productivity and efficient control of search space.
- Forward and backward chaining with wtomatic backtracking when appropriate.
- Capabilities for mixing chaining dirertiuns in reasoning sequences, both in advance and
dynamically at run nime.
- Clear, easy-to-understand rule syntax.
- User-controllable search over a broad number of parameters for both forward and backward
chaining is available and user-extendable. The search and conflict resolution strategies are both
represented as slots in the rule class, so the value can be easily set in advance or dynamically at run
tme to prune the search space for optimization.
- Deduction rules to infer facts from other facts and state constraints, and to prune inconsistent.
negligible ,,nd undesirable worlds. Action rules to add and delete facts in existing worlds.
Action rules to spawn new worlds with specified facts.
- Agenda mechanism to control rule firing order, with functions provided for adding and
removing from the agenda.
- Rules can take actions
- Logic operators available for referencing the frame structure in the TellandAsk language.

They extend beyond classic logic since they deal not only with True and False but also Unknow•n
states. Knowledge State Operators evaluate states, and are limited to True/False. Term
Operators can reference some part of a list of Values in the Value facet of a Unit.
- Monotonic and non-monotonic reasoning are both supported in KEE for solving a 'rnad
range of problems.
- Dynamic, highly interactive development, debugging and explanation facilities
- Interpreter for productive development and rule compiler for run time performance.
- User-extensibility of all parts of the rule system i.e.,search strategies. parsers, agcrida eic

5.22. TellandAsk This logic language, with a clear syntax, provides facilities for buildine
and modifying a knowledge base, retrieving information and initiating reasoning, and etffictenr
direction and control of search.

523. Reasoning from Frames The deductive and retrieval capabilites of the frame system
support direct and efficient reasoning from the frames -- often without invoking a rule. (See "The
Role of Frame-Based Representation in Reasoning", Richard Fikes and Torn Kehler.
Communications )f ,he ACM, September 1985, Volume 28, Number 9 )

52.4. Reasoniny across Worlds can be performed by the rule system or procedural Lisp
code.

5 2,. Object Oriented Programming with methods, Lisp procedures which perforrmconditional analysis and make changes to the system based on that analysis. Methodsprovide the
fast, efficient message passing capabilities of Object Oriented Programming, and can be attached to
any slot.

52.6. Data Directed Programming with dynamic activ: values or demons provide a
very fast mechanism for localized, direct reasoning and analysis when there is a state change.
Active values are Lisp procedures attached to a slots that fire when the slot value is changed
They are 'smart', knowing how to monitor the slot value and respond to changes appropriately.
An active value can be attached to any slot in KEE. In a rule-based systems. rules would have to
provide this capability, adding significant overhead.

12.7. Access Oriented Programming with activevalues that fire when the slot value is
retrieved.



5.3. NTEURFACE TOOLS for eme of understanding. In order for a development
enviroament to be truly productive, all of its powerful technology must be easy-to-use. This means
being able to clearly understand it, and to intemact with it simply and productively. Computer
science has devoted much investigation into interface technology recognizing tbe significant role it
plays in managing complex information systems. KEE integrates the mc..:t advanced and versatile
intrface tools available, providing a multitude of 'doors and windows' into KEE for clear and
natural interaction. These support the full spectrum of users -- from the naive to the most
advanced.

5.3I. KFP's User Granhics Tools There is much truth in the old adage: "A picture is
worth a thousand words." Cognitive science has shown that as much as 80% of human sensory
input is visual. IntelliCorp has developed powerful graphic.a tools that take advantage of the
graphics capabilities of advanced computer systems.

- KEEpicturesT'4 help users construct customized, 'smart 'graphic images and interfaces that are
machine independent and extensible. KEEpictures takes full advantage of object oriented
programming, so each picture knows how to behave (i.e., draw, display, rotate itself.) This is a
new feature in KEE 3.0.
-ACtiveIaagesTM is a library of smart object images built with KEEpictures which can Le
attached to slots to display or change the current value of the slot. This dynamic, two-w -.v
communication is made possible by to object oriented programming. Images can be attached to
slots iautomatically, and readily modified or customized. Textual intages can be customized for
natural interaction. Groups of images can be organized into contrul panels, which can be quickly
shrunk and expanded as needed. ActiveImages have been enhanced for KEE 3.0.

5-32. KEE system interlace tools are highly dynamic and interacti-.'e, offering various
levels of interaction.
- Dynamic multiple windowing system thzt, is easy to use. Muluple windows provide
programmers with various views into the system s'nuultaneously and are easily user-defined.
- Desitops Windows can be organized on a screen, with the information displayed as specified.
A scren can be quickly identified as a desktop. The programmer can define multiple desktops and
switch between them by simply selecting from a menu with a mouse. The end-user can be locked
out from the underlying system for security through desktops. (This is a new feature of KEE 3.0.)
- Mouse-menu interaction in KEE provides productive and easy-to-use means for issuing
commands to KEE. A variety of menus, with layers of sub-menus are available. And users can
customize menus for development and delivery.
-WorldBrowser is a dynamic, active interface for exploration, interaction with and
understanding of KEEworlds.
- Rule debugging is facilitated by the dynamic tracing of' And- & Or -tree reasoning graphs.
These graphs have active nodes for toggling breakpoint switches, and automatically calling up the
rule under consideration. Toggle switches are also availcble for automatically turning on various
debugging facilitifs such as stepper mode, and rule graphs a.-4 text traces.
-Explanation graphs of completed rule-based reasoning se.luences are automatically available.- Dynamic editors for building and editing knowledge bases units, rule classes, rules, etc.

5.4. EXTENSIBILITY. PERFORMANCE & COMPATARILITY,

5.4.1. Onen architecture IntelliCorp chose to design KEE as an open system. This has
enabled clear, rapidly accessible, modifiable and extensible KEE-based systems. Advanced
programmers can easily customize and extend KEE in a number of ways because of the open
architecture and synergistic integration of all of KEE's tools. This flexibility has allowed direct
user input to KEE-based system in other programming languages (i.e., C, BASIC), and direct
communication with external systems. Perhaps most important, it has allowed IntelliCorp to
readily extend and evolve KEE to meet the needs of customers.



5.42. Fastest performance. KEE is optimized for speed at each stage of the software life
cycle. During development, KEE runs automatically in interpreted mode, giving instant
feedback to all changes. As such, it brings significant productivity gains. Once rules,
ActiveValues, and Methods have been debugged, they can be compiled for quick execution
Other performance gains are rendered by the basic architecture of KEE. Object oriented
programming brings organization and modularity, and the fastest data directed programming and
information retrieval. Rules classes segment rules, efficiently controlling and directing search
ActiveValues and Methods localize reasoning and analysis for direct, rapid response.

5.43. Cross-machine comratabilitv KEE is now available in CommonLisp with
CommonWindows, making porting across different hardware virtually effortless.
CommonWindows sit underneath all of KEE's graphics, enabling the porting of KEE-based
applications readily across various hardware. The porting of full graphics is unique to KEE J

Designed .nd implemented by IntelliCorp staff, CommonWindows is quickly becoming the
indust•y standard.

6.0. Customer Services for Customer Success

6.1. Technology Transfer from Intellicorn to our Customers is achieved not oniv
through providing state-of-the-art products, but though a strong iange of services to suppt)r ou:
customers in applying the technology to their business problems.

6.2. A wide range of resnonsive services are available to assist customers in putting KEE
to work to meet their business goals. These services include:
- Training in the use of IntelliCorp's products. Hands-on approach tilored to each individual
customer's problem. The KEE 3.0 training is a 9 day course. The last 2 days focus on buiidine
the custorier's application.
-Apprenticeships -- An intensive one-month tutorial at IntelliCorp. the apprenticeship program
teams a skilled IC Knowledge Engineer with the customer team to build a full prototype of the
customers' application. This popular program provides a strong accelerator on the customer
leaming curve.
- Contract applications services -- IntelliCorp has a large staff of experienced Knowiedg.e
Engineers whose services are tailored to meet the customer's needs, and span the range from ver
short contracts to assess the feasibility of building a specific application, to complete turnke,.,
svstems.
- On-going technical support -- IntelliCorp has a strong customer services team who work
with KEE customers by telephone and on-site. Each customer has a customer services
representative who provides continuity in the customer-IntelliCorp partnership. Based !n
California, the services telephone lines are open from 5 a.m.to 5 p.m. P.S.T.

613. Standard KEE Sunoort Package IntelliCorp has found that the following set of
support services provides an effective means of successfully launching and sustaining customer,
use of KEE:

9 days of training for a team of 2 people
2 days of consulting (to be taken within 90 days of training)
site support (on-going telephone supportm software & documentation maintenance & up:ixte,,

Other services can be configured as appropriate to meet the customers needs



7.0 -Sumary

This update has been intended to give a brief overview of IntelliCorp's Knowledge Engineering
Environment release 3.0. IntelliCorp continues to invest heavily in research and development,
mtegiating our advanced Al reveah into our current and future products. IntelliCorp will
contin-: to evolve our current family of products, develop new advanced products, and
engineering innovations for development and delivery of knowledge systems.

InteWCorp is committed to continuing as the industry leader by anticipating the needs in the
marketplace, and p.'oviding products & application support services to meet those needs.

IntelliCoro Regional Sales Offices

Atlanta, Georgia
404-980-6688

Cambridge, Massachusetts
617-868-5611

Donald H. Theune
Chicago, fl1inois AcoUMI ~26nager

312-648-1060 Intellig =~co
Dallas, Texas nteifCoro KcowI000 sftfma O101601
2 14458-0737 -wo Baia Plaza Suite 300

Baia CynwyO. Pa. 19• 04

Los Angeles, California Telep3one: 72151668-170A213-216-69,44 (7031 749-1 431

McLean, Virginia
703-749-3790

Mountain View, California (IntelliCorp Headquarters)
415-965-5650

Munich. Germany
(011)49-89-41-43-65

New York City
212-418-0476

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
-;e5- 68-1704

KEE, K.E~worlds, KEEpictures, ActivelInages, and SimKit are trademarks of IntelliCorp.

IntelliCorp is a registered trademark of lntelliCorp.



KES--AN EXERT SYSTEM4 DEVELOPMENT TOOL

ABSTRACT

The Knowledge Engineering System (KES) is a tool that supports the rapid
development of prototype or production expert systems. The system features
three choices of knowledge representation and inference engine, and an
English-like language for specifying the knowledge base of an expert system.
An artificial intelligence (Al) or computer science background is not required
to use KES to develop expert systems. This paper introduces the concepts of
expert systems and knowledge engineering; describes KES; illustrates the
expert system development process using KES; discusses some applications
developed using KES; and outlines future product plans.

INTRODUCTION

Software A&E's Knowledge Engineering System (KES) is a set of tools for
developing expert systems. KES can be used to develop expert systems in a
wide variety of application areas found in commercial, industrial, government,
and military environments. KES greatly simplifies the tasks of building,
maintaining, and using expert systems. KES provides the reasoning and
deduction, as well as the user interface, while the knowledge base author
provides the 'knowledge' unique to the application.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERING

One of the main goals in the study of artificial intelligence (Al) is to
create computer programs that perform actions which, when performed by humans,
can be said to require intelligence [1]. More precisely, AI is the study of
"the principles of intelligence using information processing concepts as its
theoretical framework and the computer as its principal tool" [21.

Expert systems are computer-based software systems that achieve high
levels of perfornance in task areas that, for people, require years of special
education and training [3)]. After many years in the laboratory, expert
systems are now being put into operational use in a variety of applications.
The applied sub-field of Al that deals with building expert systems is called
knowledge engineering.

Conventional software systems can be thought of as applying an algorithm
(the program) against a data base with a current set of data. In contrast, an
expert system has the implementation of the control structure (the inference
engine) separated from the 'rules' or other knowledge representation, which
are stored in the knowledge base.

I



A partial list of current and planned applications of expert systems is

medical diagnosis
equipment failure diagnosis
computer configuration
chemical data interpretation/structure elucidation
experiment planning
speech and image understanding
financial decision making
signal interpretation
mineral exploration
military intelligence and planning
advising about computer system use
integrated circuit design

Some specific examples of expert systems and their developers are

DENCDAL determines molecular structure from mass spectrometer
data (Stanford)

HYCIN diagnoses bacterial blood diseases (Stanford)

PROSPECTOR advisor for mineral exploration (SRI)

DIPMETER advisor for oil well drill sites (Schlumcerger)

RI configures computer systems (CNU/DEC)

STEAMER trains machinist mates in shipboard repair and
maintenance (Westinghouse)

A recent survey of the application of expert system technology
identified the following advantages of its use as an alternative to
conventional software architectures [4]:

- automation of tasks previously not feasible

- easier to use and understand

- spectacular increase in programming productivity

- genuine extension of human capabilities



THE KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERING SYSTEM

CHARACTERISTICS

KES eases the building and maintaining of expert systems. The knowledge
base author does not need to be an Al or even computer expert. He uses a suite of
KES development tools and the KES knowledge representation language, insteac of
LISP, PROLOG, PASCAL, or C. KES also eases the use of expert systems. The end
user needs no specialized training. He accesses the knowledge base through a
simple, but powerful, interactive interface.

KES is broadly applicable to many applications in a variety of
environments. No specialized hardware is required. KES runs on the Digital
Equipment VAX-11 under VMS or UNIX. the Apollo Domain, Sun, and Tektronix
workstations, and the IBM PC. KES is domain independent which means it is useful
in a wide variety of applications areas, and has multiple knowledge representations
and inference engines. It also has facilities for semi-structured problems.

A typical interactive session of an expert system built with KES begins
with a series of messages to the user explaining the purpose of the expert system
and optionally giving instructions in its use. The session then continues with a
sequence of questions. The user is asked to respond with his selection from a list
of multiple choices, a numeric value, or an arbitrary string of characters (e.g., a
name). During questioning the user can interrupt to ask for help, issue a KES
command, or ask for a detailed explanation of the question. After the questions
have been answered, the expert system provides its recommendation. The user can
then ask KES for a justification of the result (i.e., the line of reasoning used to
develop the recommendation).

ARCHITECTLRE

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of KES. The knowledge base
author, who may be the expert himself or a knowledge engineer, uses the KES
parser to create the operational knowledge base. The end user can access the
knowledge base with the runtime system. Applications can call KES subroutines
to access a knowledge base directly.

User interface "l_ _ inferenceS• 7/ • Engine ,-".r

Knowledge
B3ase

Knowledge
Base Parser

Author

KES r_ _
7 7Ztrr -1 .r h !. -. I



FEATURES

KES s.pports three different knowledge representation arx inference
engine pairs: rule-based producti.cn !ystem (PS), Bayesian statistics (BAYES),
and hypothesize and test (HT). In addition, KES supports derivation of
attribute values from calculations arn invocation of external programs, as
well as character string manipulation and pattern matching. The user
interface is programmed with the procedural-oriented actions section of the
knowledge base.

With PS, knowledge is represented by rules in the form IF antecedent THEN
consequent. For example (with "I" standing for logical "OR" and "&" standing
for logical "AND"):

IF NOISE OF WHEEL = SQUEAKING I GRINDING
AND OIL AVAILABLE OR GRAPHITE = AVAILABLE

""THEN REPAIR = LUBRICATE THE WHIEEL.
MATERIAL USED = OIL <0.8 ) I GRAPHITE < 0.2 >
MESSAGE "FJT LUBRICANT ON THE WHEEL".

ENDIF.

is a rule which means if the wheel is squeaking or grinding lubricate it with
oil or graphite. PS is goal- or consequent-driven with only the necessary
questions generated to achieve a specified goal. Uncertainty can be
explicitly represented with confidence factors as shown above for MATERIAL
USED.

With HT knowledge is represented by frame-like descriptions. Each
description consists of a collection of statements related to the phenomena of
interest. For example, the following are two values from a knowledge base
that diagnoses plumping failures:

CAUSE OF PROBLEMS (MLT):
WATER MAIN TU1RNED OFF OR PIPES FROZEN

[DESCRIPTION: NATURE OF PROBLEM = NO WATER SLJPRLY],
AIR CHAMBER FAILURE

[DESCRIPTION: NATURE OF PRCOLE]M = NOISE
[LOCATION = PIPE;
NOISE TYPE = BANGING;
OCCURRENCE = II4EDIATELY AFTER WATER IS TUJRNED OFF].

The HT inference engine is based on the concept of minimal set covers to
simulate an hypothesize-and-test approach to problem solving [5]. It
determines the smallest number of causes, represented by descriptions in the
knowledge base, that explain all known manifestations of the problem of
interest.

, . .. , _ - - .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .



With BAYES knowledge is represented by the prior probabilities of the
possible outcomes and the conditional probabilities of the determinants.
Expert systems built with BAYES are usually built when a statistical
experiment has been performed on a known population. Bayes Theorem is used by
BAYES to compute the conditional probabilities of the outcomes based on the
actual values of the determinants. For examples, the following is taken from
an experimental knowledge base for determining the prognosis for recovery of a
person who had a stroke:

AGE: SIXTY AND ABOVE, LESS THAN SIXTY.

TYPE OF STROKE: INTRACEREBRAL HAEMORRAHAGE,
THROMBOTIC INFARCTION,
EMBOLIC INFARCTION,
SUBARACHNOID HAEMORRHAGE.

SEVERITY OF STROKE: MILD, MODERATE TO SEVERE.

PROGNOSIS [DETERMINANTS: *J
GOO <(0.16> 0.25 0.75;

0.10 0.20 0.40 0.30;
0.78 0.22,

FAIR <0.59> 0.38 0.62;
0.15 0.25 0.41 0.12;
0.54 0.46,

POOR (0.25> 0.82 0.18;
0.49 0.21 0.12 0.18;
0.19 0.81 .

The prior probabilities directly follow each of the value names, and the
conditional probabilities for each of the determinants are then listed in
order of definition and value.

APPLICATION SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES

Two of the many expert systems that have been built using KES are the CDC
Dump Analysis Expert System and the Tactical Mission Planning Expert System.
The CDC Dump Analysis Expert System was jointly developed by Control Data and
Software A&E as a prototype to diagnose the cause of a Cyber NOS-VE system
crash. It first determines whether hardware or software caused the crash;
then which hardware module or what OS problem caused the crash, and, if
software, what project, project leader, and module was responsible. The
knowledge base contains over 140 attributes with many possible values, over
800 rules, and over 100 commands in the actions section. The demonstration
version took five days to develop and the current version about five weeks.

The Tactical Mission Planning Expert System was developed by Software A&E
for the U.S. Army Engineering Topographic Laboratory to demonstrate the
concepts of expert systems applied to battlefield command and control. The
system deals with a hypothetical battlefield reconnaissance planning
situation. It determines what portions of the selected terrain may have
artillery batteries given the enemy's doctrine for deployment and the
characteristics of the terrain. This information would then be used to plan a
reconnaissance mission.



The system architecture is shown in Figure 2. The Tactical Planner and

Supervisory Control portions are implemented as separate knowledge bases using
PS. The Spatial Reasoner is an inference engine custom designed by Software

A&E to deal with spatial r-'.itionships between physical objects. The
Interaction System supports the user interface. The Graphics System supports

the four color graphics displays used with the system. The Shared Information
System coordinates access to the Symbolic Terrain Database. These last three

systems were implemented with conventional software techniques.

KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERING WITH KES

A knowledge base author builds a KES expert system by developing a

knowledge base. This process progresses in four steps much like the steps in
developing a conventional software system.

: ]TACTICAL PLANNING (KFE5.PS7)

i ] SUPERVISORY CONTROL, (KES.PS)I

I -INTERACTIO SYST EM
AL REASO-R GRAPHICS SYSTEM

igSHARED INFORMATION SYSPEpt e

SYMBOUC
TERRAIN
ATABAS

Figure 2. Tactical Mission Planning Expert System



The steps in the knowledge engineering process, along with their typical
activities, are as follows:

Analysis - the knowledge base author determines the scope of the
knowledge required of the expert system by outlining the goals. He
identifies the knowledge sources (experts, books, etc.)

Desig- - the knowledge base author defines the attributes and their
relationships. He chooses the knowledge representation and
inference engine to use and sketches out what the end user interface
will lOOK like.

Implementation - the knowledge base author encodes the knowledge
base (attributes, rules, 'free text', user interface, etc.) in KES
syntax and uses the KES Parser to create the operational form of the
knowledge base.

Test and Evaluation - the knowledge base author uses the KES
Inspector to verify the knowledge base. He then performs static
analyses and dynamic tests.

The knowledge engineering process is typically performed iteratively
until the knowledge base author is satisfied with the performance of the
expert system. Experience has show that expert system applications evolve
from oemonstrations (developed in days) through several prototypes (weeks tc
months) to the production system (months to years). The production version of
the expert system will itself evolve over time as experience in its use is
obtained.

SUPPORT

Software AME offers full support for KES licences including telephone
consulting, bug fixes, and updates. Software A&E also offers knowledge
engineering and KES customization services. Training courses for KES are
offered on a regular basis. Each course lasts one week and covers all asoects
of expert system developement with KES. These courses are included in the
price of most KES licenses.

The Knowledge Base Author's Reference Manual serves as a guide to expert
system development with KES. This manual is designed to be useful to both
experienced and novice expert system developers.

A seminar entitled "Building Expert Systems: An Assessment of State of the
Art Artificial Intelligence Practical Applications" is offered periodically at
various locations in the U.S. and Europe.



SUMMARY OF BENEFITS

The principal benefits of using expert systems technology are

- immediate availability of expertise

- elimination of individual bias, prejudice, and errors due to
oversight or fatigue

- valuable teaching aids because of ability to justify conclusions

- automation of tasks previously not feasible

- capture of corporate knowledge

The principal benefits of using KES to aevelop expert systems are

- high level knowledge-representation language

- greatly reduced development time

- portability from personal computers to mainframes

- can be integrated with existing software

- suite of development tools

- simple, but powerful, programmatle user interface

FUTURE PRODUCT PLAN

Software MAE's Next Generation Product (NGP) will be both a major step
forward in Al development tools and a fundamental advance in the manner of DP
application development. It will marry proven technologies from software
engineering, fourth generation systems, and fifth generation systems.

NGP will allow the user to:

- Develop stand-alone, real-time, and embedded applications in much
less time and with substantially less drain on development resourc.a.

- Rapidly build prototypes of software applications.

- Develop requirements and production applications in parallel.

- Naturally combine symbolic and traditional computational techniques.



A diverse group of users, from DP novice (but domain expert) to
experienced software/knowledge engineer, will be able to use NGP in their
development efforts. NGPLs unique architecture will allow these users to
build an application to run identically in numerous different computer
envirorenents without change to the specifications.

This multi-million dollar product development effort is jointly funded
with Control Data Corporation. Limited release of NGP is scheduled for 1986.
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Introduction to Knowledge CraftTM

Knowledge Craft is a high productivity tOOl kit for knowledge engineers and Al system builders.
Combining a feature-rich know!aIge representation language with proven problem-solving technicues.

Knowledge Craft dramatkcally reduces the effort required to build knowledge-based systems. In addition,

sophisticated window, text, and graphics management modules are fully integrated with a command
system interpreter, providing an interlace buiding tool of significant flower.

.I

The goal of Knowledge Craft is to enable the cost-effective development of large-scale knowledge-nasec

systems. Although designed for experienced system analysts and programmers. Knowledge Craft

facilitates the development of front-end user interfaces for knowledge acquisition.

Highlights

"• Frame-based knowledge representation language with procedural attachmeni and

inhentance

"• Database management

"* Knowledge base editors

"• Logic programming

"* Rule-based programming

"* Oblect-oriented programming

"* Event management for simulation and scheduling

"* Programmer's workbench

"* Interlace tools with 2D graphics and icons

"* Complete Common Lisp integration

Applications

Knowledge Craft is now being used in many application areas:

" Proiect manage ment

"* Faclory planning and scheduling
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* Product selection

* Alloy desin

e Computer-aided design

9 Procesu diagnosis

* Long-range planning

* Distribution analysis

a Battlefield management

History and Philosophy

Knowledge Craft's approach is based upon proven experimental prototypes developed at Carnegie-
Mellon University and used to solve diverse problems In .,ver 25 industrial environments. Many of these
systems are in commercal use today. Several conclusions resulting from this work influence the design

of Knowledge Craft.

"* Knowledge-based systems cannot be built using any one problem solving approach. Tool

kits allowing flexible knowledge representations, and alternative problem-solving and control

strategies are required.

"• Tools must support rapid prototyping.

"* Sophisticated interfaces are requied to facitate the marvrnachine transfer of information.

"* Programming workbenches specalized for knowledge engineers are needed to enhance

productivity.

"* Database support for large knowledge bases must be provided.

"* Systen's must be built in a portable language to survive in a changing hardware

environment.

CRLTI: Carnegie Representation Language

* CRLT' is efficient, easy to use, and suitable for both large and small applications. The basic

representational unit Is a schema. Each schema has :-ots and values to store attributive and

relational information about an entity. Relations link schemata to one another. Information in
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on. sche=a can be transferred to another using simiple taxonomic inheritance or mo~re
sophisticated methods.

CRIL provides functions for creating, deleting. and Imodifying schemata. The kncwledge base
editors discussedl below allow user-friendly graphic access to these functions.

Figure 1 provides an examplie of a schema. A schema is composed oi a schema name
(printed In the bold fonit), a set of slots (printed In small caps) and the slot's values. Values
can be an LISP expression. Symb~ols are used to reference schemata. When printed, a
schema Is enclosed by double braces w~th the schema name appearing at the top.'

(( make-cpu14)owd-spec
is-A: eWnqie.:ing-activity specification-davselopmont

#=-Ac!ZYZm-0: develop-board- opul
nrAzL-ACZYvT-kr. davelop-board-cpul

WzrcMO-C*eLXXflO=-': "Augus~t 8, 1985"
MiMUM~Z: t

CO1Z2?=: all

ozsc.mflov: "Develop "pcilications for the cpu board"

Flgure 1: make-cpul-board-opec Schema

The example in figure 1 cornes from a knowledge base containing activity management
iniformiation in respedt to developing circuO boards. Taxonomnic inheritance proceeds over
is-A relatins. Thus in thils case. all characteristics specflcatlon-development and
englinewrng-actlvity are also tnue of make cul-boaird-spec. Inheritance provides a
means of "reasonhng by defauir. Any values that are not specified in a schema may be
inherited from another schemna.

41User-deflined relations and inherlitanice smnantics. In order to facilitate world modeling,
users may define new relations. Real world relations such as *has-project-eadero, *sub-
ac&4lt-or, and! 'hassub-actlvity* may be created. For each relation, the user can specify

Inheritance semnantics ( I.e., Information passing characteristics) indicating which slots and
values can be inherited over that relation.

The relation suS.AcTMATY.oF. for insance, is user-defined. In this case. It is desirable that

'In tw hokw t schern" w, W~itcaod in bol: slam "n '4abons in small capo. a" vai ue in ItAWS1.
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any activfty which is a SUB-ACTIVITY 0f another 'inherit* its PROJECT-LEADER specification but
niot its ouRAIoN. Figure 2 shows the develop-board-cpul activity. The
make-cpu I-board- spec thus can be said to have JimSmith as its PROJECT-LEADER, since
this slot is not spvdied in its schema. However, the duration of the whole project cannot be
assumed to be thb duration of any part, thus, the value in the cuRATioN slot will not be
inherited over the sue-ACTtVrrY-oiF relatin.

C develop-board-cpul
is-A: engineering- activity bo~ rd-development

sgu-Ac2ZVZ?-oY: develop-computer

&As-sa u-Ac~vnm make-cpuliboard- spec

PzP=OXAUC-zRfl Jim Smtbt

MWICYo: (6 mo)
ot*s.~1zoY- "Develop cpu board cpuV' 1

Figure 2: develop-board-cpul Schema

The above is one example of how information flow within the knowledge base can be
controlled. CRL provides a rich language for describing the semantics of inheritance, Withn

this language, values may be included or excluded from inheritance under precise
conditions. In addition, mapping operations may be applied during inheritance. converting
one value to another as desired.

In additon to inheritance or Informnation-passlng properties, relations are defined by their
"scope" and *lransitvIty.* Scope is used to specify the nature of the objects between whiclh
the relation can hold. Transit"ivtIs used to describe the nature of the links over which the
relation is defined. For example, the sue-ACTIV1TYF relatio can only hold meaningfully
between objects which are acttviltles. The transitivity of su6-cTriV~y-oF is such that any
activity which is a suB.crmTY-ol; another, Is also a SUB-AcTnvITY-OF all activities of which the

lafter is a sub-activ". Thus, it can be said that make-board-cpou -spec; is also a
SUB-AC-nvITY-OP develop-compiuter.

CRIL is the only knowledge representation language within which relations can be fully
defined, that Is, in termsu of Inheritance semantics, transitivity, and scope. This makes At
possible to use Inheritance to make inferences that would otherwise require the use of rules.

Meta-knowledge representation. Knowledge about the reprerentation Iself can be
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systematically partitioned from knowledge about the domain being modelled. This facility is

used to chronicle knowledge base development, maintain dependency information, model

uncertainty, and provide "local specialization (i.e.. the tailoring of relation or slot

c racteristics on a schema by schema basis).

In terms of the example under discussion, within the develop-board-cpul schema. meta-
knowledge would be used to show who entered the information that Jim-Smith was to be

project leader. Within the make-cpul-board-spec schema. it would be used to show that

*1 the value Of PROJECT-L.ACEA was inherited from the develop-board-cpul. Within this same

schema, local specialization would be used to indicate that the any acceptable DURATION

value must be less than 3 months. The certainty with which one expected to complete the

activity on time is attached as meta-knowledge on values of the EXPECTED. CCMPLE7ION.OATE

slot.

Meta-knowledge may be associated with schemata, their slots, and values in the slots. It is

represented by another schema, called a meta-schema, that is attached to the schema, sIct,
or value. Representing meta-knowledge as schemata provides a uniform approach to

representation. The user is provided with access functions for retrieving meta-schtemata.

Once retrieved, they are manipulated just as any other schema.

Procedural attachment. Functions may be associated with slots in the form of demons.
Demons fire when slot values are accessed, that is. when an attempt is made to acd. delete.

or modify a value in a particular slot. In the example. under discussion, a demon Ls attached

to the duration slot, such that when it is modified, a new estimate can be made of each

activities EXPECTED-COMPLETION-OATE. Demon functions can be used to initiate or return

control to CRL-PRCLOG or CRL-OPS programs.

.User-controlled search. The user can control the way in which the system seeks out
inheritable information. Large knowledge-based systems typically link each schema to a

great nunmer of others. A project management system u"ider davelopment at Carnegie

Group has, for instance, over 100 relations defined in it. Thus, when values are to be

inherited, there are many relations over which a value could be found in another schema.

For example, unless told where to search, a knowledge representation system might

erroneously seek project-leader information over a HAS-SUB.-ACTIVITY rather than

SUB-AcTnVITY-OF relation.

In providing a way to specify where to look for inheritable information, CRL can optimize on

memory by avoiding duplication of values, while maintaining performance through intelligent

search control. Nevertheless, inherited values may still be locally cached, Ir a user so

desires.

User-controlled search can be used similauly to dynr.,ically alter the semantics of the

representation, or, in other words, to allow slots to play different roles. For instance.
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make-cpul.board.apec could be a suB-ACTIViTY-OF a particular contract, say, the

abc Inc contract. When looked at in this way, in a matrix organization, the project leader

might not be Jim Smith, who is the technical project leader, but rather Reed Jones, who is

the contract coordinator. By specifying an inheritance path, the user can indicate if an

access to PROJECT-LEA0ER should be interpreted from the technical or contract management

point of view The appropriate value would then be returned.

"*1Error handling. An integrated schema-based error handling facility permits the user to

define how the system should react to errors. For instance, in our example, any attempt to

set a duration of an activity that is greater than the activity it is part of will produce an error.

The appropriate action to take can be specified in a schema - with control passed back to

the appropriate point in the program.

Contexts. Alternate worlds reasoning and knowledge base version management are

provided by the context mechanism. Contexts in CRIL act as virtual copies of knowledge

bases. In the copy, schemata can be created, modified, and destroyed without altering the

original context. Contexts are structured as trees where each context may inherit the

schemata present in its parent context. Hence, only schemata that are used in a context

need be explicitly represented there, This avoids copying schemata that will never be used

in the context. Schemata may be copied or moved across contexts.

For instance, in order to explore the effects of completing the 'make-cpu! -board-spec late. a

"new context would be created in which the value of its duration slot would be altered. Any

consequent changes to the ESTlMATED-COMPL.TlON-OATE of the activities of which it is part

would occur in this new context. After analyzing the results, the context could be deleted

without affecting the original knowledge base. If the change constituted an acceptable plan.

the results could be merged back Into the parent context.

Integrated database system. A multi-user database system is provided to store schemata.

Frequently-used schemata are automatically cached in memory; and automatically swapped

out when the lmits of the cache are reached. CRL keeps track of which schemata are in

memory and which are in the database. The database provides a fast device-dependent

mechanism for external storage. Alternatively. schemata can be saved in a device-

independent source code form. These files can be dynamically created during a run.

Inference & Control Strategies

Knowledge-based systems have employed a vanety of techniques to solve real-world problems. A single

problem-solving technique has not yet proven adequate. Knowledge Craft provides the user with a

powerful set of problem-solving techniques which may be cormbined in a single application. Each

technique is integrated with CRL.
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*CRL.OpSTM. CRL-OPS is a superset of OPS-S, a forward chaining rule-based system.
Many of the moat successful expert systems used by industry today are implemented in
OPS-5. CRI-OPS ruCoo are lf-then statoments. For instance, a CRL-OPS rule is used to
IIdicSIS that whenl an engineering activity Is comp~leted. each act"vt which is subsequent. or
enabled by 11, should be Initiated.

J ~(p enablng-rule

(onlnerjg- -comp ~rle~ted t -steanae.cmpleted-actvtty,.)

(en~nerin-ac~viy"enabled-by <cccnpleted-actKty, Ajfdlatedf ni~l)

Panaema on the left hand side of each CRL-OPS rule match all schemata which are "Is-a*
related to the class of the condition elemett That Is. the first pattern will match any schema
In the knowledge base that s"A engineorling-activlty and has a cOMP1-ETED siot with the
value t. The action of the rule wig apply similarly to any schemata which IS-A
"enIneering-ac~tvIty, has the name of the first schema as the value of itsf ENABLED-By slOt
and has not yet beeon Intiated.

CRL-OPS #uulsw thus oewrltten at the level _-f generality which Is appropriate for the
action d fte nul.: In tft manner. rules may be written to apply either to a unique schemna or
a dass of schemata. Rules wig apply to schemata dynamically, created at run time.

CAL-OPS Is data-drivenk so that when there Is a change in any schema referenced by a rule.
the rule-maitch is automatcally notified. In addition, CAL-OPS supports Mef hand side
functions. alcceas toc the CAIL context mechanism. and kitegruticor with CRIL-PROLCG. CRL-
OPS rulles are compiled Ifto an *Monlet fun tlime form.

*CRPROLOO 71TUconmkes PROLOG-Ice inforencing with the representational power of
CAL. P'og hNo been used heavily in Europe for over a decar'.. it his proved valuable as
tWoi forbldin dala~bue query s"sems. as It provides a uniform mechanism for f inding allI
or somew acemia~ wth particular characteristics that may be found In or inferred from a

-nweg bowe.

For example, a query to find activities which wil be completed after the Initiation-dlate of an
ac"iit they enable would be:

Query: (late-activIty ?acdlviy ?date)

Assuming the folowing axiom was parn if a loaded logic program:
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( <x> AeXp• d-Mrpletion-date <tl>)
( <y> "enabed-by <x> Ainitiation-date <t2>)

S< <t2> 4<l>)

(bind <42. (print-time '-ct2>)

This axiom says that an activity <x> is Late in respect to another activity <y.,, if <y> is enabled
by ,<x, and the completion date of <x> is preater than the initiation date of <y>. The axiom
returns the binding of <x> and the INMAfnoN.OATE Of <y> which indicates the date that <x>
ought to be completed by. The bind predlcate is provided to enable call-outs to Common
USP. An ops-ike syntax is used to refer to schemata; a prefix predicate syntax is used to
define arbitrary facts.

Query: (late-activity ?activity ?date)

?activity - develop-board-cpul
'date - August 5, 19WS

CRL-PROLOG is a backwatd chaining larguage. This means that if a goal (or query) cannol
be inferred in terms of the schemata already available, an attempt will be mada to infer it
from axioms that apply to each clause In the body of the axiom, whose head matches the
quuery. For example, I no schema matched the clause ( <y> Aenabled-by ty> ), CRL-
PROLCG would attempt to Infer this result from axioms that could prove that one act":ity was
enabled-by another. CRL-PROLOG, thus, provides Knowledge Craft with a general sub-
goaling mechanism. UsJng CRL-PROLOG and CRL-OPS togeder blackboard cuntrol
architectures can be designed that Integrate goal-driven and data-driven problem-sotving
strategies.

CRL-PROLOG uses an OPS-like Infix syntax to refer to schemata. Arbitrary f mts may be
defined in addition, using a predicate postfix notation.

Integrated object-ouented programming. Large systems are more easily maintained
when engimnered with an object-oriented approach. Knowledge Craft supports a message-
sending paradigm for invoking procedures. Objects are represented as schemata; methods

as slots. Methods may be inherited or accessed from other objects. Procedures executed in
reply to messages may evoke CRL-PROLOG or CRL-OPS, monitor displays, or call arbitrary
LISP functions.

For example, each activity schema in the knowledge base under discussion has a list of
people working on that activity. The schema for each person Includes a list of activities they
are working on, and the due dates for each activty. Within the schemata activity and
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peisOn, ee a so called P 6,TC4cEuLE whose function is to print a s*..ele to the

moanor t•w n.

{ acvity
PRINT-SC44EOULE. 9CUvty-O(1dntC41duWe })

( penson >.• -.
-- IN'T-oc em• ron-riw'n.ece..•iie }))

For activities, the USP function 'activity-print-echedule prints a table promvidng the name of
the person worldngon the activity, what they are doing, and their estimated completion date.
For per.ons, the fe n-pi•r-seu lon prints out a activities a person is woruing
on, their psilcuiLr ask. and an esWTned corpm4etn date. These functions are executed by

A51IfrT JufIrctlorl:
(send-essage 'JlmSrnSth 'pri-.choduls)

would execute the Wunc in th te 'prIntschedule ulot of the ým jnth schema. Hf there were
no vakJe in this slot. it-would be ihted from the pemon sWerna over the 'Is-a relation.

(send-messag:'edveiop-board-cu1 'pr••-*chedue)

would execute the function in the PRINT-SC4HEDUL. sWot of the develop-board-cpul schema. If

there were no value in this uW. it would be Inherited from the actvity schemna over the A-A
relation.-_

The send-messge function allows reference to a standard method, rather than the function
name ta inplerment that method for a particular scheema or ciass of schemata.
ProgmfVng modlaWyis thus :chleved boM by hiding low level detafl,, and by-the
inhedWm mechanism which allows mehodslo be de•cted aid the right level of
abstraction.

Evser mansgefl=eiiI.POl eidimliig , Of lkIIj u bWhtha mn ism for

ditinuish dl•mnftvwo and a mectwtm 1@ scheug fthefztaon od evernt.
Knowledge Creft provides both. Whke the context mechanism of CRL provides contexts, the

multiple agenda manager enables the upr to schedule events against a real or simulated
clock. Synytoic event-based simulations of conplex real-wodd processas ae Implemented
using this mechanism.
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System Building Tools

hIterface Tools

Knowledge-based systems typically require sophisticated user interfaces. New knowledge generated by
the program must be informatively displayed. Powerful devices must be provided for requesting ano
accepting inputs of considerable variety. Knowledge Craft supplies the knowledge engineer with tools
that redice the programming effort required to build application interfaces.

* Window manager. A device-independent window manager controls multi-window displays
with a flexible viewport/window/canvas architecture. A canvas is an infinite display space

with a user-definable coordinate sytem. A window is a seclion of the canvas. A viewport is a
projection of a window onto a monitor display. A tripartite architecture of this type optimizes

for both flexibility and performance. Scrolling and 2-dimensional transflormatlon is provided
at each level.

'20 graphics. A device-independent graphlk. package enables the user to construct 20
graphic displays with scaling, rotation, and information zoom features. Information zooming

allows composite symbols to be unpacked, displaying more information in response to

mouse pointing. Scaling provides both single item and window transformations.

The basic graphic primitives - string, ine, circle, rectangle, box, polygon, and spline -- are

included. CORE standards are followed closely. Schema-based icons can be used to
convey input and output. Editors facilitate the creation and inspection of graphics items.

Both mouse pointing and display grids facilitate the exact positioning of items.

* Task manager. Multiple tasks can be created, paused, resumed, and aborted. Windows

can be associated with tasks allowing the creation of workbenches with the capability to
switch back and forth between particulair tasks. Each task can control a tree of menus.

Menu interfaces are easy to build using a hierarchical command system that includes pop-up

menus, mouse pointing, multl-wordn soeling completion, and help facilities. An emacs-like
editor is provided for editing Input.

* Intelligent scheme filler. Simple knowledge acquisition interfaces can be built with this

module. It allows customized schema-specific prompting of information.
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Programming Workbnches

in order to nceas* the productivity of knowledge engineers and system developers. Knowledge Craft
provides a programming workbench. While the workbench is oriented to bit-mapped, mouse-controlled
workstations, many capa,•iitles are also available for alpha-numeric terminals.

* Knowledge Craft Shell. The Shell enables developers to move easily between knowledge

base editom, debugging environments, and a running program. An icon-oriented interface

represents tasks which can be activated by the mouse. New icons can be added to

represent user applications. Escape to the local machine environment Is typically supported.

Knowledge base editors. Networks of schemata may be graphically displayed in tree form.

New schemata can be added to the grao; old ones deleted. Networks may be scrolled.

schemata can be opened for editing slots and values. An emac:s-like editor is provided.

Since the editor knows about user-defined relations. it provides a browsing capability,

interpreting any legal path description through the network. The editor can be muftiply

instantated allowing simuiltaneous editing of different parts of the knowledge base, including

the context tree.

Debugging environments. Specialized window-oriented debugging facilities are provided

for CRL-OPS and CRL-PROLOG. For CRL-OPS, trace windows are provided tor watching

canges to working memory and the conflict set. Display items are active. For instance,

each rule in the conflic set Is an active item. Mouse pointing is used to determine matches

for that nule, edit the rule body, and remove it from the conflict set, among other things. For

CRL-PROLOG, a trace window of the goal tree is provided. Each •nde of the tree can be

expanded to show the clause which generated the goal. and the instantlations of relevant

variables.

Operating Environment

Knowledge Craft is implemented In Common LISP and is portable to most machines with a Common

LISP irmolementation. It is compatible with other Camigie Group products, such as Languaqe CrattiM.
which may be used to build natural language interfaces.
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Training

An intensive two-week hands-on tutorial enables users to become proficient n developing knowledge-

based programs using the package. Knowledge Craft is best used by expetienced programmers. The

expectation is that knowledge-based systems will be built by a mixed team of software specialists.

knowledge engineers, and domain experts.

A Common LISP course is also available.

SKnowledqe Craft. CA.L., CRL-OPS, C.L-PROLOG and Language Craft are

trademazka of Carnegie Group Inc.
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Infere n c e

October 23, 1986
Inferance Corporation

I Greenrree Cenrle
Sure 201
Marlton

A'ewiersay 08053

Mr. Charles Ziegler

Delta Information Systems 609 o85-050E

Horsham Business Center
Building 3
300 Walsh Road
Horsham, PA 19044

Dear Chuck:

I am delighted to hear Delta is preparing to acquire a copy of
the Automated Reasoning Tool, (A.R.T.). Inference Corporation
is anxious to provide Delta with the best support available in
the expert systems marketplace.

In that regard, let this letter document my recommendation for
the preferred development environment. You have specified
A.R.T.iC. Code to be delivered to Delta by January 1987. That
requirement is acceptable to Inference. Therefore, :nference
recommends your order specify A.R.T./C. Code rather than

S y A.R.T./Lisp Code, with the target hardware being a Dec A.I.
Workstation.

Also, be aware that your runtime modules can be deployed in
A.R.T./C. Code and will be over 99% garbage free. The following
discount schedule will apply to the runtime modules shipped by
Delta Information Systems:

Copies Pricing

1 - 10 $8,000
11 - 50 7,000
51 - 100 5,000

101 - 200 3,000
201 - 300 2,000
301 - Up 1,500

In closing, please feel free to contact me at the Marlton Office
should you have further concerns or questions.

Regards,

Dennis Hartigan
Inference Corporation
Marlton, New Jersey

DH/klb
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Infere n c e
N!. 1329

Chuck Ziegler IaterenceCorporation
Delta Information Systems

To: Horsham Business Center 5300 WCentury 3va

Building 3 LosAngeles
300 Welsh Road Califorma 90045

Horsham, PA 19044
213 417.7997

NO. 132. -DH

Data 15 October 1986

P.O. Deadline 31. Dece mber 1986

The prike shown in this Quotation Mall Uoenhe Agreement must be executed and returned
not be Incarased for thirty (30) days to Inference Corporation prior to receipt of software.
from the date shown above. Terms: Net 30 days from Invoice date

- l II II i I

Item Description Price Amount

ART - AUTOMATED REASONING TOOL

ART: (copy 1) LISP VERSION $65,000.00

5 Days Knowledge Engineering
2 Sets of ART Documentation

90 Days Maintenance & Technical Support
- Full access to Inference Hotline
- New Version & Documentation Updates

2 TRAINING: Per person/per week 2,500.00
Week One - Introduction to ART
Week Two - Viewpoints

3 KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERING:
Per day, plus expenses 1,000.00
(Charged in 1/2 day increments
4 hours - 1/2 day)

4 MULTIPLE COPY DISCOUNT SCHEDULE:

Copies Price Ke Included

2 5 45,000 4 days
6 1- 0 38,000 3 days

11 - up 29,500 2 days

5 ANNUAL MAINTENANCE & TECHNICAL SUPPORT: (Commences 7,500.00
90 days after shipping, billed quarterly, payable
in advance).I , ___________1______,,,_____________ ___,,_______,_



Infere n c e
___N!_ 1330

Chuck Ziegler
Delta In.:ormation Systems Inference Corporation

To: Horsham Business Center
Bui.Lding 3 5300 W Centrur! 8/vcd
300 Welsh Road Los Angeles
Horsham. PA 19044 Cahtornia 90045

213 417-7997

E*-1: Lok z 1, 1,

NO. 1330-DU

Date 15 October 1986 _______ ___

--.Oad~. 3-1 December 1986 _________

The price shown In this.2actedon sital Ucefise Agreemenot must be executed arid returned
riot be Inorsased for thirty (30) days to Inference Corporation Prior to receiPt of software.
from the date shown above, Terms: Not 30 days from inoice date

Item Dev&-ptlon Prioe Amount

ART -*AUTOMATED REASONING TOOL

*ART: (z-opy I "C" Version/Delivery before 12/21/86) $45,000.00
5 Dmvs Knowledge Engineering
? Sets of ART Documentation

90 Days Maintenance & Technical Support.
- Full access to Inference Hotline
- New Version & Documentation Updates

2 -%INING: Per person/per week 21,500.00
Week One - Introduction co ART
Week Two - Viewpoints

3 KNOWLED,;E ENGINEERING:
Per day, plus expenses 1,000.00
(C*-i~argt~d in 1/2 day increments

ý '.,.urs - 1/2 Jay)

4 T¶ULIPLE COPY DISCOUNT S..HEDUTLE:

Copies Price KE Included

2 5 45,000 4 days
6 -. i0 38,000 3 days

11 - up 79,500 2 days

5A'INUAJ. MAINTENANCE & TECHN~ICAL SUPPi . (Commences 7,500.00
90 days after shipping, billed quarter.-y, payable
in -,!vance)

P.O. and signed license agreeimeni~u must be receive
pri,±r to 31 December 1986 to qualify for discount.

By



ART..

PRODUCT LICENSE AGREEMENT

Between

Inference Corporation

5300 W Century Boulevara
Los Angeles, CA 90045

(213) 417-7997

Ano

DATE .....

NO.



EXHIBIT A

S i~enrifiction ot CPUs uLoOr, ý,cr. the ART DOn),rv :jct: n.-3v co .t

,a; Mlars Name ____

c! Roocm No or~ Sia ______________ ____ ____

ce____________________________________



EXHIBIT B

Inference Corporation

Maintenance and Enhancement Plan
(Effective Sepltemrer 1 1986)

A. A Maintenance and Enhancement Plan (hereinafter referred to as the 'Plan iS availaidc to Licensee as
spzecifieo in the following paragraphs. The Plan includes the following provisions

1. Customer Support
To Supply a reasonable amount of customer telephone support via Inference s Hotline' during the period of 6 a.m to 5 p m.
Pacific Standard Time/Pacitic Daylight Savings Time. Monday through Friday. excluding Inference s observed noidclays
On-site support may be provided at a fee to be agreed upon by both parties

2. Modifications, Enhancements and Updates
To provide published feature mocifications, enhancements and update releases which Inference, at its Jiscretion. deems to
be logical improvements to the original Products supplied to Licensee. The foregoing does not include providing new Prod-
uCts to Licensee

B. The provisions of the Plan are contingent upon the following 1) A current and valid license for me Products
2• The Products being unmodified (except as modified by releases developed and oroviCed by Inference) and maintained
at !the latest release level and 3) The rarowaie on which the Products are installed and used containing the configuration
properly maintained ana at the latest generally released revision level as soecified by Interence for installation and use of
the Products.

C Fees if Licensee has a permanent license. or a license with monlhly payments. Licensee is subscrnied
in the Plan. at no cost. for a period of ninety l90f days following the effective date of the Product License Agreement fthe
"Agr,-ement") Prior to the end of the aforementioned ninety (90) day period. Licensee shall be invoiced the fee for :he lirst
charged year of the the Plan ana snall Day such lee quarterly in advance, for each copy initially licensed. Thereafter on
each anniversary date of the effective 'iate of the Agreement. Licensee's subscription in the Plan snall be automaticallv
renewed (and shail be subject to the same invoicing and payment terms as stated in the oreceding sentenceI unless
nterence receives written notice of Licensee's intent to cancel its subscription in the Plan thirty f30) days prior to LUcensee s

anniversanr date of the effective date of riie Agreement Licensee may. at a iater time. renew its subscription and receive the
benefits o1 the Plan upon payment of the annual fee for the Plan in effect at the time of renewal plus a reinstatement fee
equal to twenty percent (20%) of the annual fee for the Plan iri effect at the time of renewal

Inference s tee for the Plan for the initial one (1) year charged period Shall be the tee as stated in Inference s
then current published price list. The fee(s) may be increased each year on the anniversary date of the effective date of the
Agreement by the lower of the following: Six percent (6%) or the Consumer Price Index (-CPI-) as applied against the fee
that Licensee paid for the previously charged year The C.PI that shall be used is the CPI that has been published by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics for the Los Angeles/ Long Beach Area on the dale. or closest to the date. that Licensee s partici-
pation in the Plan must be renewed, NFERENCE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MODtr', THE FEE INCREASES DESCR!BED
ABOVE AT ANY TIME. BY ANY AMOUNT

D Taxes and Other Charges The payments set forth in Sectio; C are exclusive of all tariffs Juties
sales taxes. use taxes and like levies or taxes, and atl of the foregoing shall be home by Licensee Any such levies taxes
or charges which Inference may ce required to Day on behalf of Licensee shall be billed to Licensee when incurred by
Inference and shall be cue and payable when billed

E Method of Shipment items supplied under this Agreement will be shipped F*O B Inferences Los
Angeles. California facility In the absence of ,nstructions to the contrary. Inference on behalf of Licensee. will select the
carrier, out shall not be deemed thereby to assume any liability in connection with the shipment, nor shall the carrier De
construed to be an agent of Inference Costs of shipment 'surance and handling wilil be the responsibilitv of Licensee

F itUe Title to and isl of !oss L)f items s jopliaed under this Aqreement snail pass to Licensee D jon div
,ory tO the carrier at the F ) B point

G Packaging Items supplied under this Agreement will he shiPed ip n Inference s standard packaainq



7-is Ajrpeement eittec'-ve Ints -___ cav Cf _________ 98- ov and netween [inferencte f.' ra
i -rcoration ;ot !me State or Cal1if orna. :rcatea at 53GO 'AsCt Ceýirvj Boulevard. Los Arnseles. Ca;ifornia. O4- oe

ra;:ror reterrec :, as 'nieerene - iro ____________ a Ccorporation of mhe State or__________

cotdat
___________________________________ ereriraiter -ererreC to as "Licen.see
WNHEREAS NFER.ENC-E ras cteve'ooeo -a -Comouter Drooram ýnicn) ;s an Autarmatec, Realson~na Tooi ,nic!' 'Jil

'ereinaftle Cp 'eteirred to as 'ART and wrereas tre ART orogram is caoaNa ot dlevelooinq -setui interenices an,, aciaivase
'ron avaliaoie input :ntormaiion.

WVHEREAS. iNFEqENCE nas c-coyr'ant orotiection on nre 4P.T o~rogram and nas. tracem'aix nrlns in AqT '(-r
o3nnuter crograms. and

NHEREAS. ;NFERENCE /visn~es to grant 3 Permanent Lecense to use hne ART crografn as more fully set 'ornn

NOW THERErFORE. in ccnsoceration ot !he foregoing crem~ises ana thme mutual covenants set forth below
NFEPENCE ano LiCENSEE hereby aaree as OcllowS

_J1. License
nference grants ani censee accepts on ime terms and condlitions ýontainea in this Acreement a rion-

ass;gnaofe. non-!ransferaoie. non-exc:usive license to use the ART tyoprietaiv comcjter orcqrams and reiated miaterials
' 0 rdoucts'( on the OPUs ano at tnie -ocations solecried in Exhioit A .3 Ccov ot ,,vicr. is attacnea hereto ano incorocratec

rerein by reterenc~e

2. Title
:nierernce warrants anc represents that it is the owner of he Procucts Title ana full uA ersnio rionts to hne

rProduc:s shall remain the soie oroberty c, innterence Licensee acKnowlediges. understands and agrees tirat ne P.racucts
:aýnSttute valuaoie orooretarv assets and trade secrets or Inference embodying suostant'ai c-reative efýord5 and ccintinentia
nidOrmation

3. Scope of Use, Terms and Fees
7 he Products may oe usec DY the Licýensele only for L!cenisee s ),vn nrternai us3e at :ne L.!enýsee

actnace on. the '2P'J -as designated n cahibDit A ithe CPiJ listed in Exnibit A :S hereinatter ireerrect to as 'Ihe Aoin7.ren-
censep mnay not cnance 'me location of the use ct the Products and may not use 'he Products or 'onies thereat on.

-niv 2! iner !nan,. 'OH .Aathiror (:P'- vithnu! (ie orior written consentý or inference ?nricn %viil nl')t oe >inreasonaaiv

4. License Fees
_ctnsee acrees o0 'av to !,niprence iet thirty !30t aoivs trom inc cjate ot invoice r-e SJi[T f_____

________________S _____________-or .a Permnanenti License to tse the ART oinarv ccoe nierence' !an

:tarni s(otware naitennoc oort and uodaies !or ART are inicluced in the auove )nce ;(cr a uerico ci -):r-etv i90i cavo
* iw-i h atn -i -;conirn .;t this Atr~eemnt -t such tees are not pain in a timeiv mnacrncr -ivrthrSt will Do charqeco at no:,

Uý'n rjon 'c)ni .,r t'- nax(irnuin ailowtyd oy !aw

5. Type of License and Usage Period
T h,, Prodiucts mnay oe licenserd on a permanent lcense b~asis for a oane-time tee as specified abo(-ve " i

jsta, tteriodi of a Ce~manenit license is cerpetoal. subtect to termination in accordance with the terms of this Agreerrijent

6. Confidentiality of Proprietary Information
A L cpnsce axpress;Iv acxrrowledges. understands and agrees thiat the Products contain confidential

m~'r rnr _nrr,-1r'ryo 'r1. inip'onri' ;_,pnlsep aqres nni ito ailnw anv Suchr~ confirlential informatio~n or -tata
--uir.DWWMs *-xCfnt toir ;j, in~ .tc(7roanl~ce .vith Parn 3 and s Drovided in sub-paragraoph D eo

0 ~ ~ ýý IL,~ icj-i t uw lov Tia:n~nte'cd version of the, Products to ne printed. iisted. decompiled
!Hio.Pr Jr r,,-i'5e 'Sirr

t3 oinspe ts agents c:ontractors and employees. agree to maintain all information and data con-
* ' r, !nc P'ooUcts inciitiong proprietary computer programs. documentation, generated output. modifications and con-

.ineiistrict confidenerir !or riferencu Licensee agrees to protect the Products using at least the same degree of care
;,.(, '0 orotect its own Qrotnetary aind c~ontiodential data of like moortarce but in no event shall such care be less than a

',aScirrably orudent businhsb person Noiild taKE 'it a like or similar situation Licensee agrees to restrict access to andI dis-
J'v f sujch informat1ion aridl ola to (c Licersee personnel who rif have a need to nave such access or see such iSlsly

.5 .cr)iSrie LiCensee to utPrilroitui to as cOnteni`platedl by this Agreerrient and fii) have been advised of anid have
1i-0-ni to treat hr. Prlktsari-uch riormiation and data in acordance with this Paragraph 6

ihl otldaiioris c-ontained in this Paragraph 6 are ota specia and unqu character whic-h
;iv, cc'iii .i tcui ),air' !i('c, intl iritirrence cannot be adeq~uately compensated in damages mnan action at 51w in
i- r 'vent Lir:rrrsret hinarhef, s,jch) Olioatiorro

Loocnsee therefore agrees that, in addition to, any other remedies which Inference may possess.
inference shall be entitled to intunctive or other equitable relief in tne form of a preliminary and permanent injunctions
ori Othtr ippropriate or similar cduitabie remedis. in the event Of an actual or threatened breach of said obligations



D Licensee agrees !c ;eorcouce aria includje Inlerenrcý- , 3r''r'e~riar ar.c coceicnz OcOo any/
:cies n .vi~ or :n Dart.il n omo ~ rd~S.on dir ut not m ir- e-Otc.- t e.tent)ricc.I

nG1i1,e con'sis;ing of a C 'within a orrCle loilowec Dv hne aoom~priate yiear -U ;'uvrijt aS Jeorte iy'rerec_, jnq'~he

are:,rterece Corporation in form 5imi!arc th ie toi lowing
'COPYRIGT-0~ !Q8.4 I NFEPENCE CORP AýN UNPUEBL SIOED 'XCRK - TH5. ART-S OROGRAMA S

THE SUBJECT Olm TRADE SECRETS AND COPYRiGHTS L!CENSED FROM INFERENCE CORPP
'USE OR DISCLOCSURE OF THE ART PROGRAM TO' UNAUTHORIZED PERSONSiS PPOHIBITEU:

E The provisions of Mis Paragraph 6 shall survive the termination of this Agreement

7. Information Similar to Proprietary Information
Licensee agrees to acide Oy the provisions of Paragraon 6 with respect to informaticn an~ j ata Provicea

Dy interence irrespective of whether Lircensee rightfully oossesses identical or similar information or data oo~ained righltLIury
'romn sources other than Inference who had the right to disclose such information and or oata Licensee also agrees ithat it
Licensee c)ecomes aware that it possesses information or ,Jata that is identical or Similar to !hai wnicr Inference treats as
:DroDrietar\./ L-icensee will give Inference prompt vritten notice thereot and the source from whici !! was ootainec

8. Proprietary Rights Indemnification
.nference warrants that thre Products do not infringe upon cr jioiate any united Stales Dater,!, cooyrrdni

Dr trade secret Inference will defend at its expense any action D~rought against Licensee to (the extent that !I is Dasec on a3
claim thiat Products used within the scope or the license hereunder infringe a United Slates patent. covyrignt or trace secret
.3nd will pay any costs and damages fnaily awarded against the Licensee in sucrt actiion which ate attributaole to soon
c:aim. subject to the limitation of liapility stated in this paragraph 8. provided that Licensee notifies Inference Dromotly in
Writing of the claim, allows Inference to fuily control ine defense of such cla-m ann does not agree to a iv settlement of Sujch

claim without Inference s written consent Shouid the Products oecome. or in inference s ooinion Ole likely to oecorre. :he
suolect Or any claim of infringement. Inference may orocure for the Licensee the riont to continue using the Products.
replace or modify them to make them non-infringing or discontinue the license of them Inference snail have no liaolitv !or
any c aim of infringement based upon hi) use of other than the latest unmodified rgiease ot the Products made avaiiacie in
-censee 7)v interonce it such intringement would nave oeen avoirled Dy thie use of such) release of the Procucts;. it use or
:cmnoination of !te Products with hon-Inference programs or data if such infringemeht would hot have occi Ired without such
_;se or comtoination or iiiit) use o1 the Products ahter receiving notice, that the Products :niringe a trace secret ot a hmr cart,/
jnIess oromot written notice nereot is given Inference The foregoing states the entire lapility or nference vith respect !t,
nirinoement of any oatentfs. c:ocyrignts or trace secrets Dyv the Products and Ithirencie Shill have n hO atiliy wilhrsc
it,,, Othnir D.roorietarv rightls

9. Liability
z:~p as spcfe .nti Agreement inference shall not oe liaole ror any !OSS or -amnace that cray 1C

n onct on with the- tjinishino to or ujse tCv Locensee oi Prodlucts. or thne ofeiormance ft the Products, and in n~o entSnnit
nieot h ianle fnr 3ny indirect- special -nc-oental or -consenue!'tial damnaces Exceoif as othe~rwise -;ueseofie- ;n n-

,raon ý ano Paradrah tO). Licensee shall hot Ge entitled to any monetary damagles aaainsi Interence in ec~ebs oth

Dmit aid to Inference nv Licensee hereunde r No action. regardless of trobi.arising Dut or the transacin unen:S
Ao ri-ment may D, Drought DcV ?ither carry more- :han two f2) years after the cause ot! anion hasacue.xettnti
ýCtotin 'Pr ,iorr.oavment may ce Drought within two years after the date of last payment

10. Warranty
Inference warrants thiat ait the lime of delivery of the original Products suppried to Licensee annl thi a

oero~i of ninety (901 dJays thereatter. the original Products will be in substantial accordance wtir specifications in the aces-oh
!at echnical reference manual The extent of Inference's liability under this warranty shiall oe limited to the correction or

ioatrnn s 3oon as practicanie ot ainy suoslantiai devalion in the Originai Prnduc!, -or arty SuOsetdueFJ t cases 9
21:0 mm h trp en~fcations nt !hp appiicanle technical referon,-ce manual, Nhi~ch lthererice easonacoly dleterminps to hPf

i(CrS5Siv. '31 lnterphce5 sown COSt crn0 expense. provided written notice of sjcn subsanl deviations is receivedj ty intr~

-iceiUrirg the warranty pericd This warranty shall not apply if ii) the Products icr par.; thereof) shall not De used in
.tccorlance with inference s instructions. (ii) the Products shall have been altered. moditied or converted !)y Licensee with
o~ut the written appruval of Inference. (iiil any of Licensees equinment shail malfunction Nhlch results in the Products not
Derforming in accordance with the specifications in the applicable technical reference manual or (iv) Other cause within the
control of Licensee shall result in any D)art of the Products becoming inoperative or substantially deviating !rmm the specifica-
itons in the applicable techn~ical reterence manual THE FOREGOING WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF OTHER WARRANTIES.

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. INCLUDING. BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS FO.R A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

11. Maintenance Plan
The terms anto condition-, of Inference s Maintenance, and Enhance-,ment Plan ijro tO he iorjnd it, Fxhit I

a :Opy )f which is attached hereto and incorporated herein Dy reference

12. Delays
inlfitre~nce shalt not be liable for delays in the performance of its obligations hereunder due to causes

I itreasoi cýOle contfrol including. out niot limited to. Acts of God. strikes or inability to nhtain labor or rrlaterials,



/

13. Notificaton
All notices wnich any party may be required or desire to give to any other party Shall be given by personal

service, registered mail or certified mail to the other party at his respective address set fortn on the front of this Agreement
Mailed notices shall be deemed to be received on the ftlih California business day following the date of maling

14. Successors
This Agreement. together with all schiecules or rriodifications now and hereafter made a part hereo, snail

be binding on the respective parties and their respective heirs, executors. administrators. legal representatives. successors
and assigns.

15. Governing Law
This Agreement shall be governed Dy [te laws of the State of California applicable to contracts wholly

executed and wholly to be performed within the State of California. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement and
understanding between the parties relating to the license and use of the Products, and all other prior agreements, arrange-
ments or understandings, oral or written. are merged into and superseded by the terms of this Agreement. Title and Para-
graph headings are for convenient references and are not a part of this Agreement

16. Invalid Provisions
No waiver of any breach of this Agreement shall constitute a waiver or any other breach of the same or

other provisions of this Agreement and no waiver shall be effective unless made in writing in the event that any orovisions
herein shall be illegal or unenforceable. such crovisions shall be severed and the entire Agreement snail not tail. out the
balance of the Agreement Shall continue in full force and effect

17. Term
This Agreere nt shall commence on the date of execution hereot and it shall remain in force until the

licenses ot all Products have completed their soecitied usage periods

18. Termination
Upon completion of a specified usage period to, a license of a Product, or if Licensee fails to fulfill its

Ohligations under this Agreement. inference may upon its election ano in addition to any other remedies it may have, upon
written notice to Licensee of the breach. and failure by Licensee to cure such oreach within two (2) weeks, terminate all of
the rights granted by it hereunder Upon termination as set forth herein. Licensee shall. within two (2) weeks, return to infer-
ence the Products Supplied to Licensee and destroy or delete all copies or the Products. including but not limitec to any
inference Supplied information, load modules. Pack-uD or archival -nfcr."ation data sets and documentation Licensee will
ierifv this action. iln writing to inference.

!N WITNESS WHEREOF each of the Parties has caused this Agreement to be executed in duplicate originais !v
.ts duly authorized representatives on the resDective dates entered telow.

Agreec an(, Ai:ceotea Agreec and Accepted

'nierpnce Corporation LICENSEE

SIGNATURE SIGNATURE

NAME NAME-

TITLE TITLE

DATE DATE

D
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EXPERT SYSTEM SOFTWARE



Tekrcwiecge Inc
'717 A00ey Oak Drive _ .- .
Vienna. Virginia 22180 : ...

,703) 25- 3385 ..
AoDteC Aritlca; !rý ehCeCe

Ronald K. Goldstein
Senior ACcount Manacer October 21, 1986

Mr. Chuck Zeigler
Delta Information Systems
Horsham Business Center
Building 3
300 Welsh Road
Horsham, Pa. 19044

Dear Mr. Zeigler:

Teknowledge, Inc. is pleased to pro,,ide you with a quote for
MicroVAX based S.1 expert system software. S.1 is available for both
VMS and Unix (Ultrix) operating systems and can be delivered on either
cartridge or disk media.

Teknowledge offers the initial copy of S.1 and the following
additional items for a total of $25,000 for the MicroVAX version .1f
S.1:

"o S.1 expert system development software for your work-
station;

"o 5.1 Documentation (Users Guide, Reference Manual and
Sample Knowledge Systems);

"o The S.l packager used to build and field delivery
systems;

"o One week of Knowledge Engineering Methodology(KE1M)
training;

"o Two weeks of 6.1 training; and
"o One year of telephone hotline support and S. 1 product

updates.

Additional development copies of S.1 are available at $25,000
through the 5th copy and decrease to $20,000 thereafter.

Deiivery )or run-time) licenses of S.1 applications are priced at.
$3,000 for the first through the 30th copy and $2,700 per copy fDr
the 31st through the 100th copy. Teknowledge is open to working with
Delta Information Systems in working out special pricing for
situations involving a commitment to purchase blocks of development
and/'or delivery c-opies of S.1.

If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate tu :ali.

on G ds in .



TEKNOWLEDGE, INC.
Software License Agreement

Paragraph A

This Ucense Apeemeat betveen Telaowleoge, Inc. and the LJ.ceasee Identified belov couins18 of thki Paragraph A and tts

Tekaowledge. Inc. General Terns Lad Conditions Reference Number: whic1 M
4  

Vhih is Incorporated by

this reference.

Data________________

Purclase Order Number

ThQ Praduct(S) to be prCTIded are:

De3fignated
CPU Make & Maintenance Maintenance License

Quantity Product Serial # Period Fee Fee

S.1 (DEC VAX) _

S.1 jXerox) __

S.1 (Symbolics)

N4.1

M I Delivery Systems

"Serial number required for S.1 licenses only.

Tot.l Tees.: $ (e-clusivo of applicable t,..zes and shipping chs.rres).

Site(s) location (not required for M.1 Delivery Systems):

(a)
Street Address City State Zl;ý code

(b)

Street Address City State ZIp Coje

Acceptec. by LICENSEE: Accepted by TEKNOWLEDGE, INC..

Company Name: TEKNOWLEDGE INC.

Company Address: 525 University Avenue. Suite 200

Palo Alo. CA g4301

Signature: Sl&nature

Name Name

Title Title

Date Date



S/ .. . .V:

TEKNOWVLEDGE, INC.
S.1 General Terms and Conditions

51041
Reference Number.

1. DEFINITIONS

a. Agreement. This Agreement consists of these General Terms and Conditions and Paragraph A attached
hereto. These General Terms uad Conditions art generl terms and conditions for the licensing of
Tekuaowledge's proprietary computer software products. More thia one Paragraph A may incorporate these
General Terms and Conditions by reference. Each Paragraph A, taken together with these General Terms
and Conditions, shall constitute a separate Agreement and shall be considered independent of any other
, agreements between the parties which inco.por-te the*e General Terms &ad Conditions.

b. Produet. The term *Product" means one or more of the proprietary computer software programs identified
in Paragraph A, all related materials, documentation Lad information received by Licensee from Licensor
and the published specifications for the Product. Paragrapb A may identify more thua one Product or
more than one copy of Lay Product.

c. Designated CPU. The term 'DesigLated CPU' means any centrai processing unit, including its associated
peripheral units, described in Paragraph A. Paragraph A may designate more than one CPU.

2. LICENSE

a. Grant of License. Licensor hereby grants to Licensee Lad Licensee hereby accepts from Licensor a
nonexclusive, nontransferable license to use the Product(s) in accordance with this Agreement during the
term specified in Section 3. Licensee is aware that this Agreement grants Licensee no title or rights of
ownership in the Product and that Licensor considers the Product to be the proprietary information and a
trade secret of licensor. It is expressly understood and agreed that the obligations of this section shall
survive the expiration or termination of the Agreement or any provision herecf.

b. Payment of License Fee. As a condition to Licensor's obligations hereunder, Licensee agrees to pay, within
thirty (20) days following receipt of an invoice by Licensor, the one-time License Fee set forth for such
Product in Paragraph A.

c. Restrictions on Use. Licensee is autborszed to use the Product only for Licensee's internal purposes and only
on the Designated CPU ast the site(s) specified in Paragraph A. Licensee agrees that it will not use or
permit the Product to be used in Lay manner, whether directly or indirectly, that would enable Licensee's
customers or Lay other person or entity to use the Product on other than a Designated CPU. Licensee
acknowledges and agrees that this Subsection 2(C) specifically prohibits, without limitation: (i)
incorporation of the Product into any of Licensen's products intended for distribution, or actually
distributed, to third parties. (ii) use of the prodnct on or over any computer network system, except one
such use for the purpose of initial installation of the Product on the Desipated CPU, or thereafter,
reinstallations following system failures, (Wi)disaosembly or copying (except preparation of a single back-up
copy) of the Product or (iv) sublicense, commercial time-sharing or rental of the Product. Licensee may not
usiga or sublicense the license granted hereunder without the prior written consent of Licensor. and any
such purported assignment or sublicense shall be void.

d. Use on Other than Designated CPU. Notwithstanding the foregoing restrictions on use, but subject to the
requirements of notice and consent set forth in this Subsection 2(D), Licensee may use the Product on other
than a Designated CPU in the following circumstances: (i) if a Designated CPU cannot be used because of
equipment or software malfunctions, Licensee may temporarily use the Product on another CPU; and (ii) if
a Designated CPU is replaced by Licensee. Licensee may designate a succeomr Designated CPU and use the
Product on such CPU, provided that use on the prior Designated CPU hai ceaed. Licensee most give
Licensor prior written notice and Llcensor must give its prior written consent (which shall not be
unreasonably withheld) before such other uase a• permitted.

o. Documentation. Licensor shall provide LIcens•e with: (I) the Product In machine readable form Lad, (ii)
Licensor's then-current user documentation for the Product (*Docurrentatin').

f. Proprietary Markings. License agrees to maintain all copyright. Lad/or other marking and/or legends
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placed upon, contained with or included in the Product, documentation and/or related materials. Such
obligation to maintain shall also include the obligation to perpetuate such markings and/or legends on all
copies of the Product, documentation tad/or related materials prepared by Licensee in accordance with the
terms of this Agreement.

3. TERM AND TERMUNATION

a. The license aranted under this Agreement shall commence upon the delivery of the Product toticensee and
shall continue in perpetuity unless sooner terminated pursuant to Subsection 3(B) below.

b. In the event of any default by the Licensee of any material term covenant, or obligation under this
Agreement, this Agreement shall terminate on thirty (30) days prior written notice by Licensor.

c. The following conditions apply upon termination: (i) the Licensee shall discontinue use of the Product and
shall deliver to Licensor the Product and related mateial, furnished by Licensor .igether with all copies
thereof, and shall warrant in writing, within thirty (30) days of terraina~ion. that the Product. related
materials and all copies thereof have been returned to Licensor. and (ii) the Licensee shall also erase or
destroy any of the Product contained in computer memory or data storage apparatus under the control of
the Licensee and shall remove the Product from all software systems of Licensee. The Licensee shall
warrant such in writing to Licensor within thirty (30) days of termination.

d. If Licensee fails to comply with the provisions of Subsection S(C) above. Licensor shall have the right to
take possession of the Product, wherever the same may be located, upon notice and demand, in accordance
with process of law.

4. MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT

a. Maintenance and Support Services. Subject to the terms, conditions and charges set forth in this section,
Licensor will provide Licensee witb maintenance and support services ror the Product(s) for a period of
ninety (00) days from date of invoice as is necessary to cause th- Product(s) to perform in accordance with
its current published specifications. Licensee acknowledges that access by Licensor to the Designated CPU
and Licensee's products being developed with. or containing, the Product(s) shall be essential to
performance by Licensor of its obligations under this Section. The maintenance and support services shall
be performed by telephone from Licensor's offices in Palo Alto, California or at Licensee's location, as
Licensor may elect in its sole discretion.

b. Duration of, and Ciarges for, Maintenance and Support. There will be no additional charge for maintenance
and support during the first ninety (90) days. For each year after the frst ninety (§0) days Licenser will
continue to provide Licensee with maintenance and support services as described in Subsection 4(A) above.
provided that Licensee executes a separate Maintenance Agreement and pays Licensor in advance the
annual maintenance and support charges then in effect.

c. Limitations on Licensor's Obligations.

Licensee understands and agrees that Licensor may develop and market new or different computer
programs which use part or all of the Product(s) and which perform all or part of the functions performed
by the Product(s). Nothing contained in this Agreement gives Licensee Lay rights with respect to such new
or different computer programw. Any failure by Licensor to provide ongoing annual maintenance and
support on the anniversary date of the agreement shall not constitute grounds for terminating this
Agreement but shall be only a basis for terminating the parties' future obligations with respect to
mastenance and support.

d. Licensee Confidential Information,

Licensor understands that it may, in the eourse of performing the maintenance and support services, have
access to certain confidential information of Licensee which Licensee has clearly marked a such or
otherwise identified in writing to Licensor prior to disclosure as being Confidential. Licensor agrees to
sefeguard all such confidential information ("Licensee Confidential Information') in a manner consistent
with the protection accorded to Licensor's own confidential information, and shall restrict access to all
Licensee Confidential Information to those employees and consultants of Licensor with a "need to know"
Licensor shall have no liability to Licensee for the disclosure of Licensee Confidential Information to third
parties except where such disclosure is made willfully and with knowledge that the information disclosed
constituted Licensee Confidential Information. Licensor shall return all Licensee Confidential Information
to Licensee upon written demand by Licensee, or provide a certificate of destruction with respect thereto-

Vers•-,tcn 0 (,&c - 4
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S. WARRANT7Y

Unless stated otherwuse in Paagraph A, Licensor hereby ws~rma.ts that it has title to the Product(s). tbe right to
enter into this License Agreement and grant the license hereunder. aird that the Produet(s), as delivered by
Licensor, if properly installed on a Designated CPL in conformance with the written instruactions provided to
Licensee by Licensor, is capable of operating in conformance with the Product's then-current published
spe .ific at ions. Licensor does not Land cannot guarantee the performance or results that may be obtained by use
of the Product and Documentation; accordingly, the Product and Documentation is licensed to Licensee 'u is.*
EXCEPT AS SPECIFICALLY PROVIDED IN~ THIS SECTION, LICENSOR NIAKES NO WARRANTIES
EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED AS TO ANY MATTER WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTTABILITY, OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. T.IE EINTIRE RISK AS TO RESULTS OF USE OF THE PRODUCT IS ASSUMNED BY THE USER.

a. TNDEMNOIFlCATION

Licensor agrees to indemnify LiceNsee Land to hold it harmless from all damages awarded against Licensee in the
United States or Canada by virtue of Licensee.s use of the Product as delivered by Licensor and Maintained on a
Designated CPU, provided that Licensor is given prompt notice of Lany such claim and the right to control and
direct the investigation, preparation, defense and settlement of each such claim and further provided that
Licensee shall fully cooperate with Licensor in connection with the foregoing. Should the Product(s) delivered by
Licensor become or. in Licensor's opinion, be likely to become the subject of a claim of infringement of a trade
secret, patent or copyright, Licensor may at its option and expense either (a) procure for Licensee the right to
continue to use the product us contemplated hereunder, or (b) replace and/or modify the Product to make its use
hereunder noninfringing. If neither option is reasonably available to Licenser, then this Agreement may be
terminated at the option of either party hereto without further obligation or liability except as provided in
Section$ S(C) and 0 hereof, and refund by Licensor to Licensee of the total License Fee actually paid hereunder.
Licensor shall have no liability for Lany claim of trade secret, patent or copyright infringement, based on
Licensee.s use or combination of the Product with products or data not supplied by Licensor as part of the
Product.

7.LIMI1TATIONS OF' LIAJITLITY AND TIME TO SUE

a. MIodiricsttion of product by Licensee. Any modification of the Product by Licensee or any faiure by
Licensee to implement any Updates to the Product as supplied by Licensor shall void Licenser's
maintenance and suppo,'t obligations under Section 4. Licensor's warranty under Section 5 and Licensor's
indemnity under Section 8 above, unless Licensee has obtained prior written authorization from Licensor
permitting such modification or failure to implement.

b. Limitations on Licensor's Liability. Except as provided in section 5 above. Licensor shall Dot be liable for
any direct, indirect, special, consequential or any other damages arisinag out of Licensee's use or the Product
or the marketing, delivery, installation, furnishing, maintaining or supporting or the Product by Licensor-
If for any reason any of the foregoing limitations of liability is voided or i.9 not effective. Licensee agrees that
(except as provided in SCtion 6 above) Licensor's liability for damages. if any, shall not exceed the charges
paid to Licenser by Licensee for use of the. Product ukder this sgreement. No action, rebardless of o.
arising out Of LnY of the transactions under this Agreement may be brought by Licensee more than one (I)
year after such action accrued.

I. PAYiMENTIS'i: TAXES

a. Payme~nt Licensor will invoice Licensee for the amount due on delivery of the Product as speciried in
Paragraph A. All payments shall be due and payable within thirty (30' lays after Licensee's receipt of an
invoice from Li nosor. Licensee's obligation to pay al.] accrued charges shall survive the expiration or
temnatiMLon of this Ag-reement.

b. Tiaxps* In addition to all charges specified in this Agrement. Licensee shall PaY or reimburse Licensor for all
federal, state, local or other taxes anot based on Licensor's net income or net worth, including, but not
limrite.d to, saies, use, privilege and property taxes, or amounts levied in lieu thereof, based on charges
payable under this Agreement or hased on the Product. its use or any services performed hereunder.
whether such taxes arc now or hereafter imposed under the authority Of anY federal, state, local or other
taxing jurisdiction.

O ',( EXPORT

Licensee undertands Lnd recognizes that the Product~s) and ether materials. made Available to it hereunder and

\¼'r'ilr .!, 0 g A., C
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the direct Product(s) produced through use thereof may be subject to the export administration reculatons of
the United States Department of Commerce and other United States government regulations relating to the
export of technical data and equipment and Product(s) produced therefrom. License is familiar with and agrees
to comply with all such regulations, including any future modifications thereof.

10. GENERAL

a. Noticee. All notices, demands or consents resqjired or permitted hereunder shall be in writingsand shall be
delivered, sent by telegram or telex, or mailed to the respective parties at the address set forth in
ParagTaph A or at Such other address u shall have been given to the other party in writing for the purposes
of thi clause. Such notices and other communications shall be deemed effective upon the earliest to occur
Of (i) actual delivery, (ii) five (6) days after mailing, addressed Lad postage prepaid as aforesaid, or (iii) two
(2) days after transmission by telex or telegram.

J
b. Waiver ind Amendment. No waiver, amendment or m.)di -ation of any provision hereof shall be effective

unless m writing and signed by the party against whom suca waiver, amendment of modiflication is sought
to be enforced. No failure or delay by either party in exercising any right, power or remedy hereunder shall
operate as a waiver of any such right, power or remedy.

c. Assignment. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the successors and usigns of
the parties. Licensee may not assig or delegate any of iti rights or obligations under this Agreement to
any third party without the express written consent of Licensor.

d. Governing Law. This Agreement iball be governed by the law of the State of California as such law is
applied by California courts to contracts between California residents entered into and to be performed
within the State of California.

e. Integration. This Agreement, including any attached Exhibits, constitutes the inal, complete and exclusive
agreement of the parties concerning the subject matt.r hereof, and supersedes any other communication
related thereto.

f. Severability. In the event that any provision of this Agreement shall be unenforceable or illegal, such
provision shall be severed; and the entire Agreement shall not fail, but the balance of the Agreement shall
continue in full force and effect.

ACCEPTED BY LICENSEE: ACCEPTED BY TEKNOWLEDGE. INC.:

Company Teknowledge. Inc.

Address _25 U-.!,.'erslty Avenue

Palo Alto, California 94301

SIgnature Signature
Name Name
Title Tlle
Date Date



TEKNOWLEDGE, INC.
Software License Agreement

Paragraph A

This LUcesse Agreement betvsea Tekovwledgi. Zic. Uad the Licensee. identified belov consists of Uji P&rLarh A and te

Tekaovledg•e. ic. .saerL Terms Lad CoadItlos Reference Number: r-1i ()411 1 ,lc I nI icorporated by

thin refereace.

Date________________

Purchase Order Number

The Product(s) to be provided are:

Designated

CPU Make & Maintenance Maintenance License

Quantity Product Serial # Period Fee Fee

S.1 (DEC VAX)

5.1 (Xerox)

________ S.I •Syrnboiics)__________________________________________

S. 1

M.1 Delivery Systems

M.I

"Serlal number required ror S.1 licenses only.

Toral Fees: s (ezclusive of applicable tax*@ and shipping charges).

Sit@e() IOCStiL') (not required for M.1 Delivery Syestems)

(a)
Street Address City State Z!p Co0,e

(b)

Street Address City State Zip Co.ie

Accepted by LICENSEE: Accepted by TEKNOWLEDGE, INC..

Company Name: TEKNOWLEDGE. INC.

Company Address: 625 University Avenue. Suite 200
Palo Alto. CA 94301

Signature: Signature

Name Name

Title Title

Date Date
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TEKNOWLEDGE, INC.
S.1 General Terms and Conditions

Reeec Nubr 51041
1. DEFINITIONS

a. Agreement. This Areement consists of these General Terms and Conditions and Paragraph A attached
hereto. These General Terms and Conditions am general terms and conditions for the licensing of
Tekiowledge's proprietary computer software products. More than one Paragraph A nay incorporate these
General Terms Lad Conditions by reference. Each Paragraph A, taken together with these General Terms
and Conditions, shall constitute a oeparass Areerment and shall be considered independent of any oth-r
agreements between the parties which incorporate these General Terms sad Conditions.

b. Product. The term "Product" means one or more of the proprietary computer software programs identified
- in Paragraph A, all related materials, documentation and information received by Licensee from Licensor

and the published specifications for the Product. Paragraph A may identify more than one Product or
more than one copy of any Product.

c. Desigmated CPU. The term 'Desiguated CPU" means aoy central processing unit, including its sscciated
peripheral units, described in Paragraph A. Paragraph A may designate more than one CPU.

2. LICENSE

a Grant of License. Licensor hereby grants to Licensee and Licensee hereby accepts from Licensor a
nonexclusive, nontransferable license to use the Product(s) in accordance with this Agreement during the
term specified in Section 3. Licensee is aware that this Agreement grants Licensee no title or rights of
ownership in the Product and that Licensor considers the Product to be the proprietary information and a
trade secret of licensor. It is expressly understood and agreed that the obLigations of this section shall
survive the expiration or termination of the Agreement or any provision hereof.

b. Pament of License Fee. As a condition to Licensor's obligations hereunder. Licensee agrees to pay, within
thtrty (30) days following receipt of sa invoice by Licensor. the one-tmr Lecense Fee set forth for such
Product in Paragraph A.

c. Restrictions on Use. Licensee is authorized to use the Product only for Licensee's internal Vp -'.4s and only
on the Designated CPUs at the site(s) specified in Paragraph A. Licensee agrees that it -ili not use or
permit the Product to be used in Lay manner, whether directly or indirectly, that would enable Licensee's
customers or any other person or entity to use the Product on other than a Designated CPU. Licensee
acknowledges Lad agrees that this Subsection 2(C) specifically prohibits, without limitation: (i)
incorpor?.ion of the Product into Lay of Licensee's products intendea for distribution, or actually
distributed, to third parties, (ii) use of the product on or aver any competer network system, except one
such use for the purpose of initial installation of the Product on the Designated CPU, or thereafter,
reinsttllations following system fallures, (iii)disassembLy or copying (except preparation of a single back-up
copy) of the Product or (iv) sublicense, commercial time-sharing or rental of the Product. Licensee may rot
assign or rublicense the license granted hereunder without the prior written consent of Licensor. Lad any
such purported assignment or sublicense shall be void.

d. Use on Other than Designated CPU. Notwithstanding the foregoing restrictions on use, but subject to the
requirements of notice and consent set forth in this Subsection 2(D), Li ensee may use the Product on other
than a Designated CPU in the following circurnstances: (i) if a Designated CPU cannot be used because of
equipment or software msalfunctions, Licensee may temporarily use the Product on another CPU; Lad (ii) if
a Designated CPU is replaced by Licensee. Licensee may designate a successor Designated CPU Lad use the
Product on such CPU, provided that use on the prior Designated CPU hu cewed. Licensee must give
Licensor prior written notice Lad Licensor must give its prior written consent (which shall not be
unreasonably withheld) before such other uses sar permitted.

e. Documentation. Licensor shall provide Licensee with: (i) the Product in machine readable form Lad, (ii)
Licensor's then-current user documentation for the Product (*DocumentatiIn').

f. Proprietary Markings. License agrees to maingtain all copyright, and/or other markings and/or legends

CV .
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placed tpon, contained with or included m the Product, documentation and/or related materials. Such
obligation to maintain shall also include the Obligation to perpetuate such mnrkings and/or legends o0 all
copies of the Product, documentation and/or related materials prepared by Licensee in accordance with the
terms of this Agreement.

3. TERM AND TERMINATION

a. The license granted under this Agreement shall commence upon the delivery of the Product to ticensee and
shall continue in perpetuity unless sooner terminated pursuant to Subsection 3(B) below.

b. In the event of any default by the License, of may material term covenant, or obligation under this
Agreement. this Agreement shaLH terminate on thirty (30) days prior written notice by Licensor.

c. The following conditions apply uron termination: (i) the Licensee shall discontinue use of the Product and
shall deliver to Licensor the Product and related materiak furnished by Licensor together with all copies j
thereof, Lad shall warrant in writing., within thirty (30) days of termination, that the Product. related
materials and all copies thereof have been returned to Licensor, and (ii) the Licensee shall also erase or
destroy any of the Product contained in computer memory or data storage apparatus under the control of
the Licensee and shall remove the Product from all software systems of Licensee. The Licensee shall
warrant such in writing to Licensor within thirty (30) days of termination.

d. If Licensee rails to comply with the provisions of Subsection S(C) above. Licensor shall have the right to
take possession of the Product, wherever the same may be located, upon notice and demand, in accordance
with process of law.

4. MAiNTENANCE AND SUPPORT

L Maintenance and Support Services. Subject to the terms, conditions and charges set forth in this section.
Licensor will provide Licensee with maintenance and support services for the Product(s) for a period of
ninety (00) days from date of invoice u is necessary to cause the Product(s) to perform in accordance with
its current published specifications. Licensee acknowledges that access by Licensor to the Desigmated CPU
and Licensee's products being developed with, or containing, the Product(s) shall be essential to
performance by Licensor of its obligations under this Section. The maintenance and support services shall
be performed by telephone from Licensor's offices in Palo Alto. California or at Licensees location, as
Licensor may elect in its sole discretion.

b. Duration or, and Charges for, Maintenance and Support. There w;ill be no additional charge for maintenance
and support during the first ninety (tO) days. For each year after the rf't ninety (00) days Licensor will
continue to provide Licensee with maintenance and support services as described in Subsection 4(A) above,
provided that Licensee executes a separate Maintenance Agreement and pays Licensor in advance the
annuua maintenance and support charges then in efTect.

c. Limitations on Licensoi's Obligations.

Licensee understands Lad agrees that Licensor may develop and market new or dilferent computer
protrams which use part or aLl of the Product(s) and which perform all or part of the functions performed
by the Product(s). Nothing contained in this Agreement gives Licensee any rights with respect to such new
or dilTerent computer programs. Any failure by Licensor to provide ongoing annual maintenance and
support on the anniversary date of the agreement shall not constitute grounds for terminating this
Agreement but shall be only a bamis for terminating the parties' futre obligations with respect to
maintenance Lad support.

d. Licensee Confidential Information.

Licensor understands that it may, in the course of performing the maintenance and support services, have
rccess to certain confidential information of Licensee which Licensee hu clearly marked as such or
otherwise identified in writing to Licensor prior to disclosure as being confidential. Licensor agrees to
sfeg-uard all such confidential information ('Licensee Coaridentizl Information') in a manner consistent
with the protection accorded to Licensor's own confidential information, and shall restrict access to all
Licensee Confidential Information to those employees and consultants of Licensor with a "reed to know".
Licensor shall have no liability to Licensee for the disclosure of Licensee Confidential Information to third
parties except where such disclosure i. made willfully and with knowledge that the information disclosed
constituted Licensee Confidentiai Information. Licensor shall return all Licensee Confidential Information
to Licensee upon written demand by Licensee, or provide a certificate of destru'tion with respect thereto.
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6. WARRANTY

Unltas stated otherwise in Ptragrph A. Licensor hereby warrants that it his title to the Product(s). the right to
enter into this License Agreement and grant the license hereunder. and that the Product(s), u delivered by
Licensor. it property installed on a Designated CPU in conformLace with the written instructions provided to
License* by Licensor, is capable of operating in conformance with the P"oduct's then-carrent publiobea
specifications. Licensor does not and cannot guarantee the performance or results that may be obtained by use
of the Product and Documentation: accordingly, the Product Lad Documentation is licensed to Licensee *as is.*
EXCEPT AS SPECIFICALLY PROVIDED IN THIS SECTION, LICENSOR MAKES NO WARRANTIES
EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED AS TO ANY MATTER WHATSOEVER. INCLUDING. WITHOUT
LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. TIE FN"TIME RISK AS TO RESULTS OF USE OF THE PRODUCT IS ASSUMED BY THE USER.

8. 'N'DEITFlICATION J

Licensor agree# to indemnify Licensee and to hold it harmless from all damages awarded against Licensee in the
United States or Canada by virtue of Licensee's use of the Product as delivered by Licensor and maintained on a
Designated CPU, provided that Licensor is given prompt notice of any such claim Lad the right to control Lad
direct the investigation, preparation, defense and settlement of each such claim Lnd further provided that
Licensee shall fully cooperate with Licensor in connection with the foregoing- Should the Product(s) delivered by
Licensor become or. in Licensor's opinion, be likely to become the subject of a claim of infringement of a trade
secret, patent or copyright. Licensor may at its option and expense either (a) procure for Licensee the right to
continue to use the product as contemplated hereunder, or (b) replace and/or modify the Product to make its use
hereunder noninfringing. If neither option is reuooably available to Licensor, then this Agreement may be
terminated at the option of either party hereto without further obligation or Liability except as provided in
Sections 3(C) and a hereof, and refund by Licensor to Licensee of the total License Fee actually paid hereunder.
Licensor shall have no liability for any claim of trade secret, patent or copyright infringement, bas.ed on
Licensee's use or combination of the Product with products or data not supplied by Licensor as part of the
Product.

7. LIMITATIONS OF LLAITLITY AND TIME TO SUE

a. todification of .roduct by Licen-ee. Any modification or the Product by Licensee or any failure by
Licensee to implement any Updates to the Product as supplied by Licensor shall void Licensor's
maintenance and support obligations under Section 4, Licensor's warranty under Section 4 and Licensor's
indemnity under Section 8 above, unless Licensee has obtained prior written authorization from Licensor
permitting such modification or failure to implement.

b. Liroitations on Licensor's Liability. Except as provided in section 8 above, Licensor shall not be liable for
any direct, indirect, special, consequential or Lay other damages arising out of Licensee's use of the Product
or the marketing, delivery, insttllstion, furnishing, maintaining or supporting of the Product by Licensor.
ir for any reason any of the foregoing limitations of liability is voided or is not effective. Licensee agrees that
(except a provided in Section 0 above) Liceneor's liability for damages, if any, shall not exceed the charges
paid to Licensor by License - for use of the .'roduct uuder this Agreement. No action, regardless of form.
arising out of any of the transactions under this Agreement may be brought by Licensee more than one
year after such action accrued.

8. PAYME.INT(S); TAXES

a. Pavrn-nt. Licensor will invoice Licensee for the amount due on delivery of the Product as specified in
Paragraph A. All payments shall be due and payable within thirty (30) days after Licensee's receipt of as
invoice from Licensor. Licensee's obligation to pay all accrued charges shall survive the expiration or
termination or this Agreement.

b. Taes. In addition to all charges specified in this Agreement. Licensee shall pay or reimburse Licensor for all
federal, state, local or other taxes not based on Licensor's net income or net worth, including, but not
limited to, stles. use, privilege and property taxes. or amounts levied ir lieu thereof, bhaed on charges
payable under this Agreement or based on the Product. its use or any services performed hereunder.
whether such taxes are now or hereafter imposed under the authority of any federal, state, local or other
taxing jurisdiction.

9 NO EXPORT

Licensee understands and recognixe. that the Products) and other matenais made available to it hereunder and
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